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FOreword

Despite recent cutbacks in elective progfams, mass communication
instruction is steadily increasing inecondary schools. Professional
educators and the public are demanding programs which help stu-
dents to cope with the impact and potential of mass media. Withill
interdisciplinary studies, mass communication can easily become a
unifying focus for social $udies, fjne and performing arts, the
technical sciences, economics, home economics, and, of course,
the various areas of English and speech communication.

This publication attempts to meet the needs of instructors, cur-
riculum supervisors, school boards, state education departments,
and all others interested in establishing or strengthening mass
communication instruction in secondary schools. In summarizing
the status of mass communication instruction and in describing
its major instructional approaches, the authors have provided in-
formation not available in other publications.

This information analysis monograph is published by the Speech
Corrimunication Association in cooperation with the Educational
Resources Information Center Clearinghouse on Reading and
Communication Skills (ERIC/RCS). Such products fulfill the
directive from the National Institute of Education (NIE) that

' ERIC provide educators with opportunities for knowledge utiliza-
tion beyond that provided by the ERIC data base. NIE; recogniz-
ing the gap between educational research and classroom teaching,
has charged ERIC to go beyond its initial function of gathering,
evaluating, indexing, and disseminating information to a signifi-
cant new servicecommissioning from recognized authoritie6
information analysis papers on concrete educational needs.

Educators from many disciplines will find this analysis provoca-
tive. Hopefully, they will implement its many ideas to ensure that

'mass communication study is established as a "basic" in secondary
school curricula.

Barbara Lieb-Brilhart
Associate Director
Speech Module,-ERIC/RCS
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Preface

or); b 1

.. The purpose of this publication is to describe the status and poten-
4a1 of mass communication instruction in the secondary_school..
The intended audiences ge school officials, adminiitrators, cur-
riculum designers, and teachers. Since this is not a textbook, a
teachgt will not learn to teach these subjects just by reading this

(...nTonegraph, but citations and suggested readings have been in-
cluded for that purpose.

We felt that we were following the path of an October 1966
special issue of the BUllqtin of the National Association of Second,
ary School Principals (No. 312) entitled "Radio and Television in
the Secondary School." This work did not include the p t media,

- film, or advertising, but it did attempt to portray both e status
and future of the electronic media in the classroom.

This earlier undertaking luggested that we begin with a survey
of the ffatus quo. in mass communication instruction in American
secondary schools. Accordingly, we conducted a vrvey among the
fifty state officers for education. The results are feported at some
length in chapter. 2. It is apparent that mass-communication in-

' struction is already important in American high schools, has been
added to secondary curricula at a rapid rate in the past,decade,
and continues to grow variety and number of curricular offer-
ings. This study also suggests the various constraints upon further
griilwth in mass communication courses.
_. This dynamic growth in -secondary school massicoinimunication
instruction _Posed for us the dElditiOnal challenge of presenting
some alternative instruction 41 approachqs which are not in wide
use today. In ,addition, ratiohalq to supOnrt mass communication
instruction have been included fot each approach. These may be
useful in supporting" proposals to expa,nd mass communication
instruction. Facilities required to support' such instruction are'
described by general requirements and costs. However, where
choices .of 'equipment are available, we describe the ones with the
best reputation ,for'reliability at moderate cost. Many other corn-
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Preface

binations of equipment' might also perform well; prices alsd vary
widely in the marketplace.

At the outset of this projects it was our intent to include an
exhaustive list of audio-Visual materials available to support mass
communication instruction. As we began to extract relevant titles.
from the .catalogs of the National Information Clearinghous,e ,on
Educational Materials (NICEM), it soon became apparent that
many of the materials were dated and others seemed only slightly
relevant. Thus, we decided to list in this work only those mate-
rials which we ourselves had examined or those which had beep_
specifically recommended in theme literature. Even though these
limits still resulted in an impressive listyf materials; the reader
should be aware that there is much more available for mass com-
munication research.

We would like to abknOwledge the considerable assistance we
received from typists Patricia Shealy, Patricia Strongman, and An
Spurlock, Mollie Haines of the ERIC Cleiringhouse on Reading .
and Communication Skills was extremely helpful in guiding our
search of ERIC holdings' on mass communication instruction in
the secondary school. Gerald R. Firth anA Raymohd-Bruce of the
University of Georgia College of Education offered a helpful
critique of the survey of state education ,officers. Our reviewers,
whose suggestions were most helpful, were Robert, K. Avery of the
University of Utah, Carroll Arnold of Pennsylvania State Univer-.
shy, and Thomas F. Kaye of Bay View High School, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. Our special thanks for much patience and encourage-
ment go to Barbara Lleb-Brilhart, associate director of the SCA/
ERIC Module. None of the above are responsible for any errors:in '
content in the pages that follow, but they must be acknowledged
in considering whatever virtues are detected.

James E. Fletcher,

Stuart H. Surlin

47.



Understanding
Mass -Communication

After leaving formal schooling, an individual's main source.for
continued information and learning will be that information
gleaned from mass thedia.

(Idaho State Department of Education Official

Sydney Head has suggested that the p-rocess of mass communica-
tion implies at least five things:

(1) rela' tively large audiences,
(2) fairly undifferentiated audience composition,
(8) some forth of message reproduction,
(4) rapid distfibution and delivery, and
(5) low unit cost to the consumer.'

Muss media are the means by which we are bound together in
mass communication. "Media of communication are the means
or vehicles capable of assuming forms that have characteristics
of messages or that transmit messages."2 To sum it up, mass

,communication, is high-speed communication to large groups of
individuals at very low unit costs; mass media are the complex
machines and businesses responsible for the appearance of mass
communication products in our homes, schools, and offices.

None of us can accurately reflect upon a world without mass
communication, for the media have been with us at least since
Johann Gutenberg's introduction of movable type in the mid -
1400s. The significance of this innovation was not to. be realize
for several centuries, until the upheavals .of the late RenaissancT,
the Reformation, and finally the Industrial Revolution. The com-
bination of the power to rapidly manufacture presses and type and
the demand of the new leisure_ cl ses for news and entertainment
/provided an economic incentive or the rapid growth of the
media.3 . -

With the coming of urbaniz' , highez education, and a mo-
bile population, a "mass society" evolved. Individuals felt more

8 1



9 Understanding Mass Communication. .

and more isolated and alienated in their dealings with others. As
society became larger, more complex, and more specialized, the
mass media increasingly became the link between the individual
and thodern mass society.

Without the instruments of mass communication, neither tradi-
tional nor contemporary culture could survive today. Elcen such
folklore as the games of childhood, work songs, and mythic heroes
continue only with the assistance of tape recorders, books, and
individuar specialists trained largely by books and recordings. The
intellectual culture of the West could not have survived without
books, playscripts, and magazines. Even the preprinting litera-,/'
ture of classical Greece and Rome reaches the pre tfor most
scholarsthrough the interyention of presses and m crofilm and
the organizations that produce and market them.

The general teaching of reading and writin is a relatively
recent development. It proceeded, perhaps, f m the necessity
for industrial societies to have workers wh could read written
instructions, such as safety warnings and speci ations, and whp
could fill. out employment applications, su as timecards and
reports. As a consequence, newer and even_,..rger audiences have
been made available to printand huge ne(vspaper and magazine
undertakings were the result.

As the nonprint technology of the mass media evolved, hOwever,
both the incentives to read books and the necessity to read news-
papers and magazines were reduced. Eari§:motion pictures were
often useful tools fox entertainment, socialization, and language
instruction for urban immigrants to the U.S., with the titles of the
silent films providing self-rewarding reading ,lessons. Radio and
television, the most pervasive media, haye come to dominate the
mass media behavior of mo l! individuals society. Audio and
audio-visual messages now come prepackagedfor instant attention
and understanding. The' loWest common denominat'or of formal
education is assumed when producing content for the broadcast
media: In this way the largest number of people can be reached
with_ the- least effort on the part of both broadcaster and listenZ/
views. "Efficiency" has become a goal for 'Media producers and
for media consumers.

This thumbnail sketch of the history of mass media evolution
(or revolution) makes several assertions. One, the media of mass
communication and the various cultures in a society are neces-
sarily interdependent. Without access to the media, any modern,
culture must work much harder for survival. Likewise without

9



'Understanding Mass Communication - 3.

cultures to present, the media are,deaf and. dumb. Two, the vari-.
ous media are instruments of an irichfstrial elite who ipust be

(concerned E e preservationwith preseatibp of society as they know..
it and with ' h (and thus profitable) levels of mass communica-
tion consumption by the public. .

. M a Consequence, the media must also refledt the basic con-
flicts in society as if they were internal to the media. There are ,..

those who publicly mourn the ravage of traditional (meaning elite)
culture by unfeelin,ernass media entrepreneurs, while the latter
complain that the legitimate needs of the public are not of suftc-

.

cient importance to the former.
Three, the educatio establishment itself is drawn -into this

conflict, because. the e cator is traditionally trained to find "Iife
and value" properly reflected in the printed media and to despise
the vulgar (unrefined) tastes of the masses as manifested in film
and in the electronic media. In recognition of this irony, Patrick
Hazard has penned this exhortation to his English teaching col-
leagues: "The cultural brow beating which hg_sbeert. the covert
strategy of ranguage instruction must end."4

Four, the great majority of private citizefis are openly, emo-, '
tionally attached to the media, because the media are important
in establishing the most widely shared cultural realities of society.
The east majority,of citizens must choose belween a mass-mediated
culture and a mere handful of uncertain cultural alternatives.

Mass Communication and the Individual

Siginuricl'.Freud and his followers made all of us aware of the
important role social influence plays in development of the indi-
vidual personality.' His notion of the super-ego as the predomi-
nant and socially trained component of self has been particularly
persifasive in a country in which individual ireedorh and responsi-
bility are accepted as basic values. Language itself, fro- this point
of view, becomes an invention of social influence wiF pfeciotis
little purpose if humans did not live in and for groups. And,
language is inherently social, so must be all the inherently linguis-
tic behaviors of individuals in society..-In fact, the social linguistic
messages encountered by individuals must 411ectively explain the
way in which those individuals relate to the humans around them.
Certainly the messages of those special people who are impOrtant
to us have greater influeffee, but virtually every communication
has some influence.

1e
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The very pervasiveness of the mass media implies great influence.
particularly upon the malleable, the young, the, emotionally in-,.
firm. More than that, the consumer . reWards provided by ,mass
communicationdiversion, entertainment, and novelty in othe?-,
wise routine lives=also teach us .incidentally about nearly every
other aspect of life. And the reader /listener /viewer time devoted to
consuming the contents of the media is astonishing, particularly .

when contrasted with the total consumption possible as little as
a century ago. \

The continuing ,Quill and Scroll, surveys of tsseaaiters' media
habits show heavy use of recordings, film, radio, and television as
well as significant levels in use of comic baoks, magazines, and'
newspapers'.6 In the case of general consumption"ranent research
has been clear on one point:lite lower ethicated individual 4 most
orientedtowaltt the broadcast media as a, means of being enter-
tained and informed. Whether it be laziness, a lack of perceived

'alternatives, or a lack of personal identification with other infor-
mation sources, the lower educated person believes he 'learns=

.more through television content.. .."7
rthie-American public school student, the media are historian,

noniist, jester, minstrel, soothsayer, geographer, counselor,
one sman, prophet. The circumstances of intergenerational con-

ga flirt, a olescent self-dotibt, and the general deteripration of the
faniil unit make teenagers' more comfortable with and more
devoted to the media.

Courses di mass communication are in great demand in modern-
'day secondary school curricula. State, departments of education
officials throughout the United $tates are eloquent in arguments
for adopting mass communication courses in secondary schools:

4 .

I
There is a need it today's changing world to ... provide our stu-
dents with the best education possible and this'will cause need for
,study in Mass Comniunicationt [Arkansas]

'the more progressive teachers in our schools recognize that.stu
dents must be aware of and injlved in this "language" mode.
[Utah] t

EaCh person should (when leaving a secondary school education).
be cognizant of different types, purposes, and approaches of
the mass media communicators;

(iknoTrin which of these forms to find what type of informa-
tion;
be able, as a consumer of both knowledge and material ob-

NOP--; jepts, to distinguish between fact and inference. [Idaho]
r

I
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,4 r
Explosion of knoWledge and dissemination of knowledge; speed
and comprehensive coverage. [Oklahont] ,

Development of critical analysis skills;, better informed itizens;
improvenient otreadingedd writing skills. [New Ham

,
3,

At the secondary school level, mass communication instruction .
should be available (1) to provide for the personal development of ,

the student in tthe areas of eading, writing, grid analytic ability, .

(2) to assist the '''tuderit in analyzing and evaluating the content of
the mass media as purveyors of social, economic, and cultural ip-
formation,F(3) td help the .student gain sufficient cdmpetence to .
examine and understand 'the Asa media as institutions of society,
and (4) to prepare students for vocations in the mass media or:for
professional training eventually leading to a career in the mass.

4

media. , .

A Chapter oil eachof these instructional approaches follows, as
well as a chapter on cocur*ular mass,commuriication
available to secondary sclo61 students. The ? are preceded by a
consideration of the current status of mass communication courses
in secondary schools in the United Slates.

It thoulti be apparent by the end of this report that tht isome-
what chaotic growth of mass communication offerings at the
secoridnry school level is itself a manifest4ion of the importance
of the subject matter to students in a free.but rapilify changing
societyand the, owth itself mat justify more lane and more

'ictiftifri development in the futuie.fully coordinate
-,-- , . /' '

,Suggested Reading .
-

.- . l ' - ,.

The readerchapters that follow assume 1 at the rer hame b. ist so'
, 6 .

mass communication. Some *sic gataloguesnf resources available
in these subject ateas include: j ) ...4

-do' .e. : .

. dampbert, Laurence R. co piler. el. 1 entarive List of Doctoral Dis ations,
Masters Theses, arid Inv ligative Studies on High School Journalidm in
1974. Iowa City, Iowa. 'MB+ andeScfoll Studies, 1976. [ERIC document

'number ED 128 792]l - .. '- .

National Council of Teachers of nglish, Guide to Teaching' Materials' for
English, Grades 7-12, An Annotated Listing of Textbooks ,and Related
Materials for S6ondary Spfools. 1 75-76 Supplement,- Urbana, Ill.:
National. council, of Tephers of En'gr )101975. '[ERIC do6ument number
ED 105 484]

4

Watson, Ken, ed. A.A. T.E. Gidi to* English 13oOks; 19731New South Wales:
Australian Association for-tte Tpachin glish and /At H. Reed and

IL,-
,

/ .
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6 . Understanding Mass Communication

A. y. "Reed, 1973. [ERIC document number-ED 088 0791

Some college.level introductory td,cts in common use include:

Agee70Yarren K., Phillip. H. Ault, and Edwin Emery. Introduction to Mass
aitmunications. 5th ed. New York: Harper and Row, 976.

. Bittner, John. Mass Communication. An Introduction, Englewood Cliffs,
Prentice-Hall., 1977. .

Cagty, Alan, ad. Mass Media and Mass Man. New York. Holt, Rinehart and
Winstoli, 19,7.3. f

Chaffee, Steven H.% and Michael J. Petrick. Using the Mass Media. Commuru-
',,cation Problems in American Society. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1975.
elgik,' David "G., and William B. Blankenburg. You and Media. Mass Com-'

nication and .§ociety. San Francisco: Canfield Press, A973.-
De eurAlelvin L., and Sandra Ba,ll-Rokeach. Theories of Ass Commuruca-

, tion..3rd ed. New York: David.McKay, 1975.
Dennis, Everette E. The Media Society. Evidence about Mass Communication

in America. Dubuque, Iowa: 'William C. Brown Co., 1978.
Hiebert, Ray, Donald Ungurait, and Thomas Bohn. Mass Media. An Introduc-

tion to Modem Communication. New York: David McKay*1974.
Jones, Kathryil J., anWLois B. Watt. Aids to Media Selection faStildents and

Teachers. Rev. ed. Washington, D.C.: Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare; 1976. .6

Murphy, Robert D. Mass' Communication and Human Interaction,- Boston:
HoughtOn Mifflin, 1977.

Ohlgren; Thomas H., and Lynn M. Berk. The New Languages. A Rhetorical'
Approach to the Mass Media and Popular Culture. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1977.

Pember, D'on. Mass Media in America. Chicag Science Research Associates,
1976.

Real, Michael R. Mass Mediated Culture. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, 1977.

Rivers, William L.,iThepdore Paterson, .and Jay W. Jensen. The Mass Media
and Modem Society. Stin Francisco: Rinehart Press. 1974&

Rosenberg, Bernard, and David Manning White, eds. Mass Culture Revisited.
New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1971.. .

. Sandman, Peter M., D vid M. Rubin, and David B. Sacksman. Meciiq. An
Introductory Analy3ts of American MasrCommunications. Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice,,..., ll 1972.

Schram, Wilbur. Men, Messages, and Media. A Look at Human C'dmmuni-
cation. New York: Harper and Row, 1973: .

Wells, Alan, d. Mass Media and Society. 2nd-ed. Pale Alto, Calif.: Mayfield,
° 197$. /
Wrighi, Charles itr Mass Communications. A Sociological Perspectwe. 2nd ed.

New York: Random House, 1975.
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2' The Status of Mass . ,

of Communication Instruction

Because of the crucial need for increased attention on consumer
education of the Mass Media, I shall be eager to see the results of
your study. I know that you will be able to provide additional
guidance to state curriculum planners and that Georgia public
schools will benefit from your services.

Georgia State Department of Education official

Although it is not always apparent, instruction in mass communi-
cation has nearly always evolved m the seconda7 schbol from
English plograms. The first media instruction at the secondary
level was in connection with school newspapers, literary maga-
zines, and yearbooks beginning in the first decade of this century.
By the third decade of the century members of the Association
for Education in Journalism had become concerned with profes-
sional standards among advisOrs to student publications. "khat
Concern for professional qualifications of high' schobl media ad-
visors has not diminished.!

.During the 1920s, motion pictures'began to find their way into
high school English classrooms, initially as enrichment materials.
At the same time teachers of thama and speech courses, which
freqiently were also developments of English progranis, were be-
ginning to discover radio, first as a means of stimulating student
interest in oral communication and theater, lat4 as preprofes-
sional training.

Through a series of committees and publicationsmany of the
latter reviewed in subsequent chapters of this reportbeginning iri
the early '30s, the National Council of Teachers, of English, has
attempted to encourage the use of "nonprint media" in English
classrootns and the teachihof photography and filmmaking as
expressive 'activities.

As phase elective English programs have become more popular
and even prevalent, a variety of mass communication and mass
media courses has been included in them. According to Hillock,

.14
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8 Status of Instruction

the earliest article on elective programs appeared in the English
Journal in 1955.2 Hillock recently surveyed one hundred programs
in thirty-seven states and found journalism to be eighth in popu-
larity among phase English offerings, appearing in 60 percent of
the programs surveyed. Mass media"ranked fourteenthappeared
in 48.6 percent of the elective programs. Film study ranked eigh-
teenth to nineteenth and appeared in 38.6 percent of the elective
programs. Hillock adds an uncertain note in his evaluation of
English elective programs by observing that none of the programs
had made, a 'systematic study of students' needs when the elective
programs were designed, and elective prograinsas vviiewed from
the available evidence o'ffer no advantage dyer traditional
grams in developing measurable cognitive skills.3

Nevertheless, phase elective programs-in English and language
arts curricula continue to grow, resulting in a continuing- increase
in the number of mass"communication offerings in American
secondary schools, with attendant demands for teachers, teaching
materials,. and facilities.

A relatively recent trend in the evolution ,of elective language
arts programs has been greater concern abOut possibly harmful
'effects of media, particularly television. Such influential organiia-
tions as the Parent-Teachers Association and the American Medical
Association have become involved in national campaigns to alert
the public to these potential dangers and to reform the content of
'broadcast programs., A number of school districts have introduced
course work at She jimior high or middle school level to "inocu-
late" young people against the "potentially damaging" influence
of the media and to help students to use the media for "prosocial"
purposds.

The career education movement of the late 1960s and early
1970s has also increased the number of mass communication
offerings at the secondary school level. "Communications media"
is one of fifteen "career education clusters" identified by the U.S.
Office of Education for in-de6bthfocus.4 This has led to the crea-
tion of a number of offerings in school systems committed to
career education.

Still another impetus to growth of mass communication educa-
tiorn the secondary school is remedial instruction. In many parts
of 'the nation, both .urban and rural, pressures from community
and educational systems -have resulted in promotion to high school
of significant num rs of students who are functionally illiterate.
One strategy for aling with such students is to employ the mass

15



Status of Instruction 9

media as motivating elements in remedial programs.` A number
of commercial firms market .reading programs in which popular
smgers and musicians are featured, introducing vocabulary, and
giammar as parts of their performances. The language and vocabu-
lary of television and filmed adventures and mystenes can be
exploited in the same way in remedial instruction.

The result of all these often unrelated, rarely correlated efforts
is a burgeoning of mass communication offerings and enrollment
at the secondary level. The purpose of this chapter is to chronicle
and illustrate these various tendencies.

Current Direcfbn of Masscom Instruction

As a basis for deciding the need for.and direction of mass com-
munication courses in second schools, an inventory of existing
courses and attendant adminis :e attitudes trard these courses
is needed. This information wou d be the benchr ark against which
future research and pnlicy.decisions could be me ured.

During the past several years mass cornmuniation courses in
secondary schools have been given increasing ittiention by re-
searchers. Awarles of mass media. and masse' communication
concepts, issues, and, techniques appears to be of i reasing interest
to secondary level teachers and students alike.

Evidence- of this interest is reflected in a recen iungigy of 274
high schools.6 The backgrounds of teachers inv lved m "mass
media" courses reflected very little professiOnal ex erience in any
area of mass communication. In classes, the emp asis in about
two-thirds/of all courses taught was on "the media" ( systems and
content perspective) as opposed to skills (the method ,of perfyrm-
ing professional activities). ObviOusly, the lack of 16/ofessional
experience of secondary school teachers restricted the \degree to
which skills could be taught. The rationale for this pattern. was
presumab , that at the secondary level, communication skills are
less of a ncem for the majority of students. Since all secondary
students ar going to be consumers of mass media content, the
conceptual a proach seems to be logical and consistent with the
training deficiencies of teachers and the budget limitations of,.
school systems which may not be able to afford the equipment
needed to support skills, production courses in print and,'or broad-.
cast media.

The interest of secondary school teachers and others in joining
associations relating to journalism and mass communication in-

IC yr
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struction is reflected in recent m berihip figures for the Journal-
ism Education Association (JEA).' Figures for 19'75-76 show
1,210 JEA members, an_inctease of more than 50 percent since
1972=-73. Illinois-are California were the two states ranking high:
est in JE,-i.niemberstiip, with 152 and 144 members; respectively.
JEA membership was almost equally divided among three divisions,
of pOpulation gleil`sit,,(tarban, subur6aii, and rural) and member-
ship was most evident in °schools ranging in size from 500-1,500
pupils (53 percent of JEA members teach in such schools). When
asked about the courses ifiy taught, 93 percent of the JEA mem-
bers responded c`jou'rrralism; 67 percent, "English'x'; 23 percent,
"mass media"; 4 percelt,.."social studies"; and 2 perte,n, "graph-
ics" or "other. ",

Secondary ,chool instructors have also exhibited a growing will-
ingness to bring mass media content into the classroom. Recent'
experiments support the belief that many educational benefits
(suth as improved reading ability, greater interest in material, im-
proved understanding of course material) are derived from having

'Students "purposefully"
with

television i,especally--when they
have been provided with the script before the broadcast and are
required to read the script while viewing.8

Surlin has called for greater use of predominantly entertainment-
oriented mass media content in the classroom on the grounds that
this i.S, the*type of content witli which most people spend the most
time 9 He also argues that the experience _students- receive from
writing and producing in-class assignments fora mass media chan-
nel of communication can be as informative as "receiver-oriented"

' learning.
The same results apply to instruction for mass media teachers.

ti

Status of Instruction

Recently a group of Columbus, Ohio, secondary school teacheiS
M. faced with the task of teaching their course's via radio and

television because of schbol closings resulting from fuel shortages.
These teachers found the experience challenging and enlightening
because Of the need to bring different types of communicative
skills intb play. A majority of these instructors believed the ex-
perience made them better teachers and better communicators in
general.'6

The value of Wing, media content in the c sroom has been
Debate has centered upon the relative values of critical

anarysis of newspapers in 'class" versus involvement with, the
school. newspaperu as activities that improve experiences with
newspapers outside the classroom. A recent experimental research
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study was undertaken to resolve the issue.13 English and social
science students were systematically exposed, or not exposed, to
analysis of the schoors newspaper. The news-gathering iSrocess,
the production of a newspaper, and the rapacity of each section_
of the newspaper to satisfy readers' need were discussed in some
of the participating classrooms. At the same time, school news-
paper staff members were surveyed and compared to nonstaff
cohorts. The findings/were somewhat mixed. '

There was no support for the hypothesis that those students
who were exposed to in newspaper analysis paid more atten-
tton to the local commuitnewspaper. There was a mix/Rd finding
for the hypothesis thdt students exposed, to in -class newspaper
analysis increase. t eir knowledge of current events. However,
there was strong ppOrt for the hypothesis that in-class- news:.
paper analysis posepositively affects the use and evaluation of the local
community newsp per. Although these findings are not consistent-
ly suppdrtive of tie hypothesis that positive effects result from
in-class newspaper analysis, there is enough evidence to support
the conclusion that this method of instructioraises the sophisti-
cation of mass -media consumption by secondary school students.
Based On these findings, the authors conclude: )

This issue is n t so mud' whether there ought to be training for
consumers of hews, but when that training should begin and who
should direct that training."

Another research& who studied the issue independently reached
.the seine eoncittsioh that systematic' training in evaluating mass
media .messages is ecessary at the intermediate level Of a child's

' edUtation.'s
One study ela or tely attempted to determine the "state-ofthe-

art" in developme t of mass communication-oriented courses at
nthe secondary ley )6 Questionnaires were sent to, each of the

ifty state educrati n department information officers. The three-'
item questionnair,e attempted to identify the number of schools in
each state whit o fered courses relating to mass media in society.
The.responderi ere also asked to identify and dpscribe trends in
. ,
mass, media ed ca iOn and to project 'these trends five years into
the future. \....-

-..v. The researcher eported that "units" of study concerning the
mass media arerrn e prevalent in secondary schools than "ceurses."

. i

A majority of s to officers responded that only 20 percent or
fewer of their j nor high sehools had mass communication
courses. The ex nt to 1,vhioh. "units" were offered was higher.

4
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In senior high schools, the marity (close to 60 percent) of
state officers estimated that there were courses in 20-,percent or
fewer of their schools. Approkimately 20 percent of the states- reported tha 20-40 percent of the senior high schools in the state
offer a cou e in mass communication. Again, the number of
schools offe ng "units" in m communication was higher (close
to half, twenty-two of fiftyltates, reported that 40 percent of
their senior high schools offered "uriits"In mass communication).

Concerning the future of mass.eommultication Courses and units
in Secondary schools, the researcher reported:

1. programs of phase electives in language arts and social studies
would increase and include courses in the mass media\ 3

2. mini-courses and shott-term electives would increase a1fd in-
elude courses in the.mass media

3. an increased emphasis on individualizing instruction would
bring media study into school systems

4. visual literacy programs (Title III, ESEA) would provide a
stimulus for addinglnedia study i 4

5. an emphasis on career education would be a motivating fac-
ttor in introducing media study

1

6. mass media would be used to motivate students in new learn- t,
ing situations

'7. educational television (ETV) and cable television would in-
crease and provide new opportunities for meAia study

8. narrow media programs will broaden
9. :inter'disciplinity media study will increase

10, media studies will increase at elementary schgoll
s's

The investigator' conductitigithis research adder}, "The mass media
studies piogram that looks 9nly at the popular culture, that is, the
Culture that piesents itself daily to students, parents and teachers,
is' missing the more important governmental and societal con-.

cerns."" We strop endorse this view.
The objective of our,stidy was to determine, in greater detail,

the course offerings in mass communication at the secondary level;
An attempt Was also made to define the rationale behind current
course development in this area of study and to estimate the
futur.e,emphasis of such instruction.

-1
-

4W- A'

The National Survey \

1/1' IA cover letter ,and a questionnaire (see AptJe ix A) were sent to
each superintendent within each state d,epii of education 1

and to the District of Columbia Superinte ent of Education. A141,1-1,
self-addressed stamped envelope was enclose . The superj.ntend t ,
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Was asked to refer the questionn4.ire to he individual on his or hei
.?' staff who vas in a position to provide th needed data.. ,

. .. The .questionnaire was complex. In ,attempt to' clarify the
reference to "mass cOpurkiicatfon" o rses, the questionnaire
provlded a definition; --...",

. s i ,.
A "Mass Commuhication" course is being d fined for the pur-

13

poses of this cplegtionnaire as: a course dealin with the content,
.uses, and effects of the'mass media, as well as the occupational
skills needed for the field (including newspapers, radio, television,

, magazines, film, advedising, and-public relations).

The "questionnaire- package" was mailed on/November T; 1976
and respondents were asked to reply within thirty days. 'Thirty -
three kale's' replied, yielding a 65 percent response rate. The de'
tailed liiting of respondents by region, appears in Appendix R.

Overali, responses were fairly well distributed by region. The
Midwestern states wereleast responsiv with only 40 percent of
the staies responding, the Western stMs were most responsive,.
with a little over .90 percent of the states responding. The other
regions had, a response rate of approximately 60 percent. The

rsautho cannot offer any explanation for the relative differences
in response rate between Midwestern and Westernstates;

Findings

-General Status of Instritction
.

Responses to qtion 1- indicated that only four (12 'percent) of
the responding states, had developed an official currictildm guide
for a course in "'mass communication at the secondary level.

Responses to the "Approach to Area" grid, on page one of the
questionnaire were negligible. The respondents had a great deal
of .difficulty in interpreting the approaches taken in the mass
communication courses taught within their states.

41.

In response to question 2, twenty -one (64 percent of the
respondents agreed that their state had secondary schools that
specifically offered "mass communication" courses. .This figure
is comparable to the finding of .the previbusly mentioned, survey
of states. Crook reports that thirty-two (64 percent) of the states
had mass media courses in 0 percent amore of their senior high
schools, whereas eighteen (36 percent) of the states had 0-19 per-
cent of senior high schools offering .a mass media course.

In the states offering a mass communication course, equal num-
bers of these courses'are developed at the "school,district" and the.
"individual school" level. Thmourses are definitely not developeda
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i , t
at the State level. Likelvise, the initiative for adopting-these courses
lies arthe "district" and "individual" sohool letkoM, nOtwith thelies

State "i and d "initiation" characterized only
one state. .. ..

Many state department of education officials were unable to
provide us with information, because of the decentralized nature

f course planning at the secondary school ievel. The "shading"of
r sponses indicates the relative degree of awareness by state offi-,
ials concerning 'the develOpment of 'mass communication courses.,
6r instance, one Of the most definite responses, although nega-

ive in its tone, was: !`. . ...regarding mass communication, please '4?
noe advised that there are o Rhoae Island schools offering suchs.,nstruction." . °

. 10'Along more positive_lirres, -but still quite hazy con9erning.specif-
ic figures, were the following kesponses: .

I know thatmass,comMunicationsh are taught in at least some'
'of our' high schools, but canvot give percentages or tellieyon
whether they are separate cOdrses or are included in other-offer-

,inis. In some instances Vm sure it is set up by therschool disCric
or the individual school; in other [Instan I suspect individual
teachers incorporate it into their regujar work. [Wyoming]

We do know that. a number of the lar it school districts in the
state offer mass media courses, usually *electives. We do know .

too that most English programs pay som ttention to the various
aspects or mass media in selected elective courses. 40.

However, we simply don't -have the detail which you are seek-
ing. [Wisconsin]

' The Jeast amount of state-level awareness of mass communica-
tion course development was reflected in the following responses:A

In Michigan local districts have a great.deal of autonomy, Ape-
daily in terms of developing their own curriculuin offerings and
material ...., the Department makes no attempt to keep up with
the various curriculum offering at the local lev r tbe mhte-
rials they have selected for use.

I
.

attemrited,4o obtain the information reque ted on the questibn-
naire. However, I was unable to begin to compile the detail that
you requested. This type of information is not collehted for-New
Jersey and there is no consultant who has any responsibility in

rthis area at the state level. .

The conscientious ,attention given our `questionnaire.by a major-
ity' of t1 state officials contacted could not compensate for the
lack of available data. After apologizing for' the lack of .data,
many respondents suggested that the only way to gather this tyke

21'
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of information would be to sample individual school districts or
schools within each state. Alt4ough such a-pi8ject would be for-
midable, one is left with the impression that-klesser effort would,
not truly reflect the "state -of -th -art" in mass communication
course offerings. ,

Milts Communication Course CeInten't and Orientation
,4'

, AJnorig the' respOnding states offering "mass communication"
courses, an average of 25 percent of the schools in each state offer
such a course (question 3). However,,the range of responses is

t large, from 1-2 percent to 50-75 percent., In Nile of the sates
o tering a "mass communication" course was it a required course

uestion 4),
An attempt was made to measur the arriOu

,
ass com-

munication" content contained in co rses taugh in several
other disciplines. Again, the number of fesponses was small.
Table 1 gives a general indication of the emphasis on mass com-
munication'issues within related disciplines (question 5),
1 The difficulty states encountered-in respo'n'ding to this type Of.

question was reflected in the following: 4 o

At the present time, although no course may be" titled "Mass
Communication," the topic is treated withirl the. other curricular
areas in several_schools throughout the State. Such courses may
be journalismEnglish or language arts, and possible-social studies.
courses. The major emphasis is on newspapers. To the bestof our
knowledge, the content approach is used, with mass'media's role

lop
- and effect on attitudes pot being'studied. [Idaho]

The comOlexity of question 6 resulted in a 'small Dumber of
,ii.seablb nurr rical responses. However, even thouglr the number of

,

P

Table 1

Mass Communication Course Content
in Other Disciplines.

°

Discipline
Number of
Responses

'Null
Avera

50%
55%
38%
32%
29%

General social science ,,

English/language arts
Business
Theater drama ....
Vocational educati,on

7

13
2
6
3

,

of

a-
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responses was low, the infor%ation received is the first of its kind
afid is useful in that' sense. ?he respondents attenipted to deter-
wine the percent'age of total class tirrie .given to each medium
arid,'or area of mass communication when "mass communication"
became a subject of study In class and the orientation of in-class
discussion (i.e., content, uses, effects, occupation). These results;
are shown. in Table 2.

,

Table 2 ,

A
Content and Purpose

of Mass Communication Instrtiction
O

Content
f %' f

Uses
% f

Effects
%

Occupation
f %

Newspapers 11 59 9 . 56. 8 25 9 22
Radio 10 24 8 ,26 7

/I14 8 11
Teleyision 9 53 8 58 7 42 8 16
Magazines 9 32 8 35 7 18 6 10
Film 9 .34. '8 ' 34 7 24 8 12
Advertising 10 j 41 9 52 8 36 7 14
Public Relations 7 .9 6 22 5 12 5 8

When mass communication is brought into the classroom, the
s'content" and "uses" of newspapers and television most often
become the foci of the discussion. The "uses" and "content" of
advertising are the third most discussed issues. There is less aiscus-

---4 sipn of the "effects" of mass communication (with the possible
exception of television effects) and still less attention is paid to
the occupational aspects of mass communication as a field. Public'
relations receives the least. amount of attention overall. Radio,
magazines, and film are given, about equal time in, classes

Data from the question relating to textbooks used foi the mass
co,rnmurilgations courses being taught (question 7) were impossible
to quantity because' no textbook was named more than once. The

asong this is that textbook selection rests with each school
V.-arid*Scbool district, and the state officer was not aware of the

books being adopted.
Some useful responses were received on the areas of masS,c

mtlnication mosj in need of textbooks (question 8). The mea
rank order scores and final ranking reported in Table.3 rdflect the
petceived need for textbooks. Obviously, the greatest. perceived

.
.

O.
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need is for a textbook on telev on. The need for textbooks on
radio, film, newspapers, advertising, and public relations rank
closely together. The least needed textbook is perceived to be a ,
book treating magazines. .=

Arguments Against Instruction

Although the respondents reporting in this 'section of the question-
naire were in states which had courses specifically lap fled "mass
communication," question 9 still asked'them about tlw' arguments
used against the development of these courses in their states. The
themes that run through these responses are shown in Table 4.

/

9
'Table 3

Mass Co?imunicatIon Areas
Most in Need of Textbooks

'
Area --Ntlnierica

Fre itfeip.of
f Responses

Mean Rank
Score

. Final Rank
Order*

Television
Radioz
Film .
Newspapers
Advertising
Public relations
Magazines

10
113 .

10
10
10
10
10

, 3.0
3.6,
3.8
3.9
4.0
4.2
4.9

f

1

2----.._
3
4
5
6,
7

*1 = mcst in need of text

Table 4

Arguments Against Development
of Mass Communication Courses

to.

. ent
Frequency
of Mention

It would take time away from basics 7

There are no valid,arguments 7

It is not a discipline 2
Teachers not qualified/not enough

equipment
2

Total 18

Percentage
of All Mentions

100%

24- e
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;*
4The most serious argument is that mass communication courses_

consume students' time and energy and take away curricular-space
or from the most pasic courses (reading, writing, and arithmetic).arithmetic). The'.

"not a discipline" argument may reflect this same view. Responses
representative of, these opinions were reflected in th folloing
comments from state department of educttion officials" -

Fragmentation of programs; too "pop"; not basic enough.
[Montana]

. - ..
Overcrowded curriculum back to the basicsTomprehension (read-
ing), and computation (math) competency based education and
survival skills. [California]'

..
Lack of "disc' line'; ,asas a defined subject; vague course objectives.;
applicability learned skills or concepts; pre-eminence of needs ..
in basic liters courses.,[ South Carolina)

These courses take time away from the Basics. [ Vermont]
d

It is notable, howeVer, that a sizeable portion of respondents
could net think of any arguments whichacoUld be valid*dged,
against developmen of mass communication' courses. e ,re-
spondents were als irnplyirtg that they'had heard none.

The group of officials giving this response would, however, often
,. include a comment which leads us to believe that no one had ever

propsed such a course. For example, when asked for reasons why:
mass communication courses should not be developed, several
respondents stated: . .

..., , .4.. None. Such courses could be offered under' present credit struc-
ture if therewere a demand for them. INevada]

No real pressure for such adoption has been produced. [Louisiana]

Lack of teacter training and lack of equipment neede or the
teaching of mass communication courses doenot seem to rele-
vant considerations for a majority of states which have opted for
mass communication courses at the secondary,level: (One of the
unique argume2ts that tvcis offered against developing and adopt-
ing mass communication courses was: "The Reds are already into
these things!")

An attempt was re to fgllowup on theantiCied argument
that 'equipment needs' would mitigate against developing "mass
communication" courses. As noted' above, this was not often
offered as an unaided response; but when directly pursued (ques-
tion 1Q), the question yielded Useful information. First, the extent

..t, S ....

4
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of "handsOn" media experience was tapped. he results are listed
in "Table '5. By far the greatest in-schoefl media involvement is

_
th.Tugh the school newspaper. The next mosSerequent media
contacts pre thrpu school magazines and radio stations. Sur-
*singly, a fairly sikniticant perperitage of secOridaiy schools give
studints access to film,, television, and advertisingigophic lab's.

s t

1.
Table p,

Sch ols Offering-Rands-on'
edia Experie ce

I ' -Media ' , ,.. _:,
In-school Experience I

,
F ,quenc of

sponses
Mean

Percentage

School'newspaperat- k

Schogl rdagazine 1

School radiq involvement .L.,
i

School television involitemerit-..te-
School film prqduction lab .

School advertising/graphics lab
.

14.
I
13

;10
' 10

.8

,

e

16%
20%1
24%
14%
16%

%

,

/ _

.2. .,
.

Several interpretations seem justifieitay Cries
tion exists between having in-school yiedia ex ence aysaiiabJe
for stifients and pelceptions of the deed for sOcial'equipment in
order to `provide these in-school experiences. Re on en .2e
most apt' to feel that nsii special .t. ipment i's ne2..ied for- school
newspapers and next for school` agazitres. Th e are the most
available;medi'a experiencei, and one ay inf that this is ybe-
causeofloW exPendttures for special e.. 0 'ent.

As expected, the media less often used were. perceived as re-
quiring special equipment that was regarded as. being relatively
expensive Tor high school budge (in thev$1,000-$2,000 range,

trbased ononly a handful of responses)..' , ,

14,
D4

Prbiessional Requirgments
.

Among twenty states, re onding to the question concerning the
exis ence, of professio organizations devoted to mass communi-
cat , only six ercent) stated that?such organizations exist.

,Thus, in fourteen (70 percent) of the twenty states; no such or-
ganizatiorilkxists, or it was not known to exist. Respondents-we-re

V-- totally ,unable to estimate the'percentages of individuals involved . \...`

26
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in these adociations in their states (question 11). They were also
Very sketchy as to the exact name of the organization if they

: asserted that one existed. . ,

. Concerning the academic and ,professional requirements for
v "mass communication" teachers, findings are clear and disturbing.

It is clear that no ikciarprofessional background is expected of
these iteaChers. The most encouraging response was "minimal."
Thug, professional training is not perceived as widespread among
teachets of "mass communications" (question 12).

' Extensive academic credentials are not required. Out of nineteen '
responses, elevein (58 percent), or over half of the respondents,

' felt that nal-vitt-a training was necessary. Several respondents
argued that it "largely depended' on the,interest of the person as
to Whether Tie/shei taught mass communication courses."' The
remainipg eight resppndents were fairly well split between journal-
ism certification; a few extra courses, or English courses and/or
certificatio aeacceptable academic qualifications; The model of

kcompetencies for mass communication _specialists recently _de-
veloped the Speech Communication Association-American

Association Joiri! Task Fo-r,ce on Teacher Preparation (see
s Appendix C) should ipe brought to the attention of,all secondary

school administrttots.; -, . -. q 4

. ,

i . .
.,-Responses of States of Offering Mase CoMmunication Courses,

-.. . ..

Only six respondents offered a definitive yes-or no,answer0ivhen
asked whetfier mass communication. courses are likely to be taught-'
in the futpre (question. 13). Five of the six insweredt in the af-
firmative.'This'Is outraging; however, the yeS respondents Were.
unable to say'w en fhqsg_tyries of courses would be offered. . '

The S,tronges responses to the question asking' responderits to
project what would be done in newly offered mass communication

:. urses concerned "content" '(question 14). The study of ".uses"
. mass atmmunication' was second. This pattern of response

p lets the response& identifying the foci of currently offered,
mass communication courses. Responses to question 14 also most
often identified newspapers and television as the prospective f9ei
of ',`content:orientepl" in-class diic"ussion.

''--"-- The levels at which the decision to ...develop "mass communica-
N a:in' courses' is made ( question 15) were predicted to be essen-

tially the same as the levels at which past decisions had been made.
SeVen (f18 percent) -of the twelve usable responses identified
thet,school district.as the determining leiiel and two (17 percent)

/ . .17 9 7 -.../ ! .,
1 A.- .
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identified the individual school. Thus, 75 percent of the timr
the decision will be made at a more local level. These data are
compatible with reports concerning the initiation df "mass com-
munication" courses. Again, the school district or individual
School was named in six of the seven responses (question 17).

An attempt was made to detgrmine the existence of mass com-
munication-oriented units m courses with other labels (question
16). The frequency with which units in other courses were re-

,
ported is presented in Table 6.

Table 6

Mass Communication Units
in Other-labelled Courses

Subject Area
Frequencyr of Respondent;

Mention

General social science . 6 - '
English/language arts 7
Business 5
Theater/drama 4
Vgcational education 5

dealing with mass communication are fairly well distrib-
uted throughout other subject areas. This wide distribution of
mass communication material may be impeding the development
and implementation of courses specifically designed for mass
commleation material. The percentage of schools teaching mass
communication units in the responding states was difficult for the

ti

. respondents to judge, and the few guesses offered varied so widely
that a summary figure would be misleading.

An interesting portion of the questionnaire responded to by*
states without mass communicatiorLcourses dears with argument's
raised for and against adoption of these courses. The main argu-
ments reported center on the fact that the main method of receix-

'ing important information in i speedy manner is through the mass
media, seven of ten responses touched on this point. The other
three offered the argument that studying mass communication

'helps' with other skills, such as English grammar, reading, writing,
and prooduction. The following are representative of the responses.

Development of critical analysis skills, better informed citizens;
improvement of readineand writing skills. [New Hampshire]

9c
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Explosion of knowledge and disseinination of knowledge, speed
and comprehensive coverage. [Oklahoma]

There is a need in today's changing world to help and provide our
students with the best education possible and this will cause need
for study in mass communication. [Arkansas]

The need for students (and general population) to be informed on
the nature and function of the mass media, both as producers and
consumers. [-Washington, D.C.]

The arguments cited agains- t offering mass communication
courses dealt, in part, with the existing units incorporated in other
courses, four of eight respondents made such comments. Two
other comments were made, one being that instructors were not
properly trained to teach such courses and the other that the cur-
riculum could not handle any new c9,1uses:c

Prioritieilack of any effort to dalo. [Maine]

There have been other more pressing priorities. [Washington, D.C.]

Courses in Jouinalism are offered and most .schools in English
courses provide opportunities in Journalism. [Iowa]

Overload with courses. Lack of teacher preparation. [Idaho]

Lack of trainedstaff. [New Hampshire]

Reluctance to add additional courses, because it is easier to in-
clude mass communication in regular courses. [Oklahoma]

Lack of funds.41irkansas]

Summary

r

Although some questionnaire items drew a small number of re-
sponses, the trends of the total body of responses are quite clear.
The instructors of .existing courses are in mimy instances _not
academically or. professionally prepared to teach mass communi-
cation cl es. The arguments for these types of concerns are
logically b won the needs of coping adults in our society.
The argumen ag ixist offering mass communication, courses are
based on limi tions of the school system and on the issue of what
should be e 'phasizeit in the curriculum.

In existing mass communication courses the content of news-
liepers and television is emphasized. This emphasis is acceptable,
but contenk of other media which are highly accessible to the
public, suc as radio, magazines, and film, are not emphasized.

, . i
9 9
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Likewise, importhnt "effects" of media content are ignored,
probably because of the instructors' lack of specialized training.
This neglect leads to limited discussion of career opportunities in
the mass media.

Clearly, the impetus for more widespread study of the mass
media must (and is expected to) comes from local secondary school
districts and schools. Many state-level respondents were unable to
answer questionnaire.items because of their lack of detailed knowl-
edge-about local district and .school programs.

Detailed questionnaires like the one used in-this study should be
sent to a random sampling of all secondary schools in the United
States (and to other countries for comparative purp6ses). Only
through such responses will an accurate picture of mass communi-
cation course development' at the coridary. school level,emerge.

Instructional Approaches

The following chapters outline _the rationale for communica-
tion instruction, provide teachers who are not fully trained with
the most fundamental kinds of knowl6dge, and present 'alterna-
tives to instruction; In addition, the chapt4rs attempt to. provide
models for mass communication instruction the 'secondary
school. From the many course and curriculum documents un-.
covered in bibliographic ;earches,-froin thekbften comPeting.aca-
demic theories of mass .communication; andfrom the assertions
of the media themselves,_ we have attempted to group instructional
approaches:- at the secondary school level into a small number of
categories unified by simple rationales._

The apprOachei to mass communication instruction parallel the
following basic purposes at the secondaily school level: (17 t ro-
vide fortersbnal development of the student, 42) to assist the
dent in analyzing and evaluating the content of the mass media,
(3) to help the student gain sufficienat competence to examine and,
understand the media as institutions of society, and (4) to prepare
students for careers in the media or for professional training.even-
tually leading to, careers in the media.

A chapler on each of these instructional approaches follows, as
well as chapters on a cocurricular program of mass communication
activities in the secondry school and on administration of siich
programs.i;
4
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3 Mass .Colmmlinication
instructiori and
Personal Development

Recent experiments with school children prove that TV and
Nvioks are natural allies.

People have been knocking commercial TV as detrimental to,
education. Now we're learning to use it.

Ask any librarian: if a show is in any way based on a book, the
kids will storm the library for it.,

Guide, September 4, 1976

Gparge Gerbner, dean of the Annenberg School of Communica-
tion, has recently wiitten: "We need a fresh approach to the liberal
arts to revive their prime purpose, which is to liberate the individ-
ual from unwitting dependence upon the immediatacultural envi-
ronment. That environment today consists mostly of television."'
Gerbner goes on to recommend instruction which will encourage
viewers, ,listeners, and readers to select the medialliey consume in
a way which will sustain the unique identities of themselves and of .

ttieir
The very pervasiveness of the media in our lives means that the

media patterns which become habitual for us come t o b e t he traits
by which we are known. This is, particularly true, in the chse of
everyday language. The media not only contribute new ,terms to
our vocabularies, they dictate acceptable norms for grammar,
punctuation, and logic. In short, the media in large measure deter-
mine which topics will become prominent in both pu¢lic and
private discourse as well as the terms and language. with .which
those topics are discussed.

. At the secondary level the student is particularly subject to
influence in the development of a personal style of commuqiea- )°
tion. The student, at these ages, is discovering the 'personal traits'
and lifestyles'which will eventually' lead to the proper dsgree of in-
dependence frort family, schools, and other nurturing influences.

At the same time students are developing their lifelong patterns
of independence, they must also acquire those "standard" corn-

31.
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municatior skil s which mark the responsible citizenlistening,.
reading, writing s aking, participation in group interaci4on. Stu-
dents will n become sensitive to messaged 4elevant to corn-
munity go s d objectives. They will need to acqu. e those
language skills which extend their personal influence coping
with both Pri ate and public problems. Jn short, thestan ards for
adequate tt tnment in communication skills are ins umental
rather th "solute in nature. An evaldator of student ogress in
this area t ask, "Is the student effective in achievingihis or her
commun we objectives?" rather than, "Does the student under-,

stand th arts of speech?" As mass communication instruction is
brough bear pon students' communicative standards, this
distinc will be Particularly important.

ObjectivesPersonal Development

At t e secondary level, the overall objective for mass communica-
li n instruction aimed at perional development may be stated as.

To develop students' communicative skills in personal expression,
in the use of communication technology, and in the planning of
complex, coordinated mass ,communication undertakings so that:
1. Students Swill ,understand and effectively make use of com-

rqunicttion directed toward them
2. Students will be able ,to furthet their worthwhile personal

ends by e'Rctively/employing their Rersonal communicative
skills

The resulting benefit for the community at large will be respon-
sible citizyns whcf. are more adept at accumulating and organizing
facts made. avail, ila In the public media, better able to, express
their conVictionae- and more effective in their work and leisure.
relationship's.

Ratidnale
i

Public education in the United States is,aielatively new institution
not as neW as radio or television, but newer than university or
parochial education. As public education was established, it bor-

i-owed.curridula from earlier schools for the elite. The content of
public curricula in language and its uses represented an unbroken
sequence of .borrowings from the teachings' of classic Greek and
Roman oratory through the Middle A es to the print-dominated
elites of the nineteenth and early twe tieth century.2 Until the

.
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'nineteenth century all this instruction was unified in 'the study of
oratory. In the eitieteenth century study of oratory bifurcated,
creattnetwo rivalsstuily of written composition and study of
oratory. The 'typical English composition course of recent times
is descended from the traditional written composition branch of
oratory-. The continuing lament of contemporary. English and
language arts teachers that their subject matter falls Outside the
boundaries of their students' principal concerns emphasizes the
fact that the mass media of today reprgent- an extension 1pf
oratory rather than of written composition. All of us today expect
language to observe the conventions and regularities .of oral dis-
coursediscourse in the style of popular mediarather than the
languag&of books. 1

The contemporary teacher who holds up the content or lan-
guage of great literature as a model of cOmpositimi for the student
may wish to reconsider the function of language instruction. The
student, after all, must operate in the contemporary language
culture. The great works of the past are relevant as they illuminate
the affairs of the present, but only the dimmest illumination
comes from the language s de per se of these literary classics. The
'style of expression of Addison or Pope 6r Emerson has only a
remote connection to the language of a television network's, public_
affairs' program, of a 'friendly home, of a' note to the teacher, of.
an angry lecture to children, of sounds whispered in a lover's ear:

Consider the J,ohnsonian grammarian's response to "Wihstons
taste good like a cigarette should" cir the "old-lashionea'' Writing
instructor's reaction to °Coke is the real 'thing" or anufhun-
dreds of advertising slogans which are active, parts of our culture.
To students wIlo daily absorb such prOfit-motivated examples of
mangled grammar and illogic,, the traditional rules of English
composition may appear to be nonsense.

At the same time, these students will have little difficulty in
offering an opinion as to whether, h commercial, a Magazine ad-
vertiseinent, or a, film is well done. The experience of yepis of
constant exposure to the mass media has internalized vigorous
standards of mass communication quality. Instruction in personal
communicative skills will proceed with greater satisfaction to all
if that,,vigorous internalized .s,_,tandard can be put p) work in cie-
yeloping sound communicative practices. This process is expedited
when students:

1. Practice composing messages in familiar mass communication
fffirms

.
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2. Have access to an audience of peerrs'Av can act as a sounding
board or jury as to the effectiveness o tudents' communica-
tion

3. Employ standards of communicative success which are only
slightly aboVe their present level of attainment

4. Can'use males media technology in preparing their messages
5. Can preserve in their media Oesentations those elements of

?excitement they have iresmetkustomed to expect in their
'favorite media

/ 6. Are able to draw qn the prestige of familiar media techniques
air personalities to add appeal to their own creations

1
In th_e-icasa of reading, failure to .recognize the e tang com-

munication environment of the student has led to a istaste of
reading reported by Lance M. Gentile and Merna M. McMillan of
Pan 'American University. They.have listed ten major reasons for

% -teenage feelings about reading:

By the time many students reach high,:school they may
eqiiate reading with ridicule, failure or exclusively' schooyelated
tasks. Often these youngster's have never experienced joy in read-
ing.

Some pupil's are not excited by ideas. Many are driven to
experience life directly rather than through reading.
Agreat number of adolescents do. not want to sit, and in
some cases are incapable of sitting, for prolonged periods. ,
Adolescence is a time of intense egocentrism. Teenagers are
preoCcupied, with- themselves, their problems, families, se:tual
roles, and material possessions.
Many young people 'demand to be entertained. They have
-developed little understanding. or appreciation of intrinsic re-
wards, such as the sense of personal accomplishment that comes
through prolonged effort. .

iA lot of these students are pressur d at home as well as
school to read! read! read!. Persistent str ss proies counterpro-
ductive.
Many young people vow up in an atmosphere void of read-,
ing material. The significant people in their lives may not read or
have any appreciation for leaming,by 'reading. These values are
handed down,
Reading may be considered antisocial 1Vvity. -

Many classroom texts and supplementary reading materials
are dull to look at.

Some adolescents view reading as a part of the adult world
and autofnaticalty reject it.3

Not all of these matters are amenable to mass communication in:
siructioii, but to the extent that the media environment of' the

1.0
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student can be exploited,, it is possible that personal communica-
tive skills may be developed and improved.

.History V

Early in' the history of the new media, both academics and pro-
fessionals recognized the media's influence upon language and
personal communication.

Journalism. In his pioneer textbook on high school newspOper
writing, L. N. Flint pointed but that, the first high school course
in journalism had appeared in 1912 and that the first purpose of
such courses was to develop in the student "a liking for composi-
tion" and to "increase his ability to write."4 Grant Hyde 1. is as
the first proper ,objective of high school journalism to " d in
teaching cornposition."5 Another source reported' th t a c urse
in oniposition was the first approved by the Illinois A lotion,

f Teachers of Journalistic Writing.° George Gallup in 1928 pub-
licly despoiled of the writing instruction available to high school
students and advocated a required high school course in news-
writing to correct this deficiency.'. Gatlup's views were not chain-,
teriitre of the time, however, as the majority of secondary school
Administrators and English teachers seemed to view newswriting,
newspaper or magazine writing, and editing as subjects to be taught
by special instructors at larger high schools or as "hardly worthy
of time. in the classroom. "8

. Radio. There was considerable optimism during the early years
of radio that the cultured speech of earlyInnouncers would con-
tribute signifi to an...improved leyerof conversational usage -
of English. In Henry Bellows envisioned the effect of radio
upon popular ech as entirely beneficia1.9 Hamlin Garland
promoted the R o Medal °r ale American Academy, which was
awarded to the radio announcer considered to have the best effect
upon American English.'° William Millson listed as a benefit of
high school i tniction in radiea rapid- improvement in conversa-

.. tional speech. B. Tyson went so fax to say, "I think radio
is doing more influence people to speak correctly than any
bother medium I now,."12 By 1938,,the Michigan Association of
Teachers of Speech had published a suggested outline for a one-
semester course in "Radip SpeeCh," wtich had as its first objective
the development of the skills of gobd speegh.'3 Instruction in
radio,drama Was seen as improving composition skills and increas-
inistudent interest in language."

Film and Tele &ision. The development of courses ill film and
television skills is relatively repent. High schoql television drama

3r '
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was advocated as early as 1945 when fewer than a, dozen. com-
mercial television stations were in operation c15 More recently,
instruction in "visual literacy" 9r,"media literacy" hal been seen
as beneficial to interpersonal communicative skills, composition,
creativity, and student interest in schciol generally:16 "Visual
literacy," a touchstone in coritemporaiii thought and writing
about media, is a term emphasizing the essentially linguistic nature
of secondary school study of visual media. The student lives in an
environment dominated by the media: to be literate in such an
environment requires the passive skills of comprehension and in-.
terpretation (addressed at some length in the next chapter). The
1970s-have witnessed a tremendous grciwth in the use of pho-
tography in general, and rm-otion picture film in particular, as

edia for student expression, not merely as a means to encouldge
in rest in English composition." Television instruction has often
mo d from the same starting po t, but, due to equikment coin-

( plexity and cost, it has until ve recently been less frequently
encountered in the secondary cu culum as a medium of student
expression. 18

c-

Curriculum Suggestions

Various books, studies, curriculum ides; and journal articles
have advocated 'from one to five semest f skills-related course
work in mass communication at the secondary.lbrvel.19 The discus-
sion that follows is based upon our suggestion that five courses in
Mass media should be available to the secondary school studerit.
These courses would be in addition to the media exercises incor-
porated intoi.eading, literature, add composition courses. The sug-
gested courses-are: .

CourSe Media
Writing Pint and radio
Picture ideas Photography, graphics, film, ,

television
Reporting thews NewspaperAnagazine, radio,

television
Advertising and public Print, display, radio,
relations television
Stories and plhys Magazine, radio, television,

film

'36.
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, Coursel: Writing

Course Qbjectib es and Media .

The course is designed to introduce to the tudent the basic forms
of newspaper feature writing and magaz article writing; to in-,
troduce radio script mechanics and writing for the ear; and to
Kovide practice for the student in expressing his or her own
thoughts in print and,ridio forms. Media: print and radio.

31

Rationale

The basic organization of print and radio messages wil1 provid
opportunities for the student ,p o achieve the objectives of the
course.20 Assignments are to be Aide in appmdmately the same
'terms as they might be in these media industries; the student will
Asearch profjeCt topics in much the same way. Fi4hed writing
will be produced according to industry standaids fOr exPression
and style.

Course. .Activities

The following are illustrative of possible 4purse activities:

ivito
Vdri

Ar,

1. Using references composition=the dictionary, thesau-
rus,,style booklfcate twenty unfamiliar words in the
lateil issue of the local newspaper. Locate and copy the
definitions for each of the words, indicating which
among the several alternative definitions in the diction-
ary is- the most likely meaning for the newspaper article
in question. :

2. Using the same newspaper, find good examples of word
choiceschoices which add to communicative force. sr he
object is to identify "image" words (similes and meta-
phors). dopy ten examples and describe the effect of
each of ese "image" words.h

3. With,thet\newspaper as an example, identify two -ward,
three-word, and more complicated patterns ac rding to

-- , the Conlin technique 2' ,...
4. Research an opinion piece for newspaper publication.

Select an issue which, according to the local newspaper,. .
currently faces voters or policymakers. Locate two kinds
of informative resources on this issue: (a) conversations
with a refeience personsomeone who is in a positipn.

3 "1
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to provide expert information and opinion on the issue'
and (b) published information on the issue. The Read-
ers Guide to Periodical Literature .may be a useful way

:of locating recentarticfes.
5. Write a feature story on the issue researched. Describe -

the way the issue has developed over time, the impor-
tant people or organizations that have addpted a point
of view on the issue, the., ternatiyes that seem to be
available to the public or to policymakers, and `your
opinion as to the best course to follow.

ok. 6. Catalog,the magazines in the school libraly according to
the audience tftewhich they appear to be addressed. List
the typical con nts of each category of magazine. Some
of the audiencks to which magazthes may be addressed .
include general \audiences, men, Women, children, reli-
gloms-groups; and hobbyists.

7._ Study the advertisements in a national magazine. Clip
out one full page ad and answer the following questions.
about it,,circling the 'part of the ad which gives you
clues to the answ r: To whom is lir ad directed? What
is the Rroduct ,r- service advertise hat characteristics
of the prOduct. oil service are being,prOmotid inthe ad? .

How is the ad designed to attract attention?'
8. Rewrite' the acrydu tow anatyzed as it might have to

appear in a magazi Alirected to a different audience.
For Instance, If yo inalyz-ed an, ad for dishwasher de-
tergent in Woman's ay magazine, reWritelit for Parents
magazine.

9. 'Rewrite the sate adl for the same IdienA as in' item.
eight above, but proMote some other. characteristic of
the broduct.

10. Write a.broaliure fox-the same product which might be
suitable for use in-direct-Mail advertising.

11. 'Write ,a set of five alternative slogans foi:rthe product.4

Write ;the Copy to be included ifilegrireiaway contest for
the_prOduct. Irpent prizes and contest rules which com-

,, .
plement the characteristics of _the product:

13:4- Catalog the radio stations which serveyour community.
What are thOnain sorts of material each regularly broad-

,
casts?

38
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/
14. Write, a radio commercial for the product in activities

eight through twelve above. Read the finished commer-
cial aloud to solicit the reactions of other studen

'15. Read aloud the newspaper c y for some ws event.
Note the words and phrases ich are for tie
ear and the tongue toggrasp. Revise newspaper copy'
to make it easier to read aloud.

16. Conduct a-radio interview, with another student sewing
as the person to be interviewed. Make sure that as inter-
viewerviewer you include an introduction of both the person
beings interviewed and the subject matter, ask questions_
which get the person being interviewed, to do most of
the talking, and provide summaries of each point as it
is discussed and at the conclusion of the inteview..

.. 17: Tour a local radio station. As a report iSri the tour,
write a radio documentary about the regular functiori-
ing of the stn staff in producing programming. Re-
cord your documentary. oh audiotape as evidence of its
readability. ,-

18, the continuity (script to be read b the local an-
nouncer), for a one-hour program o our favorite music.

. The program should be fifty-five minutes in length.
Show the running time for both musicoll selections and
announcer copy. .

,:.

Reidings for theTeacher and Administrator

Bittner, John R., and Denise A. Bittner. Radio Journalism. Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice-HalL.1977, , ,....

Brady, John. The Craft of Interviewing. Nevi York: Vintage Books, 1975.
Clich, J.W., and Russell N. Baird. Magazine Editing and Frodujtion. Dubuque,

Iowa: William C. Brown, 1974.
Crump, Spencer. Fundamentals of Journalism. New York: McGraw-Hill,

1974. de IP
Decker, HarolE. "Five Dozen Ideas for Teaching the Newspaper. Unit."

. tinglish Journal 59 (1970): 268-27T. \ . ,

Diamant,' Lincoln. The Broadcast CommUnications Dictionary. New York:
Hastings House, 1974. .

Holbwell
,
John. "The New Journalism and the Student Voice." In Thematic..

Units in,,Teaching English and the Humanities. FristSupilemen-t, edited
by Sylvia Spann and Mary Beth Culp. Urbana, Ill.: National Council of
Teachers of English, 1977.

0
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Kleppner, Otto. Exploring Advertising. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.. Prentice-Hall,
AO 1970.

Passman, Arnold. The Deejays. New York: Macmillan, 1971.
Rivers, William L. The Mass Media. Reporting, Writing, Editing. New York:

:Harper and Row, 1964. _

Stein, M. L. Reporting Today. The Newswri Handbook. New York. Cor.
nerstrne Library, 1971.

West ley, Bruce H. News Editing. ad. ed. Bo n. Houghton Mifflin 2.
Wimer,'Arthur, and Dale Brix. Workbook for a io and TV News Editin

and Writing. Dubuque, loiva: William C. Brow 975.
Wiseman, T. Jan, an0 Molly J. Wiseman. Creative rComnkunicatione Teach-

ing Mass Media. Minn . National Scholastic Press Association at thk
University of Minneso a, 19 . (Inples.week-by-week outlines.) ,

Wulfmeyer, K.(brimj Beginning roadcast Newswriting. A Self-Instructro
Learning ExperAce. Ames, Io az IoNka State University Press, 1976.

Zeff, Margaiet, and Doris Kitchens. ass Me a. MOnterey Park, Calif.:
Creative Teaching Press, 1975. (Over one hundred language arts activitiels
involving-media.)

A service making a national newspaper available in, the classroom .is News-
paper in the Classroom, Educational Service BureauNationa/ Observer, Doiv

opines and CoMpany, Inc., 2Q0 Burnett Road, Chicopee, Massachusetts 01021.

Couise 2) Picture Ideas

Coryse Objedtivesand Meaia

&

trr

-*/

The course is designed to introdu-ce students to basit*topcepts in
semiotics and visual composition; to acquhint thein with tie pho-
togiaphic process; to introduce them o visual etics as applied,,. 4
to television and film; and to provide p c i or students in ex-
pressing.their thoughts in forms chargaterist o the visual mass..

Media:edia: photography? graphics, film, television.

Rationale

The peryasiveness of visual mass media has imposed a process of
standardization on the ,visual perceptions of virtually the entire it,r;

American population. In most cases, the, visual forms of the media
are understood at an unconscious level. Learning to reproduce
these forms Co reflect their own thoughts will increase students'
skills at usint visual language as a means of negotiating more re-
warding-associations in their lives.

_r
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Course Organization

The course is organized into' four.units:

1. Graphic composition: page position, figure-grbund rela- ,

tiopships, type sizes and faces
2: Photography: still cameras, lenses, shutters, film process-

ing, photo editing, effects of focal length and depth of
field -

3. Motion pictuies: cameras; lenses; film, editing, ,scripts,
production planning

4. Television: the production teen, basic production equip-
ment, switching, videotape recording, scripts, production
planning -

-
Courie Activities

This course calls primarily for group projects which in- volVe every,
student: In general, each group needs to include about ten stu-
dents, and some rotation Of responsibilities during the projects will
make the media production process accessible to every student.

1. Design, a pro- duction credit graphic which says; `Directed
by (student name)." Select "a typeface appropriate to a
favorite television prograni forin such as oomedy, sports,
or news.

2. From h magazine, cut out the picture of a prestige prod-,
uct. Mount the picture in the center of a large white
card. Mount it just above Center and just below center.
Which loOks best? Why? , -

3. With the same ad, use a larger card, then a smaller one.
What is the difference? Explain.

4. With the same ad, change the shape of the 'cardhori-
zontal,. square, vertical. Which seems most appropriate

-for..the product? Why?
5. Group project: design a billboard promoting some'

worthwhile aspect of student life. Obtaih permission-to
locate the billboard in a prominent plade in the school
building er on the school grounds. Ideally, thebillboard
would consist of from.fl to six or more panels. A car-

t`
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toon needs to be preparedefirst showing how each panel
contributes to the finished work A good medium for
such billboard projects is a collage or mosaic of parts of
brightly colored mail-order catalog pages.

6. Construct a onufa lucida. Instead of film, the camera
lucida will project an image upon paper which permits
the student to trace upon the paper the object that Ls
before the camera. A salt or oatmeal box (cylindrical)
can serve as the frame of the camera. Ilemove one end
and replace with translucent paper. In the center of the
other end, tape a piece of aluminum foil in,which a pin
hole has been punched. Aim the camera at a bright put-
doOescene. Put a coat or opaque cloth over the paper
end of the camera to keep stray light from washing out
the image: Trace the object focused upon the paper.

8. Photojournalism: using a personal camera, take'a series.
of at least five photographs which tell a stbry. Particu-
larly. good subjects are those which describe a process,
such-as how to string a guitar or how to fry an egg. Write
legends for the photos, as well as an introduction to the
series.

9. Ph5tos for television: using a personal camera, make
photographs that could be incorporated into the station
identification messages of a local television station.

10. Group project: cover a single event' from many points of
1view each student with a personal camera. Good events

for this project include parades, football rallies, athletic.
competitions. Edit the collected photographs, prepare ,

legends, and mount a photographic exhibit of the event ,

1120. Motion pictures: select projects from pages 19-46,
Robert E. Davis, introduction to Film Making (Falls
Church;Va.: Speech Communication Association, 1975).

21. Storyboard'. "using clippings fioin, magazine ads, con-
struct, astoryboard for a television commercial. Under-
nea each shot qn the storyboard, indicate the audio
or sand portion of the commercial.

22, Produce a script for the commercial in item twenty -one..
23. .Instructional vickeoscript: using a.stoiyboard, outline the '/ shots necessary for an instructiontvideotaped lesson on,

manual process such as pulling taffy, .making .a paper
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ti

airplane, or potting a.plant. Indicate under each picture'
the sound component of the videotape.

24. Produce a finished Script for the instructional videotape
above.

.,
25. Produce an outline Script for. an interview of a well-

known local person by a.membex-of the class.
26. Create a game show for local teleirision production. In-

clude the basic gimmick for the show, characteristics of
the game, show host, contestants, and studit audience. -

Include sketches of special props or set pieces that must/
be devised.

27. Group project: produce the best of the scripts resulting
from the project above in the school instructional tele-
vision studio or in the studios of a local television sta.:

tion or.cable system.

Readings for the Teacher or Administrator

Coynik, David. Movie - Malting Chicago:,,LoyoA University Press;19.74.
Crowell, Thomas Lee, Jr., and James F. Bender., NBC Handbook of Pro-

--nunciation. 3rd ed. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1964.
Davis'Robert E. Introduction to (Film Making. Falls church, Va.. Speech

Communication Association, 1975.
Diamant, Lincoln. The Broadcgst Communications Dictionary. New York.

Hastings House, 1974.
Gedule, Harry M., and Ronald GotteAman. An Illustrated.Glossary of Film

Terms. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1973.
Millard, Robert L. Writing for TelevisiOn. 3rd ed. New York. Hastings House,

1976. . .

Lidstone, John, and Don NrcIntosh. Children as Film Makers. New York. Van
Nostrand Reinhold, 1970.

NIcGavitt, William. TelevisionvStudio Operations .Manual ReN. ed. Indiana,
Pa.: A.G. Holding Publishing, n.d. .

Mallory, David. The School and the Art of Motion Pictures. Boston. National
Association of Independent Schools, 1966.

Millerson, Gerald. the Techniques of Television Production. 9th ed. Hastings
:-.House, 1972. :

Mitchell, Wanda: Televising Your Message. An Introduction to Television as
Communication. Skokied Ill.: National Textbook Co., 1974.

Morrow, James, and Murray Suid. Mot:mina/wig Illustrated. The Coniicbook
Filmbook. Rochelle Park, N.J. :. Hayden Book Co., 1973. (Techniques oC
film are taught by comic strip presentation.)

Piper, Jim. "Glide_ to Starting a Film Class." Super 8 Filmmaker. October
47.-1 pp S-Rfl

.
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Rivers, William L. The Mass Media. Reporting, Writing; Editing. New York.
Harper and Row, 1964.

Roberts, Kenneth H., and Win Sharpies. A &liner for Film-Making. New
York: Pelasus,...1971.

Smallman, Kirk. Creative Film-Making. New York: Macmillan, 1969.
Stone, Vernon, and Bruce Hinson. Television 'Newsfilm Techniques. New

York: Hastings House, 1974.
Wilde, Larry. How the Great Comedy Writets Create LaughtF. Chicago.

Nelso'n Hall, 1976.
.

Zettl, Herbert. Television Production Handbook. 3rd ed. Belmont, Calif..
Wadsworth, 197§.

Course 3: Reporting the News

Course Objectives and` Media

The cause ,is designed to provide practice for students in research-
ing and checking news stories; to-'provide them with practice in
writing, editing, and producing news and public affairs reports for
newspapers, radio, and television; and to provide students with an
opportunity to observe and respond to audience reception of thr
communication. Media: newspaper, magazine, radio, television.

Course Organization

Members of the class will be organized into a news production or-
ganization with print, ra o, and television news outputs (see chart
for the possible organiz ion of a class of up to fifty students). It
would be desirable tha dents/be rotated through the various
news units. The Iabora newspaper will,need to be printed on
an offset press in- ,order that halftones (photographs) may be in-
clude&inexpensively: It would be desirable that the paper" come
out at least weekly, so that some pressure of deadlines is intro-
duced.

Probably the best way to provide for broadcast of the radio
news output will be a cooperative arrangement with a local cora-
mercial radio station. For example, the, students may supply a
weekly summary of events at their school.for the benefit of the
general communityor they may provide for the high school.
audience a summary of news events of 'particular interest to
teenagers:22 -

. As 'far as television news is concerned, there are two possible
outlets for student work: in- school broadcasts and filmed or taped

4
1,

4
4

4, 4.
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reports for local television 4tations. In many recently constructed
high schools, classrooms are connected to a central video cable: If
so, it is a relatively simple matter for a ,part of the class day to
include an in-school news broadcast piped to all classrooms. Some
local television stations actively encourage high school inputs for
loyal news-weather-sports programs. Others have used stories from
high school reporters and camera teams in smaller towns in their
coverage area where they have no regular staff.23

Newsroom

Editor
Assignment Editors

Reporters

_.r9
rs i , .

Still Photo
Team 3

Motion Picture
TeaM

5

-

Lab Newspaper 7
Production

5
Radio Production

10
Television Production

Course 4: Advertising and Public4Relafions

Course Objectives and Media

The course is designed to introduce students to tin; art of persua-
sion, to make the aware of the_ vulnerabilities to persuasion of
various mass media audiences; to provide them with practice, in
writing scripts for television commercials; and to provide an op-
portunity for students to develop a media plan. Media: print,
display, radio, television.

Rationale

Advertising is the most common form of public persuasion. To the
extent, it is successful in locating and Stimulating cnnsnmPrs to

4.
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purchase the goods and se ices it promotes, it plays an important
and useful part in a free eco omy. To the extent it may be mis-
understood or misleading, 4 is a for individual consumers.
As students try to exercise the pe uasive skills of adVertising,*they
will see more clearly the capacities a adyertising both. to. benefit
and to harm. Public relations efforil Often complement advertis-
ing. Contrasting the advertising and public relations outplit of a
firm will put the function of ealf in clearer perspective.

Coarse Organization

The principal activities of the course should include analysis of
successful commercials,_practice at analyzing potential target audi-
ences, designing media plans, and preparing-eopy and scripts.

Excellent materials for study -are ,the CLI91Award reels. These
are film or videotape copies of theicommeqciall receiving the an-
nual CLIO Awards for commercial excellence. These are prepared
annually by the New York Advertising Club and include both U.S,
and fdreign commercials.

To understand the target audiences for which commercials may
be prepared, the student needs research informationat the very
(east, the ubiquitous rating report. These reptzta will help thestu-
dent learn about the available audiences for possible television and
radio ,commercials. On Saturdaj morning, for example, it is a
cliche that children are watching TV. But what ages and sexes are
these children, and what adults, ifany, are involved?

The students will want to distinguish the specific persuasive
goals of each specific commercial. For example, a commercial
coulditerely be intended toinforga paren4 that a new baby prod-
Uct hes been introduced: Or'the commerciArnay attempt to create
a sense of need among men who do' not yet regularly use an anti-

s perspirant. Or the commercial may cornpare two products so that
tilt advantages. of one are more evident to housewives.

An important issue in designing a well-coordinated advertising
campaign will be decisions as to which produCt characteristics to
advertise, using which appeals, and for which audiences. Also con-
sidered will be the unklue identifying symbols of a producttrade
name, trademark, manufacturer logo (identifying visual mark).
Such decisions, of course, involve marketing, psychological, and
sociological considerations, Adding additional befiefits to such
exercises.

Finally, in deciding which media shall carry the various appeals
of the campaign, the stud I. -

4.
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each of the media, assessing the persuasive capabilities of each.
gublic relations promotes ideas rather than products and at-

tanpts to create favorable attitudes toward an individual or, com-
pany among important segments of the publicoMiny times public
refations releases by companies are inserted in the media free of
charge because they are considered news of the day. Such news-
worthy releases might include, for example, progress in lab'or
negotiations or responses to charges of pollution.

Course Activities

The following are illustrative of 'p 715i/course activities:

1. Bring a familiar and i expensive manufactured product
to class (A soft drink, toothpaste, soap, item of clothing,
a tool, etc.): Identify and report orally on its charadter-
istics so far as the consumer is concerned. :

2. Make a scrapbook of all the advertising you can fin
related to this product. Include radio and television a
vertising by writing a brief paragraph on each com
cial you encounter.

3. Using the scra Ck as .47 guide- find resource, write a
brief report "describing the advertising campaigns for this
ploduct. To whom does this advertising `appear to be
addressed? If the advertising is addressed to more than
one audience, how do.the appeals to each audience di
fer? Why? How do advertisements in newspapers afiid
magazines differ? How do commercials for radio, and
television differ?

'4. Using your imagination, create a passible new product
superior to the one yow now use. It could be cheaper,
more effective, simpler, packaged more attractively.
Describe the new product in' a report that includes
sketches. '.

5.. Design a new package for this product, one that will
appeal to those whom you anticipate will be the princi-
pal buyers of the product. Tell how your packaging will
be attractive to this-audience.

6. Group project: design' and create in the "classroo the
point-of-purchase display that will help the Potential
customer see the advantages of pqrchasing one of the
improved products proposed by some member of the
group.

4
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7. Examine the rating' r6ports of .local radio stations in
,yotir area. (The stations can usually-help you locate rat-,
.ing information.) Which station seems to have listeners
more likely to purchase your product? What in the sta-
tion program seems to have attracted them? .

8. Design and produce on audiotape a commercial for your
product which conforms to the sty),e of the radio station
identified in item seven.

9. ,Design a newspaper ad appropriate to your new prod-
uct. Design a frill -page ad, a quarter-page ad, and a two-.
column ad. How do these differ? (A sales representative
friim the local newspaper could- act as judge for these
eds..)

1O. Select a famous person to. become spokesperson for'
your product. List the qualities of this person which will
enhance your advertising campaign. Discuss the reason&
for your choice of this person as suitable to deliver
testimonials for your product.

11. Design a billboard" which 'includes an endorsement of
your product by this spokesperson.

ft.

12. Develop a public relations campaign' aboid your school
for the people in your 'district and: for the city at large.
What should they know about the students, teachers,
and school building that they dpn't alhady know? What
misconceptions do they have? What are some good
points that haven't been emphasized befoie?

13. Decide on asocial Issue that needs to be brought to
people's attention, such as a charity drive or human
relations goal. Plan a eomb. ed advertising and pub_ lic
relations campaign promo

z
our point of view, is-

diss-the ways in hich adve istirgAnd public ns
prOfessionals. e great or small amount of so al
respdnsibility. -;
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Professional Organizations in Advertising and Public Relations

The Advertising Council. Made up of representativei from manyareas of the
media (ad agencies, newspapers, magazines, broactcasting, etc.) who work
together to develop and di eminate public relations advertising for worthy
national causes.

Anprican Adver4sigg Federation (AAF). A federation of: advertising organi--
zations. Most local advertising clubs belong to the AAF..,,AAE helped
establish the Federal Trade Commission and the Better Business Bureau.
Its emphasis is on compliance with laws 'rather than matters of taste.

Anierican Association of AdveltisingAgencies (AAAA). The AAAA exercises
its control over.advertising agencies by not alloMng unethical agencies to
-become members. It insists that member agencies not engage in such prac-
tices as "false or misleading statements, testimonials which do not reflect
the real choice of a competent witness, statements or pictures offensive to
public decency." .

Aisociation of National Advertisers -(ANA-). A group which represents the
cliehts of advertising agencies. They join with the AAAA in investigalg
complaints concerning "objectionable" advettisements.

PUblic Relations Society of America (PRSA). A broad-based group of individ-
uals involved in public relations activities for agencies, clients, or education
institutions.

Media Terrns Important in Advertising

American Research Bureau (ARB). A broadcast program rating service for
radio and television only; it uses both the viewer diary ,method and an
electronic.recording and .tabulating system known as Arbitron.

Audit Bureau of Circulations (ABC). An organization sponsore,d.by publish-

`- 49°
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ers, agencies, and advertisers to validate the circulation statements of
magazines and newspapers.

A.C. "Nielsen Company. This"company measures the percentage Hof "televi-
sion homes" nationally or locally tuned to any given televisio6 program
in a manner similar to the ARB.

Simmons (W.R.) and Associates. A syndicated service providing advertisers
and agencies with information on the characteristics of selected media
audiences.

Standard Rate and Data Service, Inc. (SRDS). An organization which pub-
lishes current information on advertising rates, mechanical requirements,
closing dates, and similar data on print, broadcast, and transit media. Ac-
cepted as the standard source of advertising media information.

Target Group Index (TGI). A syndicated service providing advertisers and
agencies with information on the characteristics of ahlected media audi-
ences.

Course 5: Stories and Plays
.

. Course Objectives and Xedia . -
. .

The course is designed to introduce students to techniques.of fic-
tional narrative in the mass media; to provide elpractiCe for sttidents
in writing short stories for magaiines; to provide practice in pro-
ducing script and production. planning for radio drama; and to
provide practice in writing and.visaali?ation of filmed r television

drama. Media: magazine, radio, television, film.
. -.
Rationale ,

,,,

Narrative or stcZytelling in the.%mdiais at once the most complex
.

and the most audience-involving of all rnisg`/Oeclia contents. Stu- "A

dents have absorl?ed great quantitito of print and visa
and by the time they are in secondairy.44 the` are often out-
spoken critics of the fiction gio° whidh tho are &ed. This

.fiction- writing unit is intended t start st dentA to producing
manuscripts that capture and °liing' cute-the drama in their
minds so anthat the standards t y liave: atready Nnferrialized,
works of fiction may .be explo d tp increase theirccapaeit
effective ekpression.4 ,

,
:

,,,

,

1

'444

,
Course Organization

j
, J' .

Three activities are essential to,the.course--Viewing or reacliiI Well -.
Written, and produced fiction, creating eR 'ginal fiction from out-
lines or treatments dirough drafts ed manuscripts, and
receiving constructive critieismfkom peer

50
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The model fiction works for this course might include:

"1. Well-known short stories by great authors: ,

2. Radio productions available in commercial recording: "A
Tree Grows' in Brooklyn" by Betty West, Lux Radio.f.
Theatre production; "War or the Worlds" acIpptation by
Howard Koch of H.G. Wells original novella, directed
by Orsk Welles, produced by Mercury Theater (famous
panic broadcast); "Treasure of the Sierra Madres," Lux
Radio presentation with Humphrey Bogart; "Tarzan,
Initial Episodes," early radio Versions of Edgar Rice Buz-
roughs classic. (Note: information on sources for historic

, radio programs will be presented in the following chapter.)
3. Films of high quality such as Charles Chaplin, The Gold

'BuSh (1925); D.W. Griffith, Intolerance (1916); Jean
Renoir, The Grand Illusion (1937); Robert Enrico, Oc-
currence at Owl Creek Bridge (1961); In ar Berg an,
The Seventh Seal (1957); Orsog Welles, Citizen K
(1941). (Note: inforniation on sources f feature films
will.be presented in the following chapter Qtt

*

cilities,

T) specialized teaching facilities required for these courses are
those necessary to produce radio, film, and television materials.
Many schools have such facilities already. For those that do not,
the model facilities below have been planned to met two cri-
teria: fiscal austerity and ease of maintenance. For schools that
-wish to finance the ultimate in facilities, local broadcasters and
supaliers can provide additional advice and e en co ete designs.

Printing. The printing of student newspa d periodicals
will-normally be done on contract with a local printing firm, but
'the school Will want to purchase equipment for setting "cold"
type and for making phbtographs. At the aust e level, type can be
set with an ordinary typewriter. At the mod ate level, the type-
writer may be an electric machine which uses carbon ribbon and
justifies (aligns) both right and left m rgms. Headlines may be
composed by using the transfer type ("press t ") available in
art supply houses.

It is suggested that . film processing be done by a local firm,
unless the school has existing darkrooms capable of handling the
volume gener`ated Jy these courses. So far as cameras are 'con-
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cerned, the school will want to supply a camera for the instructor.
Students should provide personal cameras if possible, since

oflinstruction is to build .lifelong phOtographic,§kills. The
school may wish to purchase inexpensive box cameras for use by
those students who, for one reason or another, cannot provide
cameras of their own.

Radio. Austere facilities for producing radio materials may be
as simple as the ftotable audiocassette recorder. Music may be
added to a production recorded on an audiocassette machine by
playing a conventional phonograph from about the'same distance
from the microphone as the actors will stand while speaking.

At the moderate level; the radio production facility may include
a portable audio console with turntables, tape recorder, micro-
phones, and stands, as listed below. If dramas are to be recorded,
a carpet on which the actors may stand will be a great asset, since
the carpet Will reduce the unwanted sounds of falling scripts,
shuffling feet, and movement to and from the microphone. Items
below were priced at the end of 1976.

Micro-Trak System D Compact Audio Control Center. This is
a self-contained production unit consisting of a fora- channel

`stereo console with two turntables, tone arms, cartridges, and
one microphone. Available from Miero:Trak C,orp., 620 Race
St, Holyoke, Mass. 010210.O_ n ach. List: $1819.00
Microphone, Electto-Voice mod 1. RE 50. This microphone
would be used by actors In a radio drama. Available from
Alexander Electronics, 1820 WyandOtte St., Kansas City,
Mo. 64108. One each. List: $77/.50

<

Atlas Sleeve-action microphone floor stand model MS-20.
Available from Alexandertlactronibs.'List: $18.75
iterel-to-reel tape recorder such as SONY TC-377. Available
from Alexander Electrbnics. List: $397.55.
TOTAL: $2388.80

Film. The rglatively high cost of even the tiny Super 8 film will
usualll, rule out film assignments by individual students. Film
work will be primarily done as group projec e austere level,
only three i ems are required, and many manufa turers produce
excellent Supe 8 equipment. The models.quoted below Ike iden-
tified only to e lain the basis of cost ,estimates involved; their
listing does not imply that the equipment of other manufacturers
is not also excellent.

52
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Bell and Howell Filmosonic TM Model 17442 Super 8 Mag-
netic Sound Movie Projector with zoom lens, sound-on-sound
recording, automatic level control and manual recording, tone

( control. Available from Bell & Howell, 2201 Howard St.,
Evanston, Ill. One each. $399.,95 - .

Bell and Howell Filmosonic Model 17422 Super 8 Magnetic
Sound Movie Projector with zoom lens, automatic level con-
trol recording. One each. $359.95 .7,

GOKO Sound Editor RM 3 for viewing and editing Super 8
-siiiiglystem sound film. Available from Ehrenreich Photo-
Optical Industries, 623 Stewart Ave., Garden City, N.?.
11.530. One each. $200.00
TOTAL: $959.90

Moderate-level financing of filM facilities will permit, double
system sound shooting and more elaborate editing. '

. 41,

Super 8 Sound Basic System consisting of sync camera, sync
recorder, microphone,- cables, camera pod, full coat recorder,
editing bench, projector, and accessories. Model BLISYS,
available from Super 8 Sound, Inc, 95 Harvey Street, Cam-.
bridge, Mass. 02140. Oneeach. $2614.86
Smith- Victor Model K 74 Hi-fi Quartz Studio Lighting Kit.
-Available from Alexander Electronics, One each. $389.00
TOT154,: $3003.86 (4)

Television. Production facilities at the austere level need include
only a camera, microphone, aid videotape recorder.

Hitabh,i-Shibaderi Model FP-71 black and white camera en-
' serrible including FP-71P camera (2/3 separate mesh vidicon

with 3" viewfinder), 5:1 manual zoom,lens, tripod, two mi-
crpphon s, audio.mixer, and foam-filled c e. Available from
Alexan er Electronics. One each. $843AP -

Pan onic Model NV -3020 1/2" Helical vi edape recorder.
Av able from Alexander Ele,ctronics., On each. $870:90
P asonic Model. MV -930 black and white monitor. Avail-
ble from Alexander Electronigs. One each. $262.50

/. TOTAL: $1986.40 o

The moderate- leivel television production facility suggested lie-
' /

low provides for two-camera Color production. The equipment
-does nqt necessarily require 'a ,specially designed studio., If the

9
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school elects to purchase black and white television equipment,
costs will be aboUt half those cited here

Panasonic Mode1.1450 Color.MinkStudio Production Center
consisting of master control console, audio miier, color sync
generator, special effects generator, cables, monitors.. Avail-
able from Alexander Electronics. One,each. $7789.59
Buhl Mobile Multiplexer #573 -200. Available from Alexan-
der Elicironics. Qr9.eacli. $97,5.00 4e,

Eastman Kodak Supt- 8-Videofilm projector Model TV-M
100A with lens. ,Available.m Alexander Electronics. One
each. X1864.40

Kodak Ektographic, 35mm lideProjecekr MOdel AV 341'H.
Available from Alexan ctronics. One each. $265.25
Sony MOdel V144 2600 r-Matic Type H Recorder Player,
Available from Alexander:Electronies. One each. $1745.00,

' `Smith Victor K74 Hi-fi Quartz Studio Lighting Kits. Avail- -11
able from Alexander Electronics. TATo each. $778.00 2
Sharp Model XC 2000 c era with self - contained control
unit. Available from Sharp lectropics, 10 Keystone Place, .
P.O. Box 588, Parmus, .J. 07652. Two each. $8000.00
Sharp Model XPD-2000 Professional Counterbalanced ped-
estal mount. Available from Sharp Electronics. Two each. '

:,$600.00

Sharp Model X SC-25 twenty-five-foot systems cable. Avail-
able from Sharp Electronics. Two elch.:$250.00
TOTAL: $22,258.15

Although portable equipmerit is very popular, the authors' do
notwecommend rase of shOulder or back portable equipment at the

Isecondhry level, &less the school can afford relatively high
maintenance costs. In order to make such equipment light enough
to be portable,, the equipment is not designed to be as rugged as
the heavier studio equivalents recOmmended above.

A Cautionary Note

foregoing courses are not intended as alternatives t4,1anguage
study. Instructors ,cannot be allowed to use media courses as an

-excuse to escape their responsibilities .ta teach grammar and corn-
position. On the contrary, such courses must be eirganizAid to bring
the romance "and relevance of the media into th assroom as
means for theiteachidg of more effective commu' ru tion.

1
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4" Assessing Value-Laden
1.. Mass Communication

'Iche phenomenal popularity of the television .version of Alex
Haley's novel Roots has underscored once' more the contemporary
miracle of the mass mediathat so many of us from such different
roots can be simultaneously caught up in, building a sgle myth
for the future.

Culture is the sum of all that is he in common by a group; of
humans.' In any society, culture will be perpetuated in a waythat
selects cultural products, preserves them, and tekhes them to the
young and newly arrived. Traditionally, public education has func-
tioned to preserve and peetuate the culture of those whole social,
educational, or status has given them an inordinate influ-
ence over the allocation of ssdiety's resourcies, University libraries
carefully preserve "classic music and plays; school orchestras,
theaters, choruses, dance enIembles. have continued to perform
"classic" works not feasible for commercial presentation; self-
abnegating teachers have -devoted their lives to passing &Rural

v,

enlightenment to frequently unenthusiastic students. The, state
curricula in literature and the language arts have traditionallyL
focused upon elite literature, since it is assurned.to represent the
"highest" level of taste. The purpose of pushing these cultural pro-
ducts was to "elevate" the tastes of students ray making them ac-

- quainted with the "bette " things of elitelife. -

But no serious observe could conclude thatAmerican education
has succeeded in eleVating general taste. In addition, by impressing
an essentially alien culture (that of our Brahmihs) upon the child-
ren of blue- ancl white - collar Americans, the reputation of English
and language, arts instruction has been materially damaged.2 The
faC) of the matter is that Culture with,a capital C is irrelevant to
the average American student, since it is no a part.of the students'
culturenot among ,those things common to the students' human
ecology.

Mass culturethe highly repetitive, "formula" content of the
communications media, with their voracious appetities for new
materialdo provide the wall-to-wall cultural environment of our

545 49
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_students. If language arts study is to be fillictional, useful to the
student, it must be related to some part 'of the culture in which
the student is` iiiing-and being socialized.

TQ get doWn to cases, no one who is well educated would insist
that there is nothing to be gained by public school study of Evan-
geline or A tale of Two Citirs e not only thoroughly com-
petent writing but are tontling e ents upon hiiman intolerance
and upon the heroni chararistic of otherwise ordinary people
thrust into impossible circumstances. And nothing is wrong with
requiring students to know this literature, unless the school there-
by excludes the literature of the culture in which the student now'
lives and will continue to live. The Autobiography of Miss Jane'
Pittman, as a novel and as a television. film, is also a, story df
ecance and personal heroism, and, more importantly, is a part of
the communication environment in which modem students live.
Some language arts time Must necessarily be devoted to study of
important elgments of the culture of the average American as it is
sustained by the mass media. , .

B57,, far the Most 'frequently mentioned benefit of exposing the
student to the cultural content of mass communication is that the
student will improve skills of "critical thinking."3 While defined in
,a number of different ways, the terni critical thinking implies that'
the -student will become adept at "(1) selecting out of the glut of
competing mass media tifferings those materials which will meet
his or her unique needs, both for information and for entertain-
ment, (2) interpreting the intended purposes of mass communica-
tions so as to be able to perceive and respond to them in ways that
will promote personal maturity and stability, (3) assessing possibly
ditrulitive consequerkes of secondary or incidental_ learning from
'mess communication selected for other purposes.,vand (4) gaining
valuable insights into prosocial values promulgated in the mass
media.

Approaches to Course Work

In generaLthe published curricula advocating the study of mass
communication as value-laden adopt one of two patterns-a senes
RR one-medium-at-a-time courses or an all-media-together thematic,
comparative approach. For simplicity, the discussion that follows
first considers the one-Medium-at-a-time approach, then the the-
matic,approach.

,
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Newspaper and magazine, appreciation and newspaper literaci. is"
one of the oldest coursel of this sort.4 Newspapers, in partioular,
have promoted such in-*LActiOn as a means of promoting reader-
ship and good will. They have helped the teacher by providing
copies of local newspapers for study, by producing educational
firms and other instructional media, and by offering speakers and
tours. The following is, a suggested unit in newspaper, magazine
appreciation.

Objectives

The unit is designed (1) to acquaint the student with the principal
forms of reports, stories, essays, and articles found in American
newspapers and magazines, (2) to provide experience in applying
criticbl models to the analysis and evaluation of these media, and
(3) to familiarize the student with the persuasive devices used in
the-print media.

Unit Organization
1.

The tools. The prmt author,'editor works with the organization of
ideas, type* style and size,- page composition, photos and other
graphiCs, and color. Activities ziay include identifying these tools
as employed in print media available to the student and redesik:
ing printed materials, giving the studeht the opportunity to change
type style, page postion, and illustratiorg as a deinonstration of
the influence,of each of these tools.

Neil:8 reports. In the newspaper, these feature the inverted pyre-
mida style, the lead line, the headline, the editing of a story, tre*
ment of technical ideas and terms, treatment of statistical informa-
tion. Activities could include identifying these characteristics of
news stories from a local newspaper, reediting typical news stories,
composing alternative headlines.

Human interest features.1These' entail choice of persdnalities,
sources of information, inte4riews, author style, role of the human
interest feature in both newspaper and magazines. Activities could
include review of muckraking publications or fan magazines for
human interest features and collecting features 'dealing with the
same person from a wide, variety of publicationt..

The photo, News 'photos;.. wirephotos, sports, human interest,
themphotos, photo, itories and essays, apd use of color are inclu-
ded under this term. Activities might include collecting photos df

6
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24,

the same vent as shot for sever al publications, selecting sots from
a number of publications photos that could be used as magazine
covers, analyzing the page composition of a photo essay, analyzing

'and illustrating photo editing and cropping, assessing the impact, ofr .1photos in advertising. - ,
1 A

Newspaper advertising. Legal notices, classifieds, institutional,
item, price, slip-ins, costs, audiences, strategies. Activities could in-
dude analysis and identification of ads that are name-impression,
comparative, corrective, item-price, institutional..

Maga4ne advertising. While it is an extension of newspaper ad-
vertising magazine advertising exhibits differences among adver-
tisers., ptiocedures, and audiendes. Activitie?mient include analysis
and identification of ads that ere.-Trame-impreslion, comparative;
corrective, item-price, institutional.' . .

Comics. Comic strips, singfe-frame cartoons, political cartoons,
comic b4ok ve,rsions of other media, audiences for comig Activi-

. ties could include analyzing a comic version of a well-known piece
of literature or research in the library on the evolution of a comic
character such as Little Orphan Annie or Popeye. ..

Print tion. Short story, novella, serialized novel, anecdote,
t abridged novel. Activities Can include analysis of theme, central

charactei, setting, and exposition. .. .
Sports Coverage includes box scores, event coverage, piomd-

tion, sports mythology. Course activities could include assembling
the mythiplogies of selected sports personalities and tearl.

Consuiner affairs. Includes household tips, codservation, home
decoration, gardening, home improvement. Actitritits can include
examina on of thematic analyses, propaganda tethiLiques, uniden-
,tified spo sor benefits, and so on.
...... . lot . 7.
Resource ,

The new s apers and magazines commonlf.fivaille to the student
make ve good learning resource? In addition, local publications.
may be illing to provide complimentary copies for students to
study. Hi toric newspapers and minority and underground publica-
tions areftvailayle on microfiche fdr .6library ,and tutorial study

Radio/Te&vision
.

.Students re inundated with radio and television program matenal.
And they e more than passive consumers of the electronic media.
they' are aksionate. fans. As a consequence, a unit on radio and

k.
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televisic(kwill not be an elementary introduaion to these media.
+t the same time, secondary studepts are unaware of the diversity
of the total program material available, and they are largely with-
out historic and critical peripectives from which to interpret their
current experiences with these media. Since high school students
use radio and television in different, ways, each mighevell bedealt
with separately.

Objectives

A unit' on ,electronic media appreciation might meet these objec-
tives. (1) to acquaint the student with the diversity of services pro-
vided by broadcasting stations, (2) to provide ''a.listorical perspec-
tive on current broadcasting, and (3) to introduce the student to
critical models useful in locating broadcast programs that will meet
the students' needs.

Unit Organization

News on the, air. Historical development of national radio news
services, network news. actualities (see .Glossary), interviews, on-
the-spot coverage, Activities may include listening to histonc radio

parsing local news events as reported, on local
stations, analysis of the evening television news
fothe sorts of events for which livf television
y been provided, study of the elements of a

heir historlr, proam sponsorship, radio spots,
television spot campaigns, the creative 'proceSs. in commercials.
Activities might include viewing antique television commercials,
comparison of radio and television advertising from the same spon-
sor,,an inventory ofitill the commercials broadcast on a particular
radio or television station, a'catalog of attention-getting devices

.used in ..urpmercials, a catalog of the persuasive appeals used in
the commercialsspra givf,...re product or service category.

Children's progranis.(Early radio programs' for children, child-
ren's programs on public television, the Saturday morning child-
ren's block, specials and documentaries for children. Activities
could include listening to antique radio programs for children,
making an inventory of the number of commercials broadcast dur-
ing children's programs and the products advertised, cataloging the
3riolent incidents occurring during children's television programs.

The docuinentar.). Fin-and-feather documentaries, nem docu-
mentaries, promotional documentarieshistoric re-creatio7. Acti-

news programs, c
radiO and televisio
programs, analysis
coverage has ecen
news report.

Commerci 1
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vities may include viewing television documentaries, listening to .,

radio documentaries, comparing' radio and television treatment of
the same subject matter, analylzing the logical structure of a docu-

. hientary.
,

Recorded music. History of popular music, adolescent music as
a social phenomenon, music packages for radio, promotion of
popular- recording, the jukebox as a message. Activities might in-

k._ elude keeping diaries of exposure to music, observing the activity
around a jukebox, comparing radio playlists and local record sales,
identifying the musical categories used in radio and in record pro-
motion. .

, '
The situation comedy. Roots of the situation comedy in vaude-

ville, early radio situation comedy,' television situation cothedy.
Activities might include a study of the composition of the families
involved, listening to old radio situation comedies, analysis of the
principal sources of humor, analysis of the leading personalities in

.the programs. ,
.. r

Western stories. The myth of the Old West, stereotyped chime-
ters, radio serials, television serials. Activities could include listening
to old radio shows, viewing reruns of old TV Westerns, analysis,of

Western "good guys," analysis of Western "bad guys, assessing
the source-of problems and solutions in plots of the Western. -

Public televis on. Diversity of program offerings, culturarenrich-
menty program for special audiences. Activities may include view-
ing public television programs, assessing the effectiveness .of the
programs in light of their' intended audiences, analysis of the oyfk-
all offerings of the local public television station as an expression,

g. of system-priorities; ,1
Action adventure series. Historic roots,iii melodrama and film,

stereotyped roles, violence, picture of society represented. ActiVi-
ties could include listening to old radio shows, viewing television
shows, mapping the friendship bonds of heroes and villains in theseor programs,l categorizing the victims in such programs, cataloging
3dolent incidents. .

Serialized novels. Early radip versions of novels, television ver-.
jolts, structural ,problems of aidapt

..i.ation. Activities shbuld include ,!..
detailed study of a single work with attention to'characters and

plot in the adaptation process. ,
..,

' Audience participation. Roots in vaudeville, quiz shows, game
shows, the quiz-fix scandal. Activities can include television view- c''',..
in, listening to old radio game and quiz shows, profiling .the typi-

'cal contestant. A
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Resources

r

In addition to viewing and listening to contemporary television
and radio, students mayfkiew together programs which the teacher
videotapes from the air for playback in class. Antique radio record-
ings from 'a number. of sources are listed in the Schwann Long
Playing Record Catalog available in'nearly every record shop.' In

. addition, recordings are available from:

Radio Yesteryear Zo'

Bak H
Groton-on-Hudson, New York 10520
OldTime Radio, Inc.
618 Commonwealth Building
Allentown, Pennsylvania 18101
Longings Symphonette
Larchmont, New York 10538
Golden Age-Radio
Box 8404 -T
Olivette, Mississippi 63132
Nostalgic 'Radio
Box 29R
Peoria; Illinois 61601
Sunburst

'39 Washin on avenue
Pleasantvil e, NEW Sark 10570
(complete with read-along scripts, student activity sheets
on spirit masters, and teacher's guide) -

For studying television programming, a videotape rec'Ordei and.,
playback monitor ate Indispensable. Cost of such an equipment,
ensemble will range from $1,000 to $2,000, depending uporf the
features of the eqtiipment. It is not clear what limitations, will be
placed on recordings made by instructors as a resulrof the Copy-
right Act of 1976 which went into effect in January 1977: There
is 'some doubt that long-term, repeated use of an off-air recording
by an instructor is within fair use guidelines of the act, unl5ss per-
mission of the copyright holder has been Secured. It is likely in the
long run that\fair .use definitions will be liberalized, but, in the4meantime, the prudent will be cautious. Students may also be
assigned to view plograms at home, but videotaping will permit
replay and stopping the tape for instructor comments.

55
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Film

Film classes have become more numerous' than any other mass
media classes at the secondary level:The reasons include the very ,

high interest values of the films themselves and a burgeoning litera-
tufe on the film and cinema. The folloWing is/a suggested unit on,
film.

Objectives

Appropriate objectives for a secondary level unit on film might
include (1) to introduce the student to the theatrical film as a
unique mass cultural communication; (2) to make the student
aware of the diversity of motion pictures; and (6) to provide the
student with experience in evaluating the contributiorOof a given
film to his own cultural existence.

Unit OrganizAion

Origins of thef . Early audiences, film subjects, and film exhibi-
tion settings., ACtivities might includeviewing early one-shot films,
reacting firsthand accounts of early film:going experience, locating
newspaper accounts of pioneer film exhibitions.

The early story film. Sources .of plots, sources of acting and
writing )gtyles,'distributing problems. Activities can include viewing
filint, interviews with. older adults who were fans of .the "siltir
screen," analysieof early films.,,

Elements of comedy. Slapstick, comic chakacters and situations
Activities can include the viewing, andianalyzing of comic films
ant reading-from the many biographical and critical 'books about
these films.

Serials. Subjects and personalities. A tivities could inclitde view-
ing serials, analyzing the appeals com on to the serials, inventing
and scripting episodes that could be added to the serials viewed.

Histofrical features. Their appeal arid what happened to history
as a consequence of these films. Activities could include viewing.
films and comparing the filmed account with historical accounts
of the same events. ,

Sound at the movies. The sound that accompanied silent film
and the introduction of spund motion pictures. Activities could
include viewing silent filins with synchronized sound tracks, add"

-sound to a silent film, viewing early sound films.
Film documentary. Theatrical documentaries, educational fil

and government films. Activities can include viewing documen
and contrasting them 'to print treatments of the same events.

;16
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Films of character. Biographies, stories of personal fortitude
and endurance. Activities can include viewing films and comparing
them to print literature.

The swashbuckler. Films with strongly adventurous heroes.
Course activities could include viewing films, reading fan maga-
zines which promote such films, and reading and discussing the
novels and short stories from which these films are adapted.

Resources

The sine' qua non 'for studying the content of film is the film for
viewing. The largest number of films will be available through lease
or purchase in sixteen-millimeter size. This wider film has, for
many years, been the classroom standard. Much to be preferred
for film study in small to medium-size classrooms is the newer
Super-8 format. The great advabtage of this equipment is reduced
cost. A 81.iper-8 projector with sound sells at less than half the cost
of a comparable sixteen-millimeter projector; and Super-8 film is
also much less costly. As the Super-8 format increases the number
of households owning theatrical films, the cost per print for Super-8
film can be expeCted to decline even further. A list of suppliers of
Super-8 versions of classic and other antique film appeared recently
in Photographic.8 -

Blackhawk Films
1235'West 5th Street
Davenport, Iowa 5280
C4stle Films
404 Park Avenue South
New York, New ydrk 10016
Cinema Eight
91.Main Street
Chester, Connecticut 06412
Colurhbia Pictures 8mn't Films
711 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10022

- Hollywood Film exchange
*8899 Beverly BoulPvard, Suite 490
Los Angeles, Califq1.9ja 90048
Niles Film Products, Inc.
1141 Miihakawa Avenue
South Bend, Indiana 46615,

6 3'
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Select Film Libliry
155 West 31st 'Street
New York, New York -4

Thunderbird Films
T. Cr. Box' 65157
Laft Angeles, CillifOrnia.90065
Walt Disney Super 8 Home Movies
500 Buena Vista Street
Burbank, California 9152,1

A recent -survey of university film programs produced tlie fol-
lowing list of films most frequently used in the classfoom: Citi-
zen Kane (1941), 119 min.., Orson Welles; The Battleship Potemkin
11925), 75 min., Sergei EisenstAn; An Occurrence at OA Creek

ridge (1956), 27 min., Robert Enrico; Basic Film Terms: A Visual
Dictionary (1970), 14 min., Sheldon Renan; The Birth of a Nation
(1915), 1,02-195 .min., a.W. Griffith; Interpretations and Values-
(1964), 30 min., American Cinema Editgrs; Making of a 14 TV
Show (1971), 26 min., Charles Braverman; and Why Man Cieates
(1968), 25 min., §VI.Bass.4, Many other films are listed instext-
books on teaching finn history.and film appreciation.10

It may be desirable to present still photographs Of specifip
framps of a motion picture. This is palticularly important when it -
is one of the objectives of the unit to teach composition or mon.-
tage. Ibis possible for the teacher to prepare°sUch, photos; instruc-
tions for doing so. are contained in a recent journal article.'', . And
some sets of still frames and film.pxtracts are available commer-
cially:12

I
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A Thematic Comparative Approach to Media

In \a theniatic comparative approach 'to instruction about the mass
media,

.
media dealing with the same themes, stories; or events are

examined together. This direct corhparison of_media dealitig with
common material casts .the characteristics of each mediuni into
clear outline. 'In addition, since the relative prominence of the
mass media has evolved over .time, comparisons illuminate the
nature of society at large as each medium in historic succession has
dealt with this material. Some illustrations from the classroommay
clarify the advantages of the comparative apprOach.

c."
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Transformation of Ben-gur

59

BenRur isan illustration of the transition of a gle work of melo-
drama from print throtigh the stage to silent, en sound, motion
pictures and to television. The authoVof the nov was General Lew
Wallace, who was one governor of New Mexico. The novel was a
smashing publishing success, establishing a record for the largest
single sale of any book apart from the Bible. Ben-Hur is said to
have been the first work of fiction blessed by a Pope.

Wallace declared publicly that he would not permit the work to
be dramatized, oitensibly because the stage would inevitably de-.

grade the story. Air last, the impressarios Mark Klaw and Abraham
Erlanger purchased the stage rights after nine years of negotiation.
The play opened in November 1899. Costs before opening night
had reached $71,000, a InYge sum for the day. The spectacles of
the pliy included a rescue, at sea and %chariot race on stage with
two horses per chariot. (Later the ratgber 9f horses became five
and then eight.] Some authorities of the d'ay considered the theatri-
cal version of Ben-Hur the most profitable stage prOduction in
history.

'In December 1925., the silent screen version of Ben-Hur opened
inikieviX0ork, starring Ramon Navarro and Francis X. Bushman
and difectedhy Fred Niblo-costs for the picture were close to $4
million, and gloss revenues were well over $9 million. The trireme
(slaveship) battles had been fought for the cameras at sea; thOu-

. sands, of extras were used. The chariot ces in the Coliseum were,
among the most impressively realistic in th istort,offilm.'3

1959, Ben-Hur was filmed again as an GM spectacular that
may have cost as much as $I5 million and requited- more than
three and a half hours to projW, It was directedby William Wyler,
who had worked. as an assistag director duririg the Coliseum scenes
of the silent version. The stars were Charltonston and Stephen
Boyd: it'

.

Qn Februhry 14, 1971, the film was shown on the .C16$ tele-
visionvision network. According to the A.C**:Neilsen Company, ttire total
audience was'estimated at $2,63020, making this telecast one of
h.t e.eall-time top televisiqn broadcasts."

As the novel became a stage play, a great deal of compression
became necessary.,jhis was_ accomplished by reducing tile amount

, of action, number of settings, number of characters, gnd most of
the personal reflection by the central character, The stage version

6411.:
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focused on several key scenes, each representing an important
chapter in the odyssey of the central character. Each of these
scenes involved a spectacle of some sort, the most dramatic being

(- the trireme battle and the chariot race..
When the stageplay became a film (it is important to recall that

the stageplay'had nearly as great a public reputation as the novel
by this time), the action had to be "opened." That is, the con-
straints of time and spa e imposed by the stage should not con-
strain the filmmaker. In addition, the magnification of images in
closeups and projections n large screens magnified the people of
the story to heroic propo . In the film, as a consequence, the
spectacles of the stageplay, while present, are only one of the
appeals of the'stoay. Closeups and fast-paced editing added excite-
ment and permitted even more realistic portrayal's. No wonder
Ben-Hur was the silent screen's most expensive film! The net
effect was that a story, of faith became a pagan hymn to action
and adventure.

When the Wyler version of Ben-Hur came to the screen, the film
had gained a voice and the screen had,become wide. Both of these
technological advances lent themselves to increasing the\kmpress-
iveness of realistic spectacle. And as might be expected, ale inter-
nal struggles of both Beralur and Messala became even less impoi,

7 tant.
The Ben-Hur illustration emphasizes that the communicative

nature of a new medium affects t4 relationship of plot and char-
acter as a familiar story is translated into a new medium., As the
novel moved to stage and then to film and finally. to television:
the action and spectacle of the story were in each case increas g-
ly emphasized in accordance with the audience expect ns of
each new medium.

"Birth of a Nation" and "Roots"

Birth of a Nation, the first American feature film, was a watershed
in the development "of filmic storytelling technique. It is almost

_ tanthinkable that a course in cinernatic,language or cinema history
could be taught' without-showing this remarkable film. However,

-.0 the film is a rationalization of the Ku Klux Klan and a poNterful
treatise on -the inability of black Americans to participate in they

' political life of the Vnited.States. D.W, Griffith, pioneer film'dir-
actor and orpcialwer, wag the son of-a Confederate offiCer and was
trained as a. writer and actor of melodrama. As a result, he chose
the Clansman, a novel by Thomas Dixon, as the subject of this

(
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,great film. The novel was well suited to the melodrarhatic treat-
ment Griffith always understood best, and its themes were consis-
tent withthis views of Reconstruction.

Respite the racial, bias, the film is exciting, even wHin viewed
today. The is suspense. There are manyValistic battle sequences,
chases on horseback, brawls and fights, a seige of a backwoods
cabin by Carpetbagger trogps, and last-minute rescues of two dif-
ferent heroines. More than ,that, tke spectacle and suspense of the
film ww., entirely new to audiences of the day,

Although no controlled studies of the social effect of Birth of a
Nation are available, it is difficult to deny"the Vromotionar bene-
fits this film had for the Klan: And it is likely that Birth of a Nation
provided` mighty reinforcen}ent for mistaken stereotypes of blacks.

. Showing the film to students today inevitably generates much.clis-
cussion of this issue and of the related question, How should ml
citifies be replesented in the Media?

The televised adaptation of Alex Haley's w 'fa ion,"
Roots, provides a sharp contrast. Thempact of was television ro-
duction has yet to be fully felt or measured. It attracted the largest
television audience of all time, and it provided a view of blacks in
Ameriean society7that is certainly more favorable than that of,.
Griffith. But, as ,Birteof a Nation created a mythic heritage for
the raccalty bigoted among whites, so Roots may selectively rein-
force attitudes among those blacks who view integration,'assimila-
tion of the majority's culture, and cooperation with whites as
hopeless. It may be that 9ur love for such .popular myths in the
media prepare us to persist in social inequities of long standing.

The Question of News Bias .0*

Virtually eve textbook on mass communication deals with news
bias in some f ion or other. In a comparative media course, many
different sortsf news bias can be studied. Some are characteristic
of news organizations in general, other biases are assignable to the
economic and social circumstances of each medium. Still others
reflect patterns of consume': patronage. Each of these become more
apparent as thevarious media are compared.

A convenient method fof explaining the forces involved iribias,
is the Gerbner general model of communication (see Figure 1).'
The horizontal dimension of the model stipules that only those
news events which become available to the organization willf be

'dealt with at all. For example, if an event occurs where no reporter
or news service visits, it cannot becomonews. Here is an illtistra-

-r.
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tion.. It is typically the case that smaller local news organizations
release a greater proportion of pplice and politicaltories. Consi-
der a television station with only one reporter. How canthat one

-reporter produce ei29gh 'stories to filI the. necessary news prO-
grams? By 'Making Trsingle visit to the- county courthouse, e
reporter will be able to repoq. crimes, accidents, and fires fro the
sheriff's blotter and polititlil events, tax mald courthouse
gossip from a single meeting of the county lioar of commissioners.

'Just as a shortage of reporters can affect the availability of news
events to a news organization, so can a plentitude of reporters. In
his landmark study of coverage of education in American media,
Gerbner found that stories on education increased in numberwhen
the newt organization included an education reporter.'64 In many
cases such specialist reporters will enter into informal patron-client
relatioriships with informants in Order to develop privileged sources
of information. For example, a military corresponditht May 'culti-
vate a staff officertrho contributes information and is cited in sto-
ries, perhaps, as "a usually well-informed source." If the corres-
pondent's stories hurt or Offend this source, the correspondent's
work may become more difficult. As a consequence, specialized
reporters tend to promote the organizations they cover.

Perceptual bias occurs as the values, of the newsroom and the
news staff are imposed upon- the story. The most diktIssed per-
ceptual bias is the allegeti "procedural bias" -of American press
coverage. According to this view, the America(' press prefers to
focus upon the appropriate protocols, or procedures, rather than
the ultimate significance of news events. In the press cover4t of
the Paris peace t4,11s'Am Vietnam, the American press was full of

s the difficulties relatin't to the shape of the negotiation table, as.
opposed to reports on the likely prospect for peace thr( ugh the
negotiations.

The means dimension of the Gerbner model points out that the
medium available' to the news orgadization affeqs the nature, of,
the message that may be formulated. The so-called "pictorial bias"
of televised news is an expfple. If a story includes attractive film!
itAls more likely to be broadcast. As a consequence, news is-biased ,
toward the pictorial. The forma.ts.of the media thus account for
"format biases" in each.

in Figure 1, "news bias" is shOwn to the studen as a function
of both medi chnology and organization..As's ents which
exten se ideas by analysis of local news media will help the

dent develop a critical facility in media consumption.
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Suritmiiig LJp .

If public ,ed 1,1 cation has as one of Its objectives to prepare the citizen
to live in a ad of rapid technological change, then instruction in
the value-laden characteristics of the niass media must receive ,,a
very high priority. TO an -important extent, the media function as
honest merciants, hawking the most frequently encountered values
of society for adoption by anyone who finds previous values want-
ing. The results in the long run,are not necessarily; that personal
values become more homogeneous across society, but the trend of

,
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Fig: 1. cht Gerbner general model of conin3unication applied to news bias.
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media influence tends co be in that direction. Well-educated
zens will have been alerted to this value- selling role of the media
and will develop alternatives for strengthening or counteracting
the media influences in their lives.. As alert consumers of the media,
they will govern their media choices in the tight of enlightened
self-interest and in their public lives will em loy the meclia'o sus-
tain the diversity in national life that is esser ial to the survival of
a democracy.

a' Teaching the stu dent to be sensitive to media-purveyed values is
done in two altkrnativeviays7a medium-by-medium approach and
a thejnaticicomparative approach. The first is epitomized/in the
newspaper and film appreciation course units Teachingone medium
at a time will not require as lisighlr'qa2ned an instructor, and a
greater number of texts are available to support instruction,.

By examining; media side by side, the Ihematicicomparative-
approach encourages students to anticipate the results of media
interaction with popular themes, news, and myths. Few textbooks
are available to support thematic;comparative althotigh
a number oftesicts-
This approach is particularly suited todiscovery learning in which
historic mate,als are used to recreate the social context of a time
in which some _issue of importance was especially salient. Often,
very little direction is required from the instructor for students to
understand the interaction of content or function in a message
with the nature of a medium.

1-S . .1 1 I I of - are av a e.
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Baljanline. 1974. '

Longman. Larry , and Milt Fajarg. Cinenia eind the Schools A Guide to 101
'.ifajor American Films. Dayton. ORI-6: Pflaum Standard, 1975.

LeRoy: Merv-yn,. Mervyn LeRoy Take; One. New York. Hawthorne. 1974. 4"
Little, Joieph Fletcher. ed. Coping with the Mass Media. Evanston,

McDougel Litte11.1972,
Lupoff, Dick, and Dop Thompson. eds. All in Color for a Dime. New York.

.Ace. 1971.
.
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MacGowan. Kenneth. Behind the Screen. New York: Dell, 19.65.
McMahon. Morgan, E. Vintage Radio A Pictorial History of Wireless and.

Radio. 1887-1929 Palos VoideS Peninsula, Cali*. McMahon's Vintage
Radio. 1973.

Mapp. Edward. Blacks in American Films. Today and Yesterday. Metuchen,
N, J.: Scarecrow Pass. 1972.

Masthead .4 Journal for Teaching Htstoitt. it,ith Old .N. -eu..spapers Bog 1003
Marblehead, Massachusetts 01845. (S9.00, year)

May er. Martin..4bout Television NeweYwk . Harper and Row, 1972.
Morrow, 'James, and Murray Suitt. Media and Kids. Rochelle Park, N.

Hayden 977.
Nimmo, e Political Perstders. Englewood Cliff?, N. 1. Prentice-Hall,

Perry, George, and Alan Aldridge. The Penguin Book of Comics. Baltimore.
Penguin, 1971.

Pierce. Elfreda C."Word Study. Comic Strip Style." Learning, November
p. 48:

Poteet. G. Howard. Radio! Dayton, Ohio: Pflaum, 1975.
Robinson. Jerry. The Comics. An Illustrated 'History of Cinnic Strip Art.

New York: Putnam. 1'974.
Rosen, Marjorie- Popcorn Venus Women. Moines, and the American Dream.

New York: Coward, McCann and Geoghegan, 1973.
Schide. C.A. RevOlution.in SolindA Biography of the Recording Industry.

Boston: Little.trown. 1974. .

Schrank. Jeffrey. Understanding Mass 'Media. Skokie, Ill.. National Textbook `
,Company, 1976. Schrank has prepared the following multimedia kits
available froT the National tbook Company. "The Persuasion Box,
filmstrip. learning game, an ed cornmarcial (Sg8.50), and '.`Tejemion
and Values,; fIlinstrip, audiocassette, project cards (538.00).

Settel, Irving, and William Laas eds. A Pictorial History of 'Television. New
York: Grosset and Dunlap. 1969.. -

Shapiro.' Andrewk), Media Access Your Right to Express Your 'Views on 4
Radio and Television. Boston: Little, Brown, 1976.

Sheridan, Martin. Comics and Their Creators. Brooklyn, N..Y...Luna Press,
1971.

Smith. Robert Rutherford ..Beyond the Wasteland. The 'Criticism of Broad -

casting Falls church, Va.. EftIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Coalmuni-
cation Skills, 1976.

Smith. Sharon. Women Who Make Movies. New York. OV. Norton. 1976;
Solomon. Sjapley J. The Film Idea. Nev. York. Harcourt Brace Jovtnovich,

1972.1 a
'

St. Hill. Thomas Nast. Thomas Nast Cartoons and illusititits New York.
' Dover; 1974.

Teacher's Guide to Teleasion Parent,Participation TV Workshop Handbook.
Box 5t4. Lenox Hill Station, New York. N. Y. 10021
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Trojanski, John, and Louis Rockwood. Making It Moue. DaytQn, Ohio.
Pflaum:Staddard,

Valdes, Joan, and*anne Crow. The Media Works. Dayton, Ohio. P.fl,aum/
Standard, 1973.7

Wrighter, Carl P.iCan Sell You Anything. New York. Ballantine, 1975.
-107-

Some potentially stimulating audiovisual approaches include.

"Seeing Through Comthercials. A Gbildren's Guide to TV Advertising."
. 15-min. color film (16mmi. Vision Films, Box 48896, Los Angeles,

Calif. 90048.
From Coronet, 65 East Soil.* Walter Street, Chicago, Ill, 60601, "Under.

standing the Newspaper," cassettes and response book (S80), "Words,
Media, and You," filmstrips andaudiocassettes.(S99), "Your Newspaper,"
filmstrips and audiocassettes (S96). \

s

o *coPtos'

4
4
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5 'Ap.''Instittitional Approach - *.

An institutional approach to the study of social phenomena pre-
sumes, there is a connection between the structure of an institution
and its function in society. In the case.of the mass media this style
of analysis prestpposes that the organization of newspapers or of
the' television industry can reveal both the patrons and the clients
of the tnedia and indicate the relative Oriorities by which the re-
sources of the media are allocated.

It- is unfortunate that this kotentially important way' of study-
ing mass communication is rarely encountered in American second-
ary schools. It may be the case that the institutional approach to
the study of the mass media iss better suited

but
work in the social

studies than to the language arts cum%ilum, but fresh pedagotical
oppqrtunittes are opened in the hurnanities by taking this approach.
While the television industry is roughly the same size as that for
the manufacture of paperboard boxes, I the economic impact of
the meditiinds far more important. The advertising carried by tele-
vision and other commercial media makes mass merchandising
ppssible, with attendant stimulation Of research and cievelopment,
manufacturing, and the economy in general. But influences of the

. media are more than just economic.-
Public opinion would be fai less important in everyday public

affairs without the rapid focusing of public attention facilitated by
the media. For, example, we know of the views and activities of
oueggislators and public administrators largely by the way of the
news media,, and, by virtue of this fact, the .media are important

110 influences on the decision processes of these same public policy-
, makers. 'This is just one reason that, regardless.of the specific carte

culum. into which it'is it-ected,. the institutional approach to the
study of trims commurlitiondeserves at least some treatment at
the secondary level. This course might to directed at (1) acquaint.
ing the student with the business organizations involved in the
American sysiem of masscommunicationA2) acquainting the stu-
dent with federal regulation of mass communication, (3) intro-
ducing the student to career opportunities in the mass media of

fr,

,o 6 4
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70 Institutional Approach

communication; (4) introducing the student to self-regulation in
the mass Tedia, and (5) familiarizing the student with the most

, salient public policy issues involving the media.

Organizati nvolved in Mass ComMunication.
a

The organizational structure orthe media is far more complex
than the average American citizen appreciates. The local station is
the foundation of the/American system of broadcasting. The local
station may be owned by an individual or by a corporation and
must be licensed by the Federal Communications Commission. A
local cable firm must operate with a franchise from local govern-
ment in 'the area served by the cable system and with a_Certificate
of Compliance froth the Federal Communications Cornmisiion.2

All of these local stations-and cable systems are supported by
their audiences or clients either directly or indirectly. In the case
of a "commercial broadcasting or cable operation, audiences pat-
ronize-sponsors whose products-and-sentices-are-featured-within
and next to favorite listening and viewing. In the case of cable tele-
vision, subscribers directly subsidize the system through connection
and service fees. In the case of the so-called ",noncommercial" sys-
tems, zygamming is sustained by appropriations and grants &dm
"publiFfunds and by gifts and grants froin industry and from private
citizens.

programming for the electronic media is provided through net-
works and syndication and from production in the local station or
system. In the case of popularmusic, the receding industry, with v
its various labels, pressing plants, and promotion agencies, makes
the music available to radio stations through complimentary copies
of popular singles and album% ( "which also promotes sales of the
recordings involved). Additional music programming is sold to sta-
tions through speiial firms called, pacl?agers which provide large
blocks of preselected music on four-hour-l'opg (or longer) tapes.

Much of prime-tiine television fare is produced by Hollywood
film studios for rihom this television production. is an important
source of incortite. The cost of television film produCtion is held ,

high by the ti e-honored but complex Hollywood guild s stem.
Programrd rom the ,film,industr9 is aho.important to no m-
mercial elevision, although many welt-known. sehes on ubtre
television are acquirefi from foreign film corripaniei.

The advertising which supports commercial radio and television .
reaches the 1061 station throu ree levels ofsa es organization

7'5
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(1) its own sales staff, (2) a network safes staff if the station is a
network affiliate, and (3) a national or regional station representa-
tive. A "rep," as the station representative is commonly known, is
under contract to loeal stations to sell advertising time on the local
stations to national and regional ponsors.

Other important organizatio in the electronic media include
the manufacturers of both trans ssi9n and 'reception equipment
an the financial organizations hich pl'ovide the capital and the
cre 't with which stations are est Wished.

Al f the organizations mentioned above are parts of the "inner
proces s" of the broadcbsting media. The "oute#processes" affect
the pol cies and constraints under which broadCasting must oper-
ate.

The ost visible outer organization is the Federal Communica-
tions ommission, a. body established under the communication
Act f 1934 to regulate broadcasting and other electronic.-cian
munication in the "public interest, convenience and necessity."
Although the president appoints the seven FCC C&mmissioners,

the-FCC-reports_directlytoCongrpcs in arrnrdance with the clause
of the U.S. Coqstitution authorizing Congress to regulate'foreign
and interstate commerce," for broadcasting is perceived in the law
as' "commerce." The FCC, after soliciting comments from the in-
dustry and the general piblic, promulgates.Legulations and guide-
lines for the electronic communication industries. To enforce.these
regulations, the FCC may level :forfeitures (fines) or suspend or
revoke licenses. The c9mmission, like the other "regulatory" agen-
cies, is thus both quasitlegislative and quasi-judicial. The decisions
and actions of the FCC may be apigealed or challenged in the fed-
eral courts, but this is an expensive-process.

The Federal Trade Commission is, another of the regulatory
agencies; it was established by Congress in 1914. The role of the
FTC in broadcasting has primarily to do with its statutory respon-
sibility to restrict false and misleading advertising. As w,as pointed
out earlier, advertising is the financial foundation of the commer-
cial electronic media. '

There are other federal agencies with interests in broadcast regu- A

latio . The Food and Drug Administration has a rehionstbility to
insur that foods and drugs are fairly and honestly labelled. The
Feder Aviation Agency is ,concerried_ with the_platementand
marki of transmission towerg. The Anqtrust Dilfision, of the Jus:
tice apartment is, concerned with monopolistic ownership
cies in the media. In addition to these special agencies, the U.S.

7C
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72 'Institutional Apprqach

criminal code contains proscriptions against promotion of lotteries
and the broadcast of obscenities and profanity. And the common
lawthe burden of decisions made by the courts but not necessarily
provided for in statutesdeals with such matters as slander, libel,
and invasion of priv.acy.3. ,

Self-regulation is the term applied to the efforts of the mass 1media to control themselves, largely as an effort to forestall addi-
itional governmental regulation. In the-case _o.f broadcasting, the
National Association of Broadcasters Radio '-arkl Television Codes t

I are the principal,documents of self-regulation.4 In addition, many
of the specific organizations within broadcas4g proinulgate codes
of ethics. A well-known example is the Code of Broaticas News
Ethics of the Radio- Television News Directors Association.'

Recent decades have seen a tremendous growth in the n mbers
, and strength of citizens' lobbies and public interest group which

have attempted to influence or intervene in the broadcast media.
A number of stations, in Orderlo head'off interventions by such
groups, have entered into formal agreements to provide stipulated
programs'or services which respond to the special interests of these
groups.6 ir--

, . .
, . t

Film Businesses - ti .

.: ) .
The film industry, like broadcasting, is based'cm local outlets. which
directly recruit audiences for film programs prepared on a national
level. Unlike broac!asting, virtually all of the revenue:fro/It theatri-

"cal films-tat least in first runs comes directly from the audierices
of the local theaters.' Local theaters may 11 locally owned or
group -owned as part of a theater chain. The theaters-acquire films)for showing on a bid or c ntractbasis from distributors. Ristribp-
tors in turn acciiire the' rights to distriblite films from ate pro-
duction organizations. The two principal lands of ,producing ,

° organizations are studios and independent preilIcers. The. former
are identified by their large investment in.physical plant and reten-
tion of many creative persompl under contract. The independent
producers are organized on a much smaller scale, of.ten.leasing the
facilities and equipment required for production. 0

In either _studio or independentfproducer organi±ations, each s lib,
.film is set up, financed, and managed'as a separate enterprise. This .is a structural characteristic of film production which distinguishes

it from product/Min the other mass media. a
/3,overnrnent regulation of the Tilmindustry is not much differ-

ent from that of other industries. Eederal interest in the fiiM has4 ,V,
to do with labor agreement's, interstate shipment of films, anti-

7



Institutional Approach i3

nopolistic practices. Local and state governments may talc thea-
rs or films and, from time to ti e, have attempted to regulate

the content of films shown in thei communities, especially with
respedt to poinOgraphy.8

Self-regulation otglm businesses is embodied in the various
codes promulgated by the Motion Picture Producers Association
and by the ratingsG, PG, R, and Xwifc141Varn audiences of
potentially distasteful or harmful film content.

Historically, citizens groups have had great influence on the
content of theatrical motion pictures, but today the rating sytetri
and the progressive fractionation of the film audience into relatively
narrowly _defined audiences delineated by age and interest in con-
tenthave greatly reduced these.pressurespon the film industry.

Print-Media-

The print media are as sensitive as any of the media to, shifting '
audience preferences and loyalties, at least ill the structural sense.
In the case of magazines this sensitivity has occ coned the nearly
complete disappearance of general interest " magazineS (such
as the old Life, Collier's, Look, Saturday vning Post) and the
ascendance of "class" magazines whose audiences are character-
ized by strong interest in'a particular topic or activity. Thus., such
"class" efforts as Road and Track, Sports Illustrated, and
TV Guide tend to characterize the magazine industry tod4y. In the
case of newspapers the trend has een toward the gradtfal failure
of competing dailies in larger cities ntil the vast majority of news -,
paper markets are now served by only one local paper. At the
same time, small town and suburbah papers have multiplied and
floupshed, often as parts of large chains and communication con -
gloifterates.9 - .

The content of magazines is develo.pechlargely by the editorial.
.; staffs themselves, but many stories are suggested or supplied by

public relations or promotion agencies that have vested concerns.
Local editorial staffs are important in preparing the content of the
newspaper, but much material is also derived from.public relations

,releases, wire service copy, and sync seated features.
- ' Advertising, with its many a'gencies, .,ommercial research, and

s'pecialiied services, provides the principal economic support of
both commercial magazines and newspapers. Subscriptions, while
important, are secondary source's of revenue.,

. Newsstand sales of both mattzines and newspapers involve

/' specialized firms that supply a variety of publications for sale in
16,- , stores and at newsstands. Newsstand sales are crucial, however, for

78.
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onlya relatively small number of publications. .

clvarnment regulation of the content of newspapers and maga-
zines is minor when compared to regulation of the broadcasting
and film industries. Postal regulations in some cases dictate the
size of magazines, and these regulations stipulate the cond,itions
undef which pornography mar be distributed through the mails.
The Federal Trade Commission maintains an interest in false and
misleading advertisihg print media as well as in broadcasting.
Antimonopoly laivs and regulations apply to newspapers and maga-
zines just as they do to other businesses, except for those

' papers exempted underthe Failing Newspaper Act.

Teaching the Institutional Approach

The brief summary above of the institutional structure of the mass 1.
media has been provided because the subject matter is not well
covered in available secondary school textbooks on mass communi-
cation. To interest students in this suit, the teacher cduld hardly
do better than to provide field trips to a wide variety of localoaas
media enterprises, inclutVng advertising agencies. Where some of
the media are not present, or where the teacher wishes to provide
a good foundation for learning on the field trip, there are several
good audiovisual presentations that can be, used.° Guests' from

'mass media industries are often good communicators in the class-
room. Given a detailed invitation, they can often present the struc-
ture of this business in a dynamic way.

As study assignments, introduction to some of the more impor7
-tant trade publications may be helpful. The following is a list of
the better -known "tradesr in mass communication:)

Action, Directors guild of America, Box 24029, Los Angeles,
California 90024 ($1O/year)

Ad Age, Crain Comthunications, inc., 740 Rush Street, Chi-
cago, Illinois 60611 ($12/year)

Broadcasting, 1735 De Sales Street, N. W., Washington;D. C."
20036 ($30-/year) -
Broadcast Management and Engineering, 295 Madison Avenue,
New Yoik City, New York 1:0017*($18/year)

Co/um is Jdurnalism :Review, Columbia lotniversity Gradu ate
Sc of of Journalism, New York City, New York- 10027
( 2/year)
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Editor and Publisher, 575 Lexington Avenue, New, York
New York 410022 ($18/year)
Publishics if Fekly, R' R. '?Bo.wker Company, 117 Church
Street, Whitinsville, Massachusetts 01588 ($30/year)

,Television/Radio Agee Television Editorial Corporation, 66e
Fifth Avenue, New York City, New York 10019 ($20/year)
Television Quarterly, National Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences, 291 South LaCierja Boulevard, Beverly Hills,
California- 90211 ($7,50/year)
Variety, 154 West 46th Street, New "York City, New York
10036 ($25/year)

Assignments using these periodicals might call fdr answers to the
following questions: Who are the leading manufacturers of tele-
visKrNameras? What policy matters are currently pending before
the FCC? What theatrical film, is the biggest money-maker of all
time? How can one locate a corhmunications attorney? What are
the ratings of last wee'k's prime-time network programs;.) Who are
some suppliers of syndipated features for newspapers?

''Another teaching 'activity with high interest value is the policy

'institutions or, organs tions involved in some public process. The
pine. In a p,olicy teams of studenrepresent ,the principal

tegns,are presented with the starting situation and the rules of the
game. Then each team prepares a "move", or action to be taken.
The moves of all players are evaluated by "umpires" ho report.

2:4 the "results" of each move and present the next situat'on.11

Sample Policy Game: AcCess Time-

Background. In the past §everal years the Federal Communications .

Commission has established and periodically revised a prime-time
access rule. The burden of this rule is to require local television
stations to program a part of the prime-time period (7-11 p.m. in
most of the country), rather than yield this responsibility to the
commercial television networks. In the market where this .policy
game occurs, the local stations fill this access time (7-8 p.m., the
first hour of prime time) withInelalf_hour_of.news.(7,..7_:301.m.k

4- and one-half hour of some otherinateriajs .purchased by or pro-1
duced by the station involved.-

Teams. In this game the television market is Doeville, U.S.A.
Doeville'is the county seat of Doeburg County. It is served by three
local television stations: KWAK-TV, Channel 2, ABC; KWIK.-TY, ,
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Channel 8, NBC.and KWVK-f-V, Channel 11, CBS. Teams of
three to five students may play the managements of each of these.

I 'stations:
Another set of teams may represent public interest groups with-

in goeville. These groups should be labelled) with the names of
actual groitps in the students' Community. In fact, adult 'represen-
tatives of those groups may be invited to serve on the teams. Any
number of public interest groups may be represented in the game,
but at least-four are reco mended, even though title teams have to
be as small as one or`two st ents. Examples of such teams are the
PTA, the Sierra Club, the loc association of educators, La Ran,
and the local chapter of NAACP. The teacher acts as team for all
other elements needed in the game advertisers, television syndica-
tion representative, audience research firms, and FCC.

"Phise!;1, The Status Quo

Ine:s-arOs phase of the game each team reports to the other teams
1.6 it is affected by the prime-time access rule (PTAR) for the
.."7:30-8 p.m. time peno-d', Monday through Friday. The FCC

(teacher) will make a preientation on the ?TAR and the FCC,
philosophy of local AO ice.!? Each of the station teams will report
on its 'program schedule or this time period, relating the schedule
of their station with that of the nearest affiliate of the same net-
work as reported in the local edition of TV Guide magazine.

The public interest groups will critique the local' television sta-
tion schedule for the,7:30-8 p.m. period, Monday through-Friday.
They will.pirtitularlY comment upon the suitability- of,these pro-
grams in light of the objectives of their organizations. The public
interest groups are to cast their critiques as letters to the VC
(teacher).

Phase II: New Less Program ,
V

The FCC (teacher) forwards the letters of public interest groups in
414

Doeville to the, proper television stations with these comments:
"Please'respond to this critique of your prime-time access program-
ming. The commissioners would be particularly interested in your
comments as to whether more responsive programs are apprqiiiriaie
and possible." Copies of the FCC correspondence are provided to
the publidinterest groups.

The station.teams are to prepare plans for reprogramming the
7:30-8 p.m. slot, Monday through Friday. Their proposals should
inclu6 the costs of production (they may. wish the advice of a

01
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,

local TV professional for this), outIlines of sample rograms, and
descriptions of any additional station staff that e required .
for this programming.

The public interest teams are to provide each of e station
teams with suggestions for programs in this time od which
would suit the particular needs of the interest group nvolved.

Phase III: A Magazine Format

This phase begins with an announcement by local advertisers (the
teacher) that they do not wish to sponsor any aceess programs
which respond to the needs- of only one or two interest groups in
the communicy. On the other hand, they would like to spohsor

.programs whlbh, over time, meet the needs of many or all groups
in the community. Would the stations now work with the interest .

groups in developing such programs?
The illustration above is very brif, but it should be apparent

that such games require only a modest investment of time on the
part of an instructor, while requiring much individual effort by

-the-student Other institutional issues-4n the mass- media which
might be gamed in this mariner include: gr.

Cross-ownership of print and broadcast media.
Commercial sponsorship of children's television programs
Requirements that a local cable system of moderate to large )
size ipitiate programs irorp its own facilities
The advisability of advertising theatrical films con sidered
antisocial by communitmliroups
The impact of direct satellite-to-home broadNts upon local
television

The effect upon the entertainment industry of ome
tape recordets and videodisc. 3

The effect upon odor media oof, cable television sys ems that
an (1) import the signals of titttant/ independprit t vision

stations; (2) offer firstrun films on a fee basis, and43) delivr\
newspapers aril magazines via facsimile

A Ar. . .

Suggested Reading _ .t>

y . =

The following provide Yew arding additional reading for students and teachers.
.

Adler, Ruth, ed. The WorhiripPress, New York: Bantam, 1970..s.

-
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Bagdikian, Ben H. The Iiiformation Machines. Their Impact on Men And the
Media. New York: Harper and'Row, 1971..

,
BOgart, Leo. Strategy in Advertising. New Yak. Harcourt Brace and World,' 1967. y . .

Brown, Les. Television The Business Behind the Box. New York. Harcourt,
Brace Jovanovich, 197.1: .

Brucker, Herbert.' Journalist Eyewitiies:s to,Hisiory. New York. Macmillan,
1962. ,

Elson, Robert T.-The World of Time, Inc.. The Intimate History of a Publish- .

ing Enterprise, 194111,960. Newt,york: Atheneum, 1,973. ,

Farr,' Finis, Fqic_tArpough. The Life_ of NWestbrook Pegler. New- Rochelle,
'.N. Y.: ArtingtonVouse, 1975. i
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6 A Vocational, Approach

~ci

A vocational_ approach in aching mass ,communication aims at
preparing the student for tual employment in specific jobs in
the mass communication industries. pn the one hand, there are
relatively few mass media oc-culiationewhich demand specific tech-1'
nical skill, that can be acquirecronly in school. On the other hand,
there are many positions in the media where college training will
be required by some organizations but.high school training will be,
-,considered adequate by others. " e

An illustration of attitude$ of some broadcast employers toward
high school graduates asmedia eMplciyees is this letter frOm a rural .

radio stall* to a broadcast education newsletter:

I hate to generalize, but in my experience_there was not a great
deal of difference between university and high school graduates in.,
terms of mastery` of language, reading ability, yoke 'maturity and
mechanical ability to operate a control board.. 44 guess I'll keep
on having the local high school counselor watch for likely pro-
spelats for my jobs. Those kids really Appreciate the opportunity
and I can teach ,theni, a lot. After two years here: they compete
successfully against y our college graduates for those majck market
jobs.'

4 4,

In, small to rneditiin markets across the country this attitude to-
ward the high school graduate is common. In the case of type-
setters, pressmen and photographers, high schoo-j and technical
vocational scools' have prepared workers for decades. But.higii
sohool ,offerings in technical broad sting and Urn skills remain.
relatively uncommon. .

Print Skills'
,J ..',5

14:
0 , 7 1

'
There are good mas s for' any student to become pYoileient in
comniunicative 'skills; but for the studynt interested in working
with communication technolpgy, develoionenCof technical skills is

i essential. In the`case cif printing the prudent chszise for high school.;
-.) .

- 1.

.
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training in.the future will pe training in skills relevant to photo-` offset lithography. While It is trove at photo- offset is only one of
numiler of available print techn ogles, its relative simplicity,

low cost, and high ef cie4cy have I o its nearly universal adop-
tion in.the field of sm publications,' '

The basic equipment required lb offset print proauction is
i 1 type:- compasits5ri, graphics camera, (3}. stripping
table. t4)..platemaker,.and (54 a'press. A common "cold type" an-
positOrLsan electric, typewriter with carbon nbbop which produces' clear, even letters. a more complex and e.x pensive compositor
operates from a,t,),*writer keyboard tb set type in a wide range of

:type styles and sizes. These' compositors are called "cold type" to
distinguish thetr(from such "hot type" typesetters as the Imotype
ma line, in which the letters are cast in metal after the operator
types, aline.

.
Finished *old type" copy is photographed by a graphics cam-

.

.era with -whatever enlargement or reduction is tcl In the Anal
printing. Tile ae graphics camera film is processed negative so
that in the film-the letters will appear dearly against a dark back-
ground.. . "

Negatives for the set copy are taped together in apatnx of ol-
denrod paper on a backlight "stripping table." Theme resulting trix
is the negative for an offset printing plate: This negative' sand-

, iC ed against a light-sensitive metal- plate (typically alumffium)
a v ultra flame (the y,actium dq:ws off, all e'air which ay sep-

o ara the negatiie froin the platZ). The Ate exposurer'arnade
fro the intense light of-a mercury vapor lamp--or,.sotriehmes,,
the Alin The plate s then "developed" by rubbing it with a special
devploping ink ,ichi dallaki.s -the. areas of the plate exposed
thsfough the c .1) orts orate negative.. .

The-, is then ady for the press.. An off.iet press operates se
on tie littiegraphy principle. As, the plate turns on its ,cylinder in

;the press, water is spreadlightly and evenly over the surface of the
plate. The water will not adhere to the inky image on the plate,
since ankIs greasy and repels- water.,Tlie\greasy image will pick up
ink from the ink roller, but the background (thaPriii-tof the page

1,- that will- remain white after 'printing) will be;wet frpm the water
)roller and repel, ink_ Thus, the plate is inked only *Here the image
is supposed'to print. The plate does not print directly onto the
piper, but onto a_rubber covered cylinder called,the"offset7
in er. This is where the sij1tem gets 4.s name. The paper is press. ,

.

ri
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'

c

against the "offset" cylinder by the impression cylinder to. receive
,the inked Image.: 7

Figiire .2 illustrates the offset printing process: A basic"set of
this eq ent Capable of producing the short runs of modest-size
publications nay he priced as low as 510,000 new. If a school is

", willing to purchase- used or rebuilt equipment, the cost may be
considerably less.3 Without such equipment, vocational training in
printing skills is impossible., .

. .

t
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As to curriculum, if studenis are to learn to use such equipmont,
at a_ level of professional skill, it will be necessary to provide at .

least a year of work, If graphickdesign and color methods are also
to be taught, even more time will be advisable. To determine the
precise skillS which will optimize the stuffent's value in a petrticular
efnployment marivtplace, a survey of professionals in that ticarket
should be made. . ,

During training it will be important for the student to v real-
i.stic-projects to 'work on, slid?. projects 'might be a-PTA newsletter,:
a teachers' bulletin, or the high school anripa.17.:Tiactical" projects
should not lie accumulated 'in such voltmr,-hoviever, that quality
of finished printing must suffer. 112.3the,-"real" world of work a
well-developed' standard for finished printing "till be as important ,
to the gradnate.as the necessary manual and intellectual skills... i

, .. ,

Radio Vocations ..
.. r tt ,

.--- i.
vr

Amorig media, radio offeas the greatest. 'iumber of local
outlets. Th re-1r@ currently ore than 8,000 ra o stations on the

..r
v. air in the L 'ted States, by ontrast, there are ewer than,1:00() ': televi4on .3 ions:, Some of the radio- positions fRr which high

sChool gra tes may be-tr.alnedeinclutie transmitter engineer, air
,- .'1 7 ersotiality, d traffic.. . .. tk

- 0
A transmittertenginett: is reqUired to hold the FCC First Class

Radid-Telephone Operators Licensexith BrOadcast Entipement.,
"Rs Thee ffic;spe.ttive engineer receiye§/this, license afters ircessfully

taking ari examination from tke; nearest FCC. fields office. The
e*mination deals'Irith xadid theory and' practice, federal regula-, 't
ikons, and, good operating.proeedures. The publishes a study
'guide' ift. r this elcara, it is availAble from 4he Silperinteridant of ...
Doct*rits, Gavernmentlidriting Office. Commercial study guides
for these examlnatIons are 4vailable from apumb'er of publishing
houses and are advertised ifi the trade press.

.
In addition to hold'tnglike proper license, a transmitter tngirieer

must he familiar with electkonic maintenance .prbcedures in general
and with broadcast iininsitters an antennae in particular. Becom-,
ing familia. lAtti,,trifismitte+' an arifennae may require exper-
fence workini with as real t4ansmit r or mockup under the super-, / ,/ vision-alma eiperrienced transmitter engineer. Students trained in

commonelate s.1`tills may also find workin point-to-point arid common cal-%
rier electronic communication. Every community.

.

served; by
tran;mitter.will need 'transmitter engiheers, although the .number, ,, 1

, . . 't11 : s ' .,,

t
,.

' .1
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ayirbeedneiscesn?Saryall7oto;1

jewpteirfystasutciOhnitrtmlesctoAAurvay of the local area

. _Ap qir personality in loc41, radio will perform many tasks, the
rincipal one being to operate the station's audio console, playing

recording and reading annotinceniente in accordance with instruc-
tions provided by the program .3g, the station'sarch Order ,
for programming. In'adaition, during evening and weekend hours, .

. . the, air personality may be the only station employee on -.duty,
, he or she will be taint, receipt-iv-list, decisionmakei, news-

). . \writer/editor, and engineer; 41 in one. .
As a consequence, ortheir varied duties, the personalities for

local radio need broad training. To 'begin with almost every work-
er in local _radio will be expected to hold the Third-Class Radio-.
Telephone Operators License with Broadcast Endorsement. The *,

test for the Third Class "ticket" is also administered at FCC field
offtes;altheugh the third-class operator is not expected to know ;04
Fa..4 much as the first-'class operator,, and it is aSsymed,tha his or her

. engineering d ties at the tation will ly undethe inst ction and
supervision o the station's ief engineer: Currently, the -FCC is,.4
collecting comments or?' a pro' oied that wodld relieve Some
hird-class operators Of the requirem t of an FCC exam. ;

The radio personality will need to understand programming well
enough to. produce a good sound on the air and to perform
e nough to please c he audience --and' the station's spdnsois. The
potential radio personality Wiltbe a stronger candidate for enii:oloy-
menV with a.inO)'s(ledge of FCC regulatigps, dommercial practice,
the ne6vO'ikS,sand w at other station employees do.

The traffic work is very importan
employeewho may. also be a personality
the responsibility for coprdinating all t

'n local radio, since this
or time salesinarih4s,
elements of program-

.

ming into an integrated whble. sVcassful traffic effort results
,a in ,a daily program, log which helps the station'ineet its obligations

td advertisers and network 'Phile providing worthwhile program
service to the commu . '

4.!Traffic work day ;begin with an outline of state pro 's pre- ,. ,
pared by tivprogram director. Added tc% this outline ill Ite last
minute messages from the network, if the, station. i network

' affiliate. These messages give data on what networicprograms will
be provided and when. 1. . ' :. I ,

The ,most difficult part of the' traffic ,task then involves adding, '''
coinmercial mid public service annOuncements "to the schedule of '

program's. ThrOughout 'We brOadcast Clay, tine slots will have b : :beers
. .

*

\
..

-88 . , O.'
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designated for announcements. According to the .commitment
made by the station in its application for license or for renewal of
license, some df these slots are reserved for public service announce-

;went& The remainder are "availabilities," slots for, commercial
announcements yet to be soli When a time salesman negotiates a
contract for broadcast of one more commercials, the contract is
tentative until traffic confirms that the desired "availabilities"
have now been reserved for the dppnsor. When the time sales con; e

tract is 'confirmed, traffic will keep .track of the script or take to
be used with each`commercial. i. . .

As the &ill', proeram log is prepared; Aa.f.ht will assemble a
loose-leaf binder gif Ihe, scripts for the day, brovide a list of tapes
to be played, .and show on the program log the time each is to be
broadcast. ' .

Great pressures are felt by the traffic worker. The.ideal employee
in this position ,will be relatively-calm, consistent, and reliable.

. Training ine3roadcast regulations, station operating procedints,
the structure of networks and advertising will be h_elpful.s Typing
ability is certainly essential, and script-writing is frequently in-
volved..

i

1, .

Am ,., .
1

The Trachirig Facility

As with priht, effective vocational training in radio skills requires-a
, setting very. rnuchlike that of a "real" radio station. In general,

three 141s of radio training facilities are in use:' (1) mockup,
(2) ,carrier current and public address ,facilities, and (3) open cir-
cuit radio statiigns, a 1

Ackup. A model radio station cin be _set tip in any relatively'
quiet room. If a soundproofed studio can be built inside t e room,
conditions will- be ideal. However, instructidtial objectiv can be
'met even without good sound isolation. The minimum uipmeyi
reqr.iired is e three- or four-channel audio f onsple with VI;

ano.1 monitor s eakers, ewo record turntables with pickup arms and
mker,.'at leas oneinicrkphone preamplifier and program amplifier,

preamplifiert one dynamic microphone,,and one reel-to-reel tape
recorder. iccepting, 600 ohm ling input and equipped with monitor
amplifier and speaker. In addition, desks and typewriferse for sta-
tion staff need to be provide41: Training: id this sort of mackup
does not provide oppottunity fiir training trAsmitter engineers.

The list of electronic equipment in the mockup described abbve
,

0 would rtin between $1,500 and $2:000*lepending upon the eivality
of the variOu's coinponents. Figure 3 shoWs such a teaching facility.

, .. .
.

,c4 LI
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Vodational Approach

CarrifT current and public address radio stations resemble the
mockup station just described except that the audio equipment
would feed a distribution, Atm instead of a tape re.C.Srder. In the
public address system, the signal from the audio console enters a
public address amplifier connected to speakers in the school
Daging,iintercommunication system or to speakers in some public

6 place; such as a shopping All, auditorium, irr.dining ha11.6
A carrier current radio station ,actuary bioadcasts radio signals

al g the electric power lines within a building. The signal can Be'
eived by a conventional AM radio receiver in or near the

ink In other words, the carrier current station does include a trans-
itnitter, albeit of low power and of a design diffe,rent from the con-
ventional AM transmitter. Since this sij.11 transmitter is of fow

411
20'

0

/.
Studio

.1

Nr3sic,
ilbrary

Studio.'
2

,

Faculty

'4..
News

Automation

Fig:3. Configuration of a radio teaching facility.
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.....
power and does not feed a conventional broadcast tenna,, this
..ystern provides only invited opportunity for training transmitter
engineers. Costs of such a system will be abou4$3,000 to $5,00,0,
,again,depending on specific model choices.

An Open circuit broadcast station is one in which the audio con-
'sole 'feeds a broadcast transmitter and antenna, nuking sigOls
available to the general public. While a school or community station
may be commercial or noncommercial antAM or FM, the major-
ity of such stations are noncommercial FM stations. This sort of
training facility iseobviously very realistic, and it offers the possi-
bility of training transmitter engineers.

Operatioii of an open broadcasts noncommercial FM station is,
considerably more expensive than operating mockup or carrier
current facilities due to the costs of a trinsmitter, antenna, tower,

. and the necessary audio equipment to produce materials for a full
broadcast day.

Frequencies on the FM band are allocated to U.S. communities
in an alloCation table established b3rthe' FCC. Twenty `percent of
FM cltannels at theicoter end of the.ireqdency table are reserved
for noncommercial use. the first step in estaVishing such.,a station"

cis to determine whether an.allocation is available in the ommun-
"ity in ,question.7 Then an application for a construction perm" it
starts the'process by which a license iS secured fibm the FCC.,

illustrate costs of establishing an FM station, let us assume,
we wish struct'a station with a three kil watt transmitter
and an ah nria with, a.gain of 1.5 and a height o 5tl feet above
JtirrOuncling ,terrain. These three factorstransmitte ower, an.

- - tenna gain,. and 'height above lila surrounding terrainwill deter-
Vitiirne* the site cki We ,coverage tirki of The station. The importantre"
6f transmittel power is clear: more power into the antenna from

. 'the transniit,ter, 'Rowel. from the antenna in the form 'ot radio
waves/. antenna degi may increase the power of the radio waves
arilvinrit the FM'list riet's receinr beyond that which be.

.
Vocational Approach

gfpect5d if signal str gth were determined by transmitter wer.
alone. This niagnify g thafactetistic of an FM transmission an-
tennais called wise na gain. Figure 4 illitsttates how antenna gain. -

ispossible: , ' .

* . ,..
A Conventional antenna (the "Before" in Figure 4) radiates radio

waves iris all Aile'etions. Those waves wich travel directly upward
'NSA t'tike:very few TM receivers and'may be considered "lost" to4

, . the station's audience. If by proper antenna design* seme part of
. the trarmitter\'¢utput that would otherwise be "lost is reflected

. ; :

3

,
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"Lost"

/ Waves
\A \'1.\( -

. illi 9 .\kk 7/irOff\i\*\1\<\
)

,

r

44

"Lost"
Waves

.
,

Reflectedg l
,..

4 it to Audience

n. BEFORE ; -AFTER :"

F ig:44ntenna gain in an FM transmitting antenna.

downward towarehomeS and automobiles, then the same trans-
.

;Atter output has become a stronger signal at the listener's receiver.
This is antenna gain. t ,-

Height above,surrotinding terrain has an 'important effect upon,
coverage, since the 'relatively high frequency 'M waves travel in
straight lines, thus extending onlyto the horizon.lnFigure 5 the
smaller antenna tower puts tfie-Aransmitting antenna (at the top of
Me tower) only a sh5rt disitince above the ground. The radio waves
from this antenna travel a shorter path' to the horizon, thereby
covering a smaller geographic area than is served by the FM antens
na supported by the taller-tower.

Managerial' decisions about the geographic area to be covered by
the new' station will determine the best combination of transmitter
power, antenna gain, and tower height. Total costs of the station's
equipthent will vary accordingly. For a local station which will be
on the air seven days a week, eigheeen hours per day, equipment
costs)will be in'the neighborhood OW0;000 to $40,000.

In light of,the relatively high cost of initial equipment purchases
and of continuing operation, most schoklistricts'will seek topro-
iide with their noncomMercial station some sprvicg to 'the public
or to the ischool system whiCh goes beSrond the vocational training
role. For example, a station may relay i6e broadcasts of National

r 7:11 401.k '
4 )
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Public Radio for the benefit of adult evening audiences. During
r canthe day, in-scho programming c stimulate students' reading,

study of liferat re; and music appreeation and provide in- service
programs for teachers. In fact, during the heavy winter snows of
1976-77 many schools had, to close due to <foul weather and fuel
'shortages, and instruction by radio in some of these conimunities
helped to reduce the impact of school closings by bringing the
teacher into the students' homes. .

Most job applicants in radio will find that the FCC Third Class
Operators 4ermit with Broadcast Endorsement is an essential' em-
ployment creden,l..,Examinations are given regularly at FCC4ield

' offices throughout the country (study guider for this exarnarel
also available through the Government Printing Office). Brighter
students Will be able,to prepare the selves for exams by self-study.
Other students Will require foimal i struction and the guidance of
a teacher. If the secondary teacher in olved i not a brOadcast engi-
neer (the FCC First Class Operators mit Is the minimum quali-
fication of 'a broadcast engineer), then-a practicing broadcast engi-
neer rOay be invited to present this license- preparation training.
Inst*tionpf this sort can be completed in fifteen to thirty one-

: _hour sessions: . .

D':

ANTENNA A
Small height above
surrounding terrain

1

ANTENNA B,
Greater height above °
surrounding terrain

Fig. 5. Antenna height above surrounding terrain d F

93
4

,
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station coverage.
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Cadre Instruction ,
, - .

89

%,

In any of the media training facilities we haVe described, instruc-I..
tonal gains proceed from emulation of daily routines in local
radio stations. Accordingly, the "cadre" training.approach to voca-
tional broadcast training is,particularly attrac,tiye. In cadre training
a small- number of relalivgly experienced students train a] larger
number of inexperienced students. In other wo?ds, studehtli frpm
earlier terms or years remain on the station staff to train newer
students by example and through on-the-job -training. The cadre
approach reduces the requirement; for faculty tithe, and it teaches
students 4 way of training colleagues and of iployees which will be
very useful in later professional work when there is A need to pro-
vide on-the-jOb training,forpthers.

Cadre staffing for a vocational trairtIg student station might be
a. like that outlined in Figure 6. Of course, the staff may be enlarged

or :reduced 'as resources and eed dictate. Students may also be ro-
tated from one position (traf is assistant, for example) to another

(educ tional producer) to brOa eifThetiainiffar-Ovia-ed.

.10

Sche W \.
ing-

4

Scheduling students-to man a full-time station while the students
attend of r courses can be a problem. There appear,to be at leasV
two wa of dealing With it. One is to Provide a eqmpletely inde-
pen,dent hedule of instruction for st° ts who are involved in
the radio s ation. Other school subje ,rte' Ight, fok example, be
concentrated in two-thirds of esemester, radio in the final third;
or ot4er iti§ly may be scheduled in the morning, radio in the after:
flood.

Another solution to scheduling is the use of radio program auto-
ation technology. is equipment provides a, system b.yr which

recorded entertainmerit, news, and announcenrnts are reproduced
according to a preprogramped schedule, producing the same sound -.44

as a manually operated sthtion. In an automated student radio .§ta-
tion, students may makt recordings for later broadcast, recording
at 'times earlier than the actual .times of broadcast. Program auto-

, illation in stud'ent radio stations can thus liberate the student's
classroom schedule from the necessary dognands of a daily broad-

casf`schedule.
A typical configuration for radio program automation -equip-

mentis shoWn in Figure 1. In this system, the three tape decks (A,,
B, and C) play the music of the station, which has been prerecorded

2
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STATION MANAGER

Faculty
'

RECEPTIONIST

Cadre student

CLERK

Student

BOOKKEEPER

Student

STATION
PROMOTION
DIRECTOR

Caine
student

PROMOTION
ASSISTANT

:,61,u dent

- DIRECTOR
'EDUCATIONAL

, PROGRAMMING

Cadre studept -

'4;6, EDUCATIONAL
'rgRODUCERAoc,

Student

r

tyEN
0 TOR

Cadre
student

EDITOR

Cadre
student

NEWS
PRODUCER

Cadre
student

PROGRAM
DIRECTOR

Cadre soldent

REPORTER

Student

TOTAL STAFF

FacbIty
Part.time profesponil I
tAre students tt
Students 36

TRAFFIC
DIRECTOR .

,t- Cadre studefit

TRAFFIC
ASSISTANTASSISTANT

Studerit

CHIEF ENGINEER

Commercial radio
engineer on part.

time contract

TRANSMITTER
ENGINEER

Cadre student

CHI AN OUNCER,,
Cadre s *yr'

--1.PSIRSON A L ITV
ANNOUNCER/

Student

o

PUBLIC SERVICE
PRODUCERl Student
. _

_i

CIIIEF MUSIC
LIBRARIAN

Studen't

71

LIBRARIAN

Student

ENGINEER

\Studept

Fig. 6. Cadre organization of a student radio oper.Vion.
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onto large tapes: me- automatic tape, cartridge machine (D). holds
prerecorded cartridgesshort tapes, helriThermanently in a- plastic
case easy handling. The' machine holds about two day's supply
of th

i
playing them in the programmed order during interrup-

tions in the music. The time announce machine (E) is actually two
tape recorders, one with the announcements for odd:numbered
minutes, the other with announcements for even-numbered min-
utes. If an announcement is called foD.between thirty seconds
befor and thirty after 9:15, the machine plays the 9:15 nounce:
meet' on the odd numbered tape At thirty seconds after 9:15 the
rntte itne readies to play The 9:16 announcement on theeKen-
numbered tape at advanced the odd-numbered; tapeqo 9:17. In
this way the machine is ready at' any time to play a time announce-
ment that-? thirty te-ciiiids of the exact time. ,, ,x.' ,

he fill music machine (F) is a tape' of uninterrupted music
played to fill whatever time may be left between the lastsigusical
selection in a given hour and the.time announcement at the hour.
It makes the system-11m ,on,time by deferring the beginning of any
hour of programUg until the hour has arrived. A silence sensor
(G) is included in the system-in the event that some part of the
apparatus fails, and no signal is fed into the..tran'snai ter...When

(1
"`dead air" triggers the sensor, an alarip is sounded, an the auto-
mation, controller is signalled to play another recording. The cost
of a simiVe automation system of this sort may range from $15,000
to $307000,1depenArigsbn manufacturer and options.

In addition to the scheduling benefits made possible by automa-
tion, itherii is, an important training benefit: the number of Com-
mercial ,radio stations with automation equipment is growing much
faster than'the pool of broadcast, employees familiar with automa-

91

tion

Television.

'Vocational training in televisi
relatively complex and expens
will be able to operate their ow
may be able to use the, facilit
mercial stations or the local on
firms. WithOut station facilit' s,

requires, as might be expected,
e facility. Only a few high schools

television stations, although they
es of, coirnmianity-osyned nonc -

inption Acilities of cable to ision
of course, traffic ISeople nd ins-

tmissiol engineers cartnot'receive professidnal train in,
As Vocational, objectives,, it may lie wise 1,o

, 4.
fare interested .,

st1.1 is with general television pro.duction..skills"Sethat they May

1 a

4.
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Tape Machine (A)

Tape Machine (B)

Tape Machine .C)

Silence Sensor (G)

Time Announce Machine (E)

...ttomation
Controller

(H)

Tape Machine (F)

s

4

To .

Transmitter

Fig. 7.. A typical configuration for radio automation'eguipmen%
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fill a variety of entry level positions i comnlercial and noncom-
mercial telerision stations, cable systems closed circuit instructional
television, ancrNustnal television. Th se entry positiOs run the
gamut of camera operator, boom (microphone' operator, audio
mixer, video switcher, producer,director, telecfie operator,, and
videotape Operator. A number of textbooks provide detailed infor-
mation on these positions and the skills necessary tcq successfully
fill them.s'

Distribution

It will be nearly impossible to motivate students t maintain high
professional standards of television production unless their finished
programs reach an audience. They may broadcast on a local'sta-
ton, or their programs may be distributed over a local community
cable television system or to classrOoms via an instructional tele-
vision system.

Local stations. Local stations are willing, even eager, to broad-, Tt
cast completed videotaped programs produced by educational instil'
tutions when these programs adhere to the technical'and aesthetiC
standards of the station and coincide .with,the programming bbjec- ,

tives of the station. The technical standards imply financial con-y
straints since these standards typically require the high school tto
be equipped with expensive, "broadcast quality" television equip
ment. The aesthetic standards dictate that the faculty member
working in the high school television facilityas well as the main(

'tenance engineerhave considerable broadcasting experience. ,

Programming objectives of a television station art includeqn
the program statement of the station's application for license re-
newal. Particularly relevant to-a high school program plannei will
be descriptions of programs with which the station proposesi,to
meet community needs and problems. For example, a station in a
rural area may list as a" community problem the fact that yoting
pe'ople graduating from schools in the ar a must go elsewhere to
find work. The station may propose to illu inate*this Problem for
the community with a senes of d6cument es. To help the 'station
meet this commitment, the high school could offer the station a
senes of televised biographies on successful high school graduates
who did not leave the commurfity. t

Loca ommunity cable television. In nearly every franchise 'for
local cab systems negotiated in recent years,, the cable system has
Made a ommitment to provide a channel for local education or
for "lcical access." Local access channels make program distribution

A..
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facilities available in the pu blic interest on a first-come, first-served
basis. Either of these sor:ts of chann s provides opportunities for
high School vo tionAl television Class And, if the cable system
is required by franchise or FCC rules' to provide a chanhel for
locally prod,uced programs, the cable systems may be willing to
have the local h1:1 school or vocational technical school assume
responsibility Jor part or all of the- operation of this local produc-
tion channel.

Instruttional closed Circuit television. In terms of technology,
there `are two principal ways by which teleVision programs are de-
livered to classrooms: cable and tape. In, cable delivery television,
signals like those received over the air travel to the classroom from
a central point v coaxial cable. The coaxial cable acts as a pipe
sending a choice/6i television signals to the classroom-monitor. At
the central point of origination, the "head end,', signals are trans-
lated from videotape or over -the -air signals to multiple chahnels on
the "coax" for the classroom. 4

In the tape-delivered system, the classroom is equipped with a
tape playback unit as well as a monitor. The tape playback machine
is usually operated by the instructor, an advantage in tape systems
since an instructor can then schedulq and reschedule taped mater-
ials to conform to the natural and fluctpating flow in the classroom
from one instructional technique to anerther.

In either tape or cable distribution systems, the high school voca-
tional television program begins in a studio. The minimum equip-

+ ment for Such a facility 'wilt,include the followings

Studios

Studio Lighting

Ten 30-ampere, 110 v. AC circuits with, circuitbreakers and
.grqunded,1' 6cking connectors
Four 2-kilowatt adjustable bea9? spotlights

Jour 1-kilowatt adjustable beam in'str,urnents

Audio Equipment
Ow giraffe bobm,,
One.boorb mic,o, hone
Two Lacalier microphones
Qne 4-input audio console

99'
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One tape recorder/reproducer
One disc turntable, pickup arm, cartridge, preamplifier

Video Equipment eo

Two television cameras (color) 9
Two tripods with dollies
One video switcher with special effects generator
One synchronization generator
One waveform monitor with phase meter
One telecine ,chairy with Super 8. and 16mm film projectors,
and 35mm slide projector
Five monitors

95

' One videotape recorder-reproducer
>- . .

Total cost of "broadcast quality" equipment of this sort may
amount to $100,000 or more. If "closed circuit,television quiliy"
is acceptable, costs may run about $35,000. or even less. Building
costs are not included in these figu s. Some relevant building con-
siderations for a teleViion studio e that it have adequate air con,
ditioning, ceiling Height, control d telecine rooms, storage, gra-
phics areas, and dressing rooms.

,Air conditioning for the studio must be adequate to keep per:,
formers cool while thty are in front of the cameras despite thetrelatively h studio lights. In addition, the air conditioning system
must be d signed so that there are no direct routes for transmis-
sion of n se from the air conditioning machinery into the studio.
As to cei height, the basic consideration is that sets clear the
bottom of lighting instruments hung from the ceiling. For example,
if sets are to be eight feet tall, minimum ceiling height should be
ten feet. If sets are to be tv;)elve feet tall, minimum ceiling height
should be fourteen feet. Control rooms should.be large enough to
accommodate necessary production personnel and at least, six
observers. ....

Telecine rooms need to be completely separatefrom control
rooms and studios, since film projectors are relatively noisy. In
addition, there should be an editing bench in the vicinit49f the
telecine chains. Videotape inachines are not as noisy as film pro-
jectors, but they do make enough noige that many professionals
prefer them to be in a separate room. For long life, the ma6hiTig
need to be operated in a dust-free temperature- and humidity-.
controlled environment.

1C/0 .
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prage areas are often overlooked in designing television bai-
'ties, but stor e space probably should be no less than, one to two
times the studi size. .

The graphic oom is for production and storage of titles, trans-
parencies, and displays. Many different kinds of equipment are
possible for graphics, but t minimum will be drafting tables,. .
supplies, and a 35mm single s reflex camera on a copy stand.

Figure 8 illustrates a floor plan of a television facility of the sort
described above.'

_

(
Vocatiorial Training in Photography

Photography has been a field of vikational training at the secondary
level for more than three decades. As a consequence, curriculum
materials are relatively well developed. There are growing oppor-
tunities in commercial .photography, industrial'photography, and
the print media. Only a relatively small nurnb-er of still photograph-
ers are employed in television and motion pictures. (Detailed cost
estimates, recommended equipment, and suggested physical plant
are contained in Curriculum Guide for Photography.") )

Motion Picture Production

It i5 not recommended that vocational, instruction in motion pic-
ture production be offered at the seconary school level. The film
industry in the United States is very smallabout 50,000 workers
and it is concentrated in the maj production centers. The edu-
cational film industry tends to hir college graduates or veterans
of theatrical filming. The few positi ns in film open to recent high
school graduates require so feiv skills unique to motion pictures
that no special training in *high school is practical.

Career Education

Career education is a relatively recent concern among teachers and
curriculum consultants in publib school curricula. As ah educational.
movement, career education has been actively supported by the
U.S. Office of Education under Ptiblic Law 90-576 (Vocational
Education Amendments of 1968). The USOE has designated fif-
teen occupational cluiters, one of which is ;`Communications Media
Occupationst u Career education has two principal aims: (1)to

1 0
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Fig, 8. Floor plan of a high schooltalevision teaching studio..
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.

. 6tter,prepare students to make well-informed choices of careers
and to help them, prudently and realistically prepare themselves to
work in their chosen' profession; and (2) to assist public school
planners in making available edikation relevant, fq these careers
whiChstudenti have elected.

A signifi&nt number of school districts and state boards of
education have already implemented "career exploration" and
"career orientation" units,in their secondary school curricula.° A
common pattern-is dialt the student selects during the last fOur or
five years of public education some amber of elective courses,
each designed to introduce Ipm or her to the nature, and demands

of various occupational clutters._
In the case of communications media occupations, the Oregon

State Department of Education has prepared a detailed instructors'
guideline under contract to the U.S. Office of Education.° The
cluster scheme inyolyAl encompasses the U.S. Department of
Labor's Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT). The guideline
develops in great detail the requirements all communications
media workers described by the bOT. The overall chiSter is sub-
d vided into OccupatiO" nal areas and families as outlined in Figure9.
Etc amily is further divided into sucji specific occupational titles
as cinematographer 4nd announce. .

The guideline then proceeds to list specific titles with POT
;numbers, the requirements of each occupational family, and the
skills that should be admired at each level of education (elementary
through higher education),to prepare workers in each farnily. The
result is a detailed re:ference,wOrk which every curriculum planner
in mass communication studies should cexamine, whether or not
vocational training is being considered.

It appears likely, in light of federal enbourageinent and its rela-
tive popularity,'that.the career "education movement will result In
a v.er rapid growth in Tasscommunications offerings at the sec:yd.
ary school level. .

Suggested Reading

The following are some career-oriented publicdtions: .
Advertising .4 Guide to Cdreers Nev York. American Association of Adyer-' iising Agencies. 1974.. "-

Coleman. Kenneth. So You Want to Be asSportscaster. New York: Hastnigs
;Muse, 1973.
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HohentergrJohn.,The Professignal Journalist. 2nd ed. New York'.' Holt, Rine
hart and.yinston, 1969.

Jackson, Gregor) . Getting into Broadcast Journalism. New York. Hawthorne,
.1974.

Johnson, George. Your Career in Advertisini. New York. Messner, 196,6.
'Young, James Webb. How to Become an Advertising Man Chicago: Cram,

1973.
Zacharias, John C. Your Future in the New World of Communication. New

York: Richard Rosen Press, 1975.

CLUSTER

communications
Media
Occupations

AREA !

I
Broadcast
Communications
Occupations

Grphic
.Communications
Occupations

d Line
Communications
Occupations

4

FAMILY

A' Photographers
C Correspondents
J TelecomMunications operators
K Supervisors
M Sales/Service representatives
N Telecommunicationinstallers

A Phottigraphers
B Illustrators
C Correspondents
E Message assemblers
F Image carrier preparers
G Image transferers
H Finishers
K Supervisors
M Sales/Service representatives
N Telecommunications installers
P Graphic equipment instanerse

D TeletThorie opetators
E Message assemblers
J Telecommunications operators
K Supervisors
N Telecommunications.installers

Fig. 9. Clasilftc.ation scheme for communications media occupations..
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7 Mass eommunication-in
Cocurricular Activities

The proper role of cocurricular activities in a secondary school
program of mass communisation instruction is that of catalyst..
These activities, provide additional experience and training for the
interested student, as well as an opportunity to communicate with
a "real" (as opposed to a captive) audience. In addition, cocurricu-
lar activities respond readily to students' initiatives and priorities,
providing, motivation for the students. a_If, for example,
teacher- presented unit on,reporting, a student wishes to ,,ontinue
beyond the class assignments involved, a student newspaper or radio
news program provides the opportunity. These extra opportunities
for the student can provide the diversity necessary for each stu-
dent to develop in a unique direction consistent with his or .her
personal gols.

Although the material that follows is organized by medium,. the
cocurricular activities themselves need not be so structured. A stu-
dent news service, fot example, might work simultaneously in
print and broadcast foul:cm

1

Cocurricidar Activities in Print
,'

Among the most popular'extracurriVlar print aCtivit es afire student
contributions, to local community publications and 'to student
publications. Nearly every community. newspaper would like to
carry stories and photographs about local high school personalities
and events. Ajournalism club or scholastic press organization may
be a suitable sponsoi for such activities. Student organizations
working with local media Will usually require., a faCulty advisor
who, by reason of professional experience or peisonality, can com-
mand the respect of local editors. An advisor without professional,'
experience will be.at some disadvantage but may overcome it by
arranging to serve an internship at a local nevelpaper./ The challenge to students of producing a regular coliunn or sec-

"' tion will add deadline pressure to the realities of teporting,'Wr.
and editing. A local newspaper, in printing a high school sports

1 o't
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page or news column, will seek to enlarge or to 1ptter serve local
readers. In content and appioach, the students are under some c41-
ligation to produce material that appeals to 4e.condary students,
their families, and friends. This in itself can serve the newspaper's

\interests. I addition, students may be invited tb undertake reader-
ship promotiori as an impdrtant part of the job of preparing high
school pages for local newspapers,

Student :newspapers have a long and distinguished record as
cocurrictflar activities at the §econdal-y level: Typically, the student
paper is published on a daily or weekly basis, depending upon the
size of the school (hence readership) and'budget. As to budget,
three sources of funds may be involved, separately or in combiria-

,tion: (1) school distridt funding, (2 subscription fees, and (3) ad-.vertMng.
A persistent problem in student newspapers in recent years is

connected with editorial good taste. It is perhaps inevitable in a
society of rapidly changing values that faculty and administration
and students should have different senses of propriety. Fot example,

' in emulation of i national magazine, a student newspaper may
advocate a change in public, policy which is very unpopular with
the local community. The result is apt to be public pressure upon
high school administrators to enforce adult contfol.of copy for the
student paper.

Administrators are well'ised not to dictate editorial policies
to the student paper. Such attempts by administrators tend td ag-
gravate whatever faculty-student relationship problems may already
exist. In addition, the commercial press generally will respond by
supporting a student newspaper against a "repressive" school
administration.

How does a -"real world" newspaper deal with differences be-
tween editorial staff and,readership in matters of taste? Over the
long term, economic constraints operate to minimize these differ-
entes and to produce the relative conservatism which domin
American newspapers when contrasted with other media. One of
these economic constraints'is the sensitivity of advertisers. A news-
paper can ignore or live through cancellation of advertising by a
small number of advertiser's or by many advertisers ,fpr a short per-
iod of time. But long-lasting and general oppositagn to editorial
policies is more pressure than most newspapers can endure. Hence,
without apology or cupidity, newspaper editorial policies.tend to
avoid subjects Where standards ._ceflood taste become controversial.,

r .
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Another important economic constraint upon community news
papers is subscriber pressure. Sudden cancellations of, subscnptibns
by large numbers of subscribers are extremely' rare., but feared
nonetheless. Xs A consequence, editorial policies are almost never
self-consciously offensive to, subscribers:

s\, This discussion of advertisers' and subscribers' long-term influ-
ence his a point with respect to student newspapers. The same
'long-term \economic restraints upon editorial 'irrespoQSibility in ,

commercial newspapers can operate in' the case of the stlident
newst)aper. If the paper:is supported by advertising aasi-strisiScrip-
tion revenues, the newspaper management, in the'l ng run, will be
constrained to respect the sensibilities of readers sponsors. Butt
for most high school newspapers, advertising. and subscription'
revenues are

the
small and too, uncertain to support the paper ade-

quately. If the newspaper is to be solvent and survive to offer
cational opportunities, additional money from public sources w
have to be provided. School administrators 'can funnel this money
to the student paper through paid-up subscriptions or as matching
fun& to oth ire enues raised by the newspaper staff.

A student newspaper will require, as a minimum, space for .

offices, type riters, still camera's, and a''small darkroom. If adver-
tisements e to be carried in the paper, ,an art and graphics'shop
will be needed as we1L Most printing for school papers will be done
on a contract basis, Perhaps by'afirm specializing in weekly papers
and shoppers guides. Getting a reasonable bid may reqtiire the stu
dent paper to adopt a production schedule which takes advantage
of 'slow periods for the printer.

Literary Magazines ,-,.

High school literary magazines have no "`real wqrkl,."..equivalent.
The p'ffitable magazines of contemporary America cater to spe-
cialize audiences which may number in the millions, but repre-
sent only a relatively small percentage of the genera , copulation in
any one location. It is unrealistic forAmall to moder. 7.: high
school to expect either subscriptions or, advertisers to su. c'; t a
magazine, fully. Nvertheless, such magazines do prOvide stimula-
tion and opportunity for student communicators, and these may
be-reason e ugh to encourage and support them. One approach
to financing may be to collect'subscription fell in advance, then

'publishrt number of pages and issues which the subscriptions
- funds wi cover. ' I'.r . - A
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Costs of the magazine can b'e reduce
graphic 'design, setting type in-house,
with camera-ready copy, and using scho

`duce the magazi e.
Whether the magazine is to be nian ed on a break-even or

school-sulgrdize basis; editors should be expected to maintain
good 'budgetary and cost control in order to get .the maximum pro-
fessional, benefi from their experience. c

ocurricuku'Actwitws,

ful, cost-conscious
Qviding the pri ter
Wig classes to :p o-

Annuals and Y arbooks
IThe annual or

high schools.
come an imp
beginning &se
firms eager to
production of
phOlography,
most elabora
will be high, s

earbook is a nearly'univer410 sal t dition in American
oducing these annual printed e fraviganzas has be;
tent printing business. A high chool interested in
bOok will find a large number o1 na,tiortl and focal
ffer services which cover nearly very phase of the
a yearbook, from collecting subscription tees to
t; composition,and-printing andbindirig. For the
of these publications, the ultimate cost per copy
high that only relatively affluent.students may be

. able to afford hem... , ., ,

I-f- working on the high:school annual yearbook is to bethe best
experience ssilige, the annual must generate the gratest reader-
ship possible!, since experience in retinding to a rnass.audiencls,

:.;-r,highly,relevabt education fpr the.bu proensional.

Radio as Cocmfrtculcfr Acti -

Local radio stations may be very inIteresteci in programs p duc d
by students if they add high school listeners or parents and
bors of high schoolers to The Audience. The lobal station will
be grateful for thotight-plovoking publicAffairs plrogramqg aiv hi& :
assists the station in meeting its publisAntf(yest responsibility.

What sorts of programs might provide these important benefits
to a local station? For building audienpes, sports programming will
Ede near the top of t'he list, 13.ernote broadcasts from -high school .`

\football, basketball, baseball, and tack ,eventkare important local
. programs for many radio. stations. The station will normally provide

a team of professionals, to do play - byplay hri;fglor for the games,
butit.students maybe called. upol)- to act as s oners, leg men, and
statisticians. The station may also be able.o use student-produced

1
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interviews with players and coaches, as well as recorded vignettes
dealing tor ith school history' , student activities, and other school-
related matters.

Students interested yin eventually becoming play-by-play sports
announcers may gain experience' b.y acting as public adcirstss an-
rrouncers for home games or by tape recording and editing high-
baits of student:announced play-by-play accounts of sporting
evknts not otherwise covered by Local radio. High school baseball,
for example, may be so slow -paced that local radio managers will
wish to broadcast full coverage only in years when the local team
is eXceptiohal. However, if students record a play-by-play account
which they then edit to fifteen or thirty minutes cdveririg the
most exciting moments of the game, the local station maybe
willing to over the local baseball games, scheduling the tape-
recorded coverage for hdurs when the potential audience will be
greatest. The pace cif the coverage and trench audience interest
values will betuch faster as a consequence of editing.% t .

Other high schbOl events are often important news in, tilt ideal
communit High school Akudents properly trained, can piovide
actualities of newsworthy events to Local stations. The on-the-spot
interview is the archetype of this sort of actuality, The interview-
ing skills developed by students recording these actualities are
essential to careers in broadcast journalism. An example. suppose
a science fair is to be, held at the locate sigh school. Four high
school students armed with portable tape corders can conduct
interviews with all the entrants. The best of ese can then be sent
to local stations for inclusion in newscasts. I the same way, stu-
dents may act as "stringers",for loradio stations (a stringer is a

-news staff member whpcontributes stories upon request).
Aniong the most ,durable public.,affairs, programs Piaduced

high school students are studemt panel interview programs. elected
students interview a news/ maker from a student's point Nsiewp
The'Ippeals of the program come from the relative directness and
mtivete of high school qU stiOners and the-attention valug of the
politieian oAce1ebrty beirg questioned.

What sorts of institutional arrangements do these efforts require?
Local stations qed to know whom to contact and ifhat quality of
work to expect'. Student organizations with faculty. advisors are
preferred. The organization might be the 1:Cedar High School Radio
Club" or "'Radio Bureau" or the "Sparks Kilowatt Gang" or

10C.
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,

"Riders of the Air." Whatever the name, as the organizatiorl
,dures fr year to year, its accumulated good reputation will be
ap imporfant asset.

High schools will in some cases have their own radio stations, as
discussed tri chapter 5. Some or all of the station staffing may be a
cocurncular activity for the students involved. However, if cocur-
ricular opportunities' are the principal purpose of the station,
opeiliting a station may not be the least expensive method. The
upper ceiling on the number of students who may be involved is
set by staffing patterns of a full-time station. By contrast, a radio
burea,,organization can increase the number of students partici-
pating almost without limit as materials are provided to additional
stations. In addition, if student interest is not high, the pressure to
providd at least a minimum sniff for a station will distract the sta-
tion advisor from providing the diversity of opportunities charac-
teristic of outstanding-cocurricular activities.

Television

Television is by its nature more complex than the simple addition
of a picture to radio. Nonetheless, cocurricular television activity
might provide:

Public relations items,for local televisi'on release
Stringer reports for local TV and cable
Instructional TV productions

__Coverage of athletic events

Public affairs programs
Musical or dramatic specials

Fewer American communities are served law local televisioutations
than by local radio. As a result, there are ,not as many ffouIrs of
local televi;ion broadcaiting per station. placing student ma'tenals

, on local television stations will therefore be more difficult. But
local televised Pews reports about high school activities are in de-
mand. Releases about high school sports personalities are likely to
be used by a 1pcal station if well.done. The form of these items ',
may be, 35mm color transparencies with voice-over scripts, or, if ee
the high school can afford it, 16mm motion pictures.

Many small television stations in rural areas use high school stu-
dents qs stringers. The station may provide, for example, a Super 8
motion picture camera to a local high school, so that storiesat

rs,

1h
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the direction of the stationcan be filmed in the community by
high school students and delivered to the station for processing
and broadcasting. This system provides benefits to the station in
improved news coverage in the community and offers high school
students, valuable ekperience and the opportunity to see their
work on the air.

Nearly every high school today has some form of instructional
television equipment, typically television monitors and videotape
apparatus. In the great majority of these high schools, facility have
too little time and too few resources to be able to produce instruc-
tional television productions that come up to their expecWons.
But students who have had some instruction in making television
programs may be able to bring some of these frustrated faculty
dreams to life while working in cocurricular activity. In addition,
advanced students may pact as studio production crew for other
classes doing projects using the school television facilities.

Athletic events can be covered exceptionally well by student-
operated videgtape equipment. Particularly when events occur
tinder sunny daytime conditions, whatever equipmenf the school
may have will perform very well. A special opportunity is offered
by the fact that spotting films, used by the school coaching staff,
are more expensive .t3:1 produce on film than on videotape with
existing school equipment. And, of course, with videotape there
will Ile no wait for processing. Once videotape equipment is on
hand, the less popular sports may also benefit from videotaping.
Golf, tennis, wrestling; and swimming can then be given the bene-
fits of visual feedback. Television students will 'receive valuable
learning opportunities by operating the equipment to provide such
services.

Although a local high school may produce a public /*airs pro-
gram, the actual production recording is likely to take place in the
studio of a local televisi9n station, since few schools will be able to
afford broadcast quality television equipment. It may., hdivever, be
possible for high school students to produce a film documentary
for local broadcast. SuCh documentaries are major undertakings,
due to the many working hours required, so before beginning, the
faculty advisor will want to discuss the project in some detail with
the local,sleation staff to be sure the project is worthwhile.

. As a normal part of teaching, 'high schools produce elaborate
musical and dramatic presentations: In much the same fashion as a
sporting event, these can be recorded for class use or even for
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broadcast. Students involved in a cocurricular television l?ureau
can make the recordings if suitable eqUipment is available.

The director of a musical or theatrical production wh'o Wishes'
to videotape the performance would be wise to involve the tele-
vision production crew early in the productibn process, so that the

..necessary concessions to video and sound pickup can be made. 'As
an example, the rule of thumb for color television cameras is that'
lighting intensity must be four to six times brighter than for a low-
key stage setting.

Motion Pictures .

.
Extracurricular activities in film may involve'filmmaking and 'film
pregentations. A gobd organizational structure-for providing cocur-
ricular filmmaking is a film workshop. The workshop may consist
only'-of an editing bench and a projection area, a place for ardent
filmmakers to gather. Many students will pr,oyide both camera and
film to participate, but the group collectively may be able to apply
for filmmaking grants.

The most expensive items of production. and post-production
equipment can be puiTClied by the group. Asa major undertaking,
the club may go as a gro p to film a parade, fair, or,carnival, each
producing a film from a difteient point of view. Or they may im-
provise a dramatic gcene during a day of visiting a photogenic set-
ting. Overall, the, objective of a workshop should be to provide a
stimulus to the development of finished personal films. Other ob-
jectives of such a group may be -to train younger students who be-
come involved pi film production projects and to sponsor outings
to film laboratories or film production units. , . )

Workshops may make films for student organizations, for non-
profit organizations in the community, or for the school. If the
workshop undertakes to make sponsored films, the faculty advisor
will need the experience and support necessary to insure that the
film is deliver as promised. Film workshops of .several high
schools may org ize an interscholastic high school festival where,
the community m y see films completed by local or regional high
schools, providing recognition to outstanding student films and an
incentive for other students to become active workshop film-
makers., ,.

Some students' interests will be in the history, criticism, and
appreciation of theatrical films. The films that interest them may
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be claiiit-and foreign films which_ vVill he to leased from film
libraries and distributors. A cinema leagueor film, group can act as
entrepreneur; exhibiting films, that would not .be commercially
attractive. Money will te d..lifoblem for films typically cost from
KO to $200 per, showing, phis a,share of,the ticket sales. The cost
of the films will often require:that some admission-charge be made.

This dependence upon" ticket.sales may mean that relatively
popular films are selected fOr glowing. To solve some of these
problems, a popular practice is tobook a series of related titles to-
gether, such as a Humphrey ,Botatt festival or a Shirley Temple
festival. The series can be proihoted- as a patkage, thereby increas-
ing the impact of the promotior}albuaget. If series tickets are sold,
,revenue for any one showing will be as high or 'higher than when
selling tickets at the Qloor only. The greater revenue from this sort
of undertaking permits more and more expensive films to be exhi-
bited.

Advertising and Public Relations .

Students can acquire the attitudes and skills needed for success in
the advertising and public relations field through patticipation in a
campaign informing the public about, a local charitable activity.
Most public service agencies are looking for volunteers to help.pro-
mote their activities. High school administrators should be able to
develop long-term working relationships with many of these local
.organizations.

tiN Other worthwhile activities would include selling advertising
space in the high school newspaper, mag ine, yearbook, radio, or
television production or promoting a hool activitiy such as a
play or dance. Likewise, venturing out t the commercial media in
the area can very easily result in a position as an advertising repre-
sentati'veTellingtime or space for local radio or newspapers. Many
times, local merchadts are appreciative of help they receive in im-
proving their merchandising, promotion, public relations, and ad-
vertising techniques.

Special fund-raising activities for the school can be taken on as a
'class activity. The planning and, successful completion of a fund-

. raising project for new band OF athletic team uniforms, a new pub-
lic address system, a class gift, athletic .stadium renovation, and
.so-on can do much td inculcate professional skills and attitudes.

The skills and attitudes which one strives to develop are the
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information upon which to ,r
detailing every procedure by

out and the budgeting of time,
i.--t eke details, t e need to organize

and the imp rtance of working
y articulate one's thoughts and to

avior in light of incoming informa-
e job through to its successful 'com-',

skills involves public opinion research.
ortance to any advertising and public
research is the method by which infor-

cision-making. Ohe must know the .atti-
ns of One's audience before one can effec-
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ch are also helpful in newspaper reporting,
any situation where feedback is desired

alarge group of people.
blic opinion research methods involves many
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ample, the concept of sampling the populationr.
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possible lifelong friendships among students who- may later find
work and' relaxation together. They also strongly motivate stu-
dents and faculty members to develOTY'professional standards that
improve the -quality of experience and production during the aca-
demic year. The following national organizations which may be
able to help your studenti were dr4wn from the Communication
Directory, Council of Communications Societies, PRO. Box 1074,
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910:

American Women in Radio anerelevision
1321 Connecticiit Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D:C. 20036
Columbia Scholastic4Vress Advi§ers,Association
Box 11, Central Mail Room
Columbia University
New York, New-York 10027
Future Journalists of America
860 Van Fleet Oval, 101
Norman, Oklahoma 73069
Intercollegiate Broadcasting Systerfi
P.O. BOx 592
Vails Gate, New York 12684
National Council of School Press &'Advisers Associations

--t Box 11, Central Mail Room
Columbia Urfiversity'
New York, New York 10027.
National Federation of Press Women, 'Inc.
5529 Roxberry Terrace
Indianapolis, Indiana 46226 '
National High SchOOlBroadeWers Newsletter

, College of Journalistri
University of South Carolina

, Columbia, South Carolina 20208
National Scholastic Press 'Association
18 Journalism Building
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
The Newspaper Fund, Inc.
P.O. 'Box. 300
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

1.15
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-
Society for Technical CommUnicaton
1010 VerkhOni Ave., N.W.
Suite. 421
W.ashinapri, D.C., 2Q005

Speech' Communication Association. ,
5265' Leesburg Pike, .`

Fal4Church, Virginia 22041
r.Pelevision'CommipgiOn

. Journalism Education Association -

7064 Dnet-i
Chicago, Illinois '60645
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8 Attniimistration of Mass
Comnpnication Instruction

0
,. at the Secondary Level

a

-
The preceding chapters emphagized alternative Ways of introduc-
ing mass communication instruction into the secondary' school .
curriculum. Each alternatiVe was examined in view of the edirca-
tional objectives Supported, the rationale supporting suchAnstruc-
tion to school boards and administrators, illustrative courses, units,
resources, and facilities. There was ip addition, a ahapter;describ-
ing cocurricular activities' which can reinforce and enrich mass
communication course offerings: a

'10>
This chapter will addrps problems of developing and maingtin-

ing a mass communication programsrogram from an administrator's pbint
of view. Specifically, liow.inuch sloes it cost to undertake mass
communication instruction? How does one plan to replace obsolete.
technology? What special qualifications does a teacher,of mass
communication need? How' oes onelocate such faculty?

Maintenance of Media Labs

The communication equipment required for various mass com7,0
munication laboratory facilities doei not last forever. Within the
industry, technical equipment is depreciated on a fixed schedule
derivOd from past experience. In the case of electronic equipment,
a typical depreciation schedule' asserts that the equipment leises
one-tenth of its Value each year it is in place. The industry adds.an
eqUivalent sum to its capital reserves each year that equipment is
depreciated so that funds will be waitir when e uipii4t requires
replacement. )

Few. publicly financed educational intitution have a procedure
for establishing and administering capital reserves. The typical pat-
tern of government is that funds allocated in any year, with sur-
pluses,,at year end returning to the .budget of some higher level of
government. ,

Vnder such constraints, it is important that funds allocated each
y.ear for equipment equal the amount that equipment has depre.
ciated in that year. If these funds are not spent by year end (and

117
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they should be'spent only for equipment update and replacement),
the equipment budget of the following year needs to be larger by
that amount. An illustration may make the point_sorriewhat more
clearly

Type of Equipment

TelAisi studio
dee onic
lig mg

G hies laboratory
optical
electronic

Table 7 )

Sample Equipment Budget

Original Anticipated
Cost . Life

$40,000
10,000

A

5,000
1,0011.

10
15

-20
,10

Required total annual equipment budget

The useful life of various categories of equirrthent 'will vary and
should be determined at the time the equipment is pUrchased. The
essential point of the illustration is thatadministrators understand
that iil,they approve the 'purchase of mass communisation capital
equiri4t, they must 'also approve an annual allocation of equip-

mrient funds equal to the TannUal,flepreciation of that equipment.
,

,E.quipnrrnt Matntenance
.

The annual equipment capital allocation described above provides
"fbr repOcement and updating, of equipment buedoes not provide
fox repair and maintenance 1:1f the equipment. There are several
ways equipment maintenance can be handled. One way is a nyfin-
tenance contract. Under a, contraktarrangement, an agency outside ,

the ingtitUtion conies into,the teaching facility on a regular sale-
Auleperforming preventivepaintenance and making adjustments
tO'improve performance. Mar repairs can be performed by the
contractor on site; others mill re uire ordering Of spare par Olk
evacuating the equipment to' th contractor's shop where re
test equipment, arts, and manual wilt be available.

The performa co Of maihten e contractors varies widely. If
undertaking main nance by cont ct, opinions from other clients

0.

p Share of- nnual
Equipment Budget

$4,000.
667

250,E
100

$5,01.7

113
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°

of the contractor should be soliciteNcl. Generally speaking: the dis-
advantages of contract maintenance are (1) few assurances that an
adequate stocjc of spare parts is being maintained, (2) the need to
wait for maintenance until the contractor can come to the facility,
and (3) potential conflicts of interest since many contractors also
sell equipment of the sort they are maintaining.

Contract maintenance is advisable when there is not sufficient
work to justify hiring 'a maintenance technician. Cost of mainten-
ance- contracts vary widely --from $400 to $500 per month to
maintain a simpltblack-and-white television studio to many theu-

,
sands of dollars for larger, more complex facilities. It is wise to de-

r- velop figures for maintenance costs at the same time equipment
purchase isfonsidered.

To undertake'in -house maintenance, the institution establishes a
maintenance shop with technicians, spare parts, and test equipment.

:The last itemtest equipmentshould:not be ignored because it
represents a sizahleexpenditure in the cases of radio acid television
facilities. Test equipMent for a television studio may run $5,000'
to $6,000. Spare parts should be purchased at.the same time &pa*-
ment is purchasedi manufacturers typically provide lists of recom-
mended spares. Other operations with similar equipment may be
able to give advice based on their. experience.

There is no simple fpfinula to determine the number of main-
tenance technicians required fOr a mass media laboratory. But judg-
ments of adequacy of personnel in .a functioning facility can be
made on the basis of (1) how' much Preventive maintenance is
done, .(2) the typical down time on equipment due to technician

fi: order parts, and (3) whether the equipment performs
accOrditg to expectations. Falling short in these areas may mean
that current personnel are not working well enough or hard enough

. or that there are not enough technicians. As a very rough rule -of
thumb, a single electronic maintenance technician should be able
to maintain both 'a radio production studio and a closed-ciiceit
ielevisibn studio. Photo and mechanical maintenance at the second-
ary level will rarely require the services of a full-time maintenance
technician.

(41 the,whole, maintenance of mass media laboratories will cost
5 to 10 percent of the acquisition cost of the equipment each year
(assuming, out-of-date equipment is promptly replaced) plus the

`salary of, technicians.

hem
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Course Operating Expenses

The cost of proyiding the expendable sti$plies necessary fora
dent to profit fibm use of a mass me is laboratory is not insigni-
ficant. The figures in Table 8 repiesenf the cost per student of one
week of hands-on experience in various kinds of media laborator-
ies. A teacher or administrator can estimate the cost for a-particular
course by multiplying the number of weeks of lab work rev ired
in the course and the number of students involved times tullA cost
per week per student. Of course, this cost may be borne by the
student or provided'in whole or in part by the institution.

The cost considerations in establishing a television studio for
teaching are summarized in Table 9. The exact amount will .vary
with curriculum and equipment choices, but each category of ex-
pense should be estimated.

Teacher Certification and Qu'afificIlion .

There has been a persistent concern aboutglie-qualifications 'nec-
essary to teach mass, communication subjects, but published reports
and recommendations on teacher qualification have 1)een scant

, until the sevsities.' In' general, two procesqs of preparation have
_been Considered relevant fOr secondary scAol teachers of mass

communication subjectscourse work anti professional experieNce.
Professional experience 4 generally considered essential ip carer-
oriented and vocational instruction, it is considered impbrtant ni
the case of nearly all other mass communication instruction, parti-
cularly if contact by the instructor with local mass media is nec-i
essary for the success of the course.

Professional experience as a teacher qualification is often mis-
understood

,,.--
by school administrators. Consider th example of the

network news film cameraman who, after twe years, decides to
go into'teching. Would he be suitAbleai- instructor of a high
school 'film production" course? aps. But his experience as a
network fil probably taught him little about script-/4, writing, film sound, and editingall of which are handled by other
Members of a network news team. A high school. film instructor
will have to teach-all film skills.

The point is that the relevaye 4,.professional experience to t
courses to be taught must be established in some detail before s
c41 qualification of the teacher '9n be 'assumed. All else being

professional experience is adefinite asset.

120
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2.
As to course work preparation in mass communicatioubjects,

nearly every teacher in the public, schools today requires some
knowledge of .mass 'Communication. For most of these teachers a
single course, "Introduction to Mass Communication," or equiva-
lent will suffice. Every teacher of English or American literature
should also have some understanding pf mass culture as it influ-
ences literature and is influenced' by literature. Relevant college
courses might be "Mass Media and Mass Culture," "Pop Culture,"
or "Mais Media: Coniparative Literature. " . -

Teachers 'with responsibility for teaching mass Communication
expressive skills will need much more course workfrom twenty
to fifty quarter hours or quivalent. Competency, Model V of the
SCA/ATA Joirit Task Fo ce on Competing Models provides a use-

.

d
Table 8

Cost of Supplies

Type of Lab

Graphics
News
Photography.
Film production
Radio
Television

Table 9

Inttructional Television
Studio Budget

Supplies Cogt
per Student

per Week

$5. 2
.5
10

2
° 5

I*

S.

ies

Institution

Initial cost
Capital depreciation '

Maintenance technician
Student sup'plies
(30 weeks X 45 studOnts)

Equipment maintenance

Student fees

Totals 5.

..

1-2)

1°1 2,400

# 5,400

'First

Year

$50,000 .

5,000

1,350

...
Subsequent Years ,

$4,667

2,441
2,500

5,400 ,

1,350
,

_

4 4, $64,150 $16,3117
. 4
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:

ful description of 'the terminal skills of such a te:Cle -Certainly a
-

compinenty-based criterion for. teacher qualificalioh is to,be pre-
ferredto4 simple iteratiOrj, of Tequiredoursei.

L'ritiL much additional pork has been done to develop an- ade-
quate examination on the competencs which compnse Model V,
derviCiiis,ctii competence %probably have to be. madon the'
basis of Course irork."-In the field of, print journalism', this necessity .

produces ri,ct-Oarticuiar problems since college and university pro-,
grams have been acteredited by the American Coundil on Education
for Journalism for many y . 3 As a consequence, variety in
course titles from schoo to hool is relative y small. Cpurse titres
do co municate the co te t *of the courses riv olve , d one can
study Nriile clitricala of difterent,schools ?xid departments of jour-
nalism without becoming confused. f

Such is not' the case.owever, in the' other fields of mmi,
e of these programsadyertising', public`rNations,

-radio, television, motion picturesare accredited by thg
but not a large number. Motion picture prams may appear in r -
departments or schools of art, theater, design, speech communica-
tion, and even psychology. Tht largest number of collegekandurn-
versities with pragraiig in. broadcasting locate em within d art-
men s of speech communication; Advertising iroftefi j
marketing in a College pf Business, Public relations' els:
located in a S'ollege of Business or a Department of "Public -Admin- .

istration. AS a consequence, the variety of courses and titles coun-
tered in these fields is enormousl

In spite of these problems, same sut.:estigAS , are resented.
below for appropriate course work for mais mmu ation teach- if
ers_at the secondary'

N

OulturalApprQach.
IntroductiOn to Mass Communicatic4:,
Mass Media and Mass Culture

History of Mass Communication
Communication Theory
Introduction to Ne',Wspaii

Introlic'tioti to Ma
Film History
Film Theory
Film Cpticism

Aesthetics of Television /

F1)

0--
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,
,

=Instituttanal Approach
introduction to Mass Communication

,Hisiory of Mass Communication
Law of Mass Communication
Media Sociology .

Traunication Policy
Media EconOmies .

ro

Introduction to Newspapers
Infroductioktagazines
Introduction to Brimdcasting
Introduction tt Film

,
, Media Skills

.
. i Priht

kT.ntroductitnit7o Newslia -,

7 introda Lion to Magazines, s -0
. %.- Newswritirig. :

f i
.i

ea ,
News Reporting . i , .

. .

Copy Editing ..../ a .

-,,, --Feature Writing ; ' '

( Matiagemenr Of Print- PublicationsC't:

Introductir to FilloOgraphy
Photojournalkni--\-, I s ' ..

M4keup and Grajohies -
.
, Broadcasting

,..., trodliction tc Bkoadeasting,
ddience Analysis ,
rolgam Analysis and Planntrig.

.. :: Scriptwriting ',
,Broadepst Law afrdRegulation

( . Broadcast Research. i i
Basic Midi° production
Baste Television Iiioduotion. .

-0
Broadcast Madagemerit .., '.- 4 --.

. I

cr
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Broadcast Performance
Broadcast News

Motion Pictures
Introduction to Film
Film History
Film Theory
Film Criticism
Introduction to Photography
Cinematography
Motion picture Production r,

Scriptwriting
Filin Acting and Performance
Bsic Audio Production ;.

Advertising/Public Relations
InizoductiOn tb Advertising
Introduction to Public Relations

, .

Introduction to 'Marketing
.Persuasion

Behavioral Theories of Marketing
Advertising Campaigns
Advertising Research
Copywriting .

fork
RadioTelevision Advertising
Organizational Communications
Advertising Law ,:

The suggestions abotre are proposed teaching majors. A teaching
minor might be composed of courses at the top of each list. If the
prospective teacher has professional experience, that experience
may dictate excusing the teacher,from one or more of these courses.

In addition to the courses mentioned above, it would be helpful
for the prospective mass communt ation teacher to be able to take
one-or more courses in methods f teaching mass communication
at the secOndary.level. Unfortunately, such courses are available at

Vw
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Only a small number of universities and, even then, may deal only
in the pro of the high school advisor to a school newspaper
or annual.

In- Service Training

en more important than college courses. Frequent visit, with
our opinion, in-service training for mass communication may be

an
local media, summer internships, participation in professional
meetings and workshops, and the like can be impoitant to the abil-
ity of the teacher to stay up to date and to improve skills.

Summer workshops can be arranged to respond to the needs of
groups of teachers faced with col:ninon problems. If the school is
equipped for television or radio, videotape and audiotapomadhines
can be us4I-to present in-service instruction, even abott the equip-
ment itself. Recorded materials useful fox in- service instruction
May also be used as classroom enrichment for students.

k
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EpilOgue
a.

This call for additional development of mass communication
instruction in secondary schools is not a retreat from a needed em-

.

phasis upon instruction in other communication skills. On the con-
trary, mass communication instruction' invites the student to de-
velop such skills as grammar, spelling, and logic and promotes
greater understanding of culture, organiiitions, and traditional
literature and rhetoric. In addition, mass communication instruc-
tion adds highly relevant criteria for the evaluation of personal and
public communication arid, when assigned its proper ,priarity in
the education system, enriches the value of established co uni-
cation programs.

For the student, the mass media represent much more th just
langnige and social influence. As public institutions, the idle
represent a persistent force in modern society, a force opg
for social change or'social inertia according t o p rizwiples and pro-
cesses we are gradually coming to understand'. N&,to share our
evolving understanding of mass' communication with our students
would be to deify them an important insight into their futures. To
a teacher of literature, this is Et familiar argument since the justifi-
cation for the teaching of literature is that appreciation. of art pro-
vides the student perspectives on the nature' and condition of

'human beings. Today, a.student who is media 'literate is aware of
the world views promoted by b9th "entertainment" and "informa-
tion" mass communication. -

.Another virtue of mass communication instruction is reflected
in all of the approaches we have discussed where the student is
asked alternatively to take the role of sender, then. receiver, of
messages. As: Er consequence, whether students becoine senders,
i.e., media professionals, or merely consumers of the media, they
come 'to appreciate the'dynarnic interaction of these,technological
industries with our,way of life:

Finally, perhapethe most compelling reason that mass communi-
cation needs to be a part of public school curricula is that such

1 9E .123
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study can provide the basis for a pplic agenda on the media, inclu-
ding their effects upon citizens, society, and our private dreams.

1-
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Appendix A
Survey Qu4stionnaire

Reproduced on the following pages is the questionnaire on the status of mass
communication instruction in secondary schools sent to state superintendents
of schools. The results of the survey are discussed in chapter 2. Respondents
and nonrespondents are listed by region in Appendix B.

Loa
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Appendix A

A "Mass Communication"tourse is being de fined for the purposes of this
questionnaire as: a Course dealing with the content, uses, and effects of
the mass media as well as tice occupational skills needed for the field'
(,including newspapers, radio, television, magazines, film, advertising,
and public relations).

1. Has an official curriculum guide for a course in "Mass Communication

at the spconAry level been developed by, or under the auspices of, the
state Department of EducatitiO

Yes . No (If "No"): Skip to q,
(If "Yes"): What specific areas and approaches does the sate curriculum

guide cover? (Check the areas covered).

Approach to Area

Content Uses

Mass Com-
munication
Area

a. Newspapers
b.. Radio

'c. Television
d. Magazihes
e. Film
f. Advertising
g. Public

Relations

(rationale for
news, entertain- (the role of
went and adver- meals ip
Using, and society and,
their mix) for consumers

Effects Occupation_

(socio- ( (the mass
paychologiCal media institu-
effecE on tions and skills
attitudes'and needed to
behavior) ,be successful)

2. Do the secondary school curricula in your Astate list courses labeled
"Vass Communication"?

Yes NIP (If "No"): Skip to q. 1,11

(If "Yes"): At what level aie courses in "Mass Communication " developed ?.
(circle level of decision)

a, State Level
b. School District

' c. Individual School'

Aso, which offide initiates'the adoption of "Mas4Communication"
courses within a particular school's curriculum? (circle\level of decisioti}

a. State Level
b. School District
c. Individual School

C.

t

9
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3. What percentage of secondary schools in your state teach at-least one
"Mass Oommunication" course which is labeled "Mass Communication" or "Mass
Media"? Approximately Z.

4. What percentage of secondary schools in yourstaFe have the "Mass
Communication /Mass Media" course as a required course? Approximately T.

5.. Frequently, courses (aught in certain subject fields in secondary
schools contain other labels but deal with "Mass Communication" subject
matter. Please indicate below those'subject areas whose courses contain
units or themes on "mass communication" and estimate the percentage_of
individual secondary schools in which such emphases are made.

Approx. what %
of schools teaching

Contains this course con-
"mass communication" tains "mass communi-

Subject Area material cation" material

a. General social Science
b. English/Language As
cBusiness , Ir.

d. Theater/Drama
e. Vocational Educaticin

f. Other: (fill in) _

6. Consider all courses dealing with "Mass Communication" material (vheller

labeled "Mass Communication" or not) as you respond to each of the following.

a. What%percentage of individual schools in your state when treating
each of the indicated areas give attention to:

Content (rationale for
news, entertainment and

Masi Communication Area advertising and their mix)

(1) Newspapers
(2) Radio

*(3) Television
(4) Magazine

(5) Film
(6) %advertising

(7) Public Relations

b. What percentage of,individual sctools'in your st4e when treating
each of the indicated areas give attention to:

Uses ;(the role ofemedia in
Mass Communication Area society and for consumers)

(1) Newspapers
(2) Radio
(3) Television
(4) Magazine

(5) Film
(6) Advertising

(7) Public Relations

a
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c. What percentage of individual schools in your state when treating
each of the indicated areas give attention to:

v.
Effects (sodio-psychological

Mass Communication Area effect' on attitudesand behavior)

(1) Newspapers

(2) Radio

(3) Television
(4) Magazine

(5) Film
(6) Advertising

(7) Public Relationsy

d. What percentage of individual schools in your state when treating,
each of the indicated areas give attention to:

Mass Co6unication Area

Newspapers
(2)

ision(3)'Te ev
(4) gazine
(5) Film

(6) Advertising
(7) Public Relations

Occupation (the mass media insti-
tutions and skills needed to be
successful)

7. Which are the most widely adopted textbooks used within "Mass
Communifation" and/or related courses for secondary schools?

8. In which areas of instruction are the greatest peed for '!"Maas Communi-
cation" textbooks for secondary schoOls? (Rank order fromrtgreatest need"
-- "1" -- to "least'need"r.VIA

0 Rank Order of

W)

Mass Communication Area 411.Nlir

/IC
Need for Text

Newspapers
Radio
Tele4ision
Magazines
Film %A

Advertising
.Public Relations

r
i1
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S

N.

9. What argumqnrs have been offered against adopting "Mass Communication"
courses?

-.-,
,

. 9:.
.

1 .

.

.
....

.
.

10. What percentage of secondary schools in your state contain the following
mass communication facilities and/or operations? c t

*(1f "Yes")j
. % of all average cost

'schools in need for of this '

Facilities and/or state special special
operations containing equipment -.equipment

.

.

a. School newspapers (total) .:. ,,,e % Yes No
) containing paid

ad rtising % ,

(2) thout paid
adver sing %

b. School azines (total) % Yes No
r (1) containing paid ----%=

advertising 1
.(2) without paid .

advertising 1

cl, School radiarirWavement (total) % Yes. No
- (1) operate commercial

:A station %

-(2) operate non-commercial -.

station % .
4

(3) have organized radio council -
usftg local stations 2.

d. School television involvement (total) S Y s No
(1) operate commercial

4 station % '
.

4(2) Operate non - commercial I

station %
.

(3)' have organized council
' --'" "'using local stations % ....

e. Eilm production lab (total). S Yes No
---(1) still pictures %

r-----.---

(2) movrag picture %

f. Advertiaing,grbphics lab % Yes No .

. . .
11. Are there prolessional organizations within your state Obicb,are
organized for secondary school :'Mass Communicationlpabject areas ?'

/* (tf "Yes"): For each area indicate their:me of the organizatton(s)
and the percentage of schools offering courses in iMat area whichare
members of the organizdtion(s): . .

,

*
.

,

-

1'2
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1

of sch ols belonging
to organ atioul compared

&IAA of professional to all sc ois offering.
Area organization(s) in state courses in he area

(1) Newspapers
(2) Radio

(3) Television
(4) Magazines
(5) Film
(6) Advertising
(7) PUblicRelations

12. What 'specie.' qualifications are held by those who are respod*ible for
teaching "Mass Communication" courses in secondary schools?

Academic Training Requirements Professional Trashing RequIremens
: 4

Q

/
*That concludes the questions for states offering courses In "Mass

Communication", .
Please return the completed queetionnairevin the self-addressed,

postage-paid, enclosed envelope. Results shap be available by February,,
1977.

Thank you for your cooperation.. A copy of our findings will be
sent to you..

L
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If there are no courses in the secondary schools in your state dealing
with ",Mass Communication", please answer belod:

13. Are- "Mass Com&nication" courses likely to be taught within your state
in the near future? Yes No

(If "Yes"): When?

a4. Which "Mass Communication" areas and approaches are mostlikely to pe
'taught when the courses are initiated,id thy near-future9 (check the ones
to be offered) . 41

\..
....

Approachach To Area

Content Uses

.
.

Effects Occupation

(rationale for . (the role of (sociopsycho- (the mass media
news, entertain- media in logical yffect institutions and

Mass went and adver- society and on attitudes skills needed to
Communica-, tising, and , for and be
tion area their mix) consumers) behavior ' successful)

a. Newspapers
b. Radio
c. '61elfision

d. Magazines
e. Film
f. Advertising
g. Public,

Relations

15, At what level will courses in "Mass Communication" d ,oped?

(circle level of decision)

a. State Level
b. School District
c. Individual School

16. Frequently, courses taught in certain subject fields in secondary schools
contain other labels but deal with 'ass Communicatio<subject matter. Please
indicate below those subjec4areas w6bse courses contain units or themes on
"Mass Communicatign" and estimate the percentage of individual secondary schools
in which such emphases are made.

'Subject Area

a. General Social Science
b. English/Canguage Arts

-c. Bhsiness
d.,Theater/Drama
e. Vocational Education
f. Other:

(fill in)

-Approx. what Z of schogs
teaching this course cohtain,
"Mass Communication" eaterial

Contains
"MaA Comatnication"

matePial
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17. Which office will initiate the adoption of "Mass Communication"
courses within a particular school's curriculum? (circle level of
decision)

/ a. State Level
b. School District.
c. Individual School

18. What are the possible arguments for adoptinps "Mass mmunication"
courses in Secondary schools?

19. What his been,the main reason why "Mass Communication" courses for
secondary schools have notrbeen adopted in your state? i

That,concludes the questions for states not offering courses in
"Mass Communication".

Please return the completed questio9naire in the self-addressed,
postage-paid enclosed envelope._ Restrilli should be available by,Febru4y,
1977:

Thank yriu for your cooperation. A copy of our findings will be
sent to you.

ti 7
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Appendix B
Respondents and ,Nonrespondents
by Region

Northeast ,0 ,

r ')Respdnded. Delaware, District of C I ia, Maine, New klampshire, New
Jersey, Rhode Island, Vermont .1 .

Did not respond. Connectiit, Maryland,\ Massaphusetts, New York, Pen-
nsylvania . . , ---.----,----------, .

Response rate: 58 percent

Southeast. ,..

Responded Alabama,. Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi,
Southirolina, Tennessee - I

.Did riot respond. Kentucky, North art.° ina), Virginia, West Virginia
Response rate: 66 percent

A i....

Midwest 4,

Responded: Iowa, Michigan, Missouri, Wisconsin
Did not respond. Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Minnesota, Nebr4ska, Ohip
Response rate: 40 percent

.

Southwest

Responded: Nevada, Oklahoma, Texas
Did not respond: Arizona, New MexicO
Response rate: 60 percent ,

West

lafe

Responded. Alaska, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, Washington, Wyoming

id not respond: Oregon
Response rate:.92 percefit

(.
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Appendix C
Model- V: Secondary School ),

Mass Communication Specialists

..<

Mass communication involves the use of media to distribute messages as widely
as possible. The secondary school mass communication specialist typically
oodles from a background that reflects one or more of three categories of
media: print, broadcasting, or film. Consequently, the specialist may have
academic preparation in English and journalism, in speech, in theater and the
fine arts, or in various combinations of these and other discgilinea. Since every
mass commtinication specialist should have breadth of knowledge spanning
the three m is categories, mpny of the competencies that follow may, be
applied t reparation of all mass communication specialists, regardless of
their nfedi rientations. However, these competenciet emphasize instruction
in broadcasting and film media since these relate most strongiv to preparation
of teachers of Communication and theater. Although journalism teachers
(those concerned primarily with print media) are usually prepared separately
for certification, current trends toward a unified view of communication pro-
cesses in print and nonpriut media may mean that the competencies below
would be essential fortheir preparation.

410;,-
Another point is the distinction between the mass communication special-

ist and the specialist in instructional media. While. there arn certainly areas in
which competencies of these two specialists overlap, there are essential differ-
ences: the mass communication specialist is concerned with processes, effects,
and production of media intelation.to mass audiences, the instructional media
specialist is concerned with audio-visual processes and technology in educa-
tional settings. Instructiodal media specialists areusually prepared in depart-
ments of ediCational technology. . -

The competencies which appear in Model for all teachers are assumed for
mass communication specialists, Skills outlined in Model I, Competency---6,
should be achieved at very high levels of profigtiency for the Mass Communi-
cation Specialist. Given the relationships between speech communication and
mist communication end between theater and mass communication, it is

"highly deiirable that the -mas,s communication specialist achieve competence
in selected aspectsVf Models III and IV.

Foal, 1,
;.

The mass communication- specialist will demonstrate competencies necessary
to develop progranii,*in educational and community settings.

Repiinted irdth, Preparation of Elementary :ftd Secondary Teachers t
Speech Communication and Theathr-kmpeterky Models Recommended by
the Speech Communication Association .and the me an Theatre Associa-
tion-Wails-Chttreh, Va.. Speech Communication Associati , 1978).

13 7
135-
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Competency I
The mass communication specialist will organize programs in the school and
community which promote awareness of media as an important resource at
various levels by:

a. promoting awareness of media inthe community through:
(1)_ .critical analysis of local media'
(2) introduction to new media
(3) planning for new applications of media

b. promoting awareness of social, economic, and political issues related to
media at the national level through:
(1) discussion of media issues and events
(2) critical analysis of broadcasting and film
(3) utilization of techniques for giving "feedback" to programmers and

. filmmakers
c. promoting awareness of mass communication and media issues at the

international level including:
(1) the impact of satellite, table, and other forms of media technology
(2) the developmiint of cooperative international media enterprises
(3) the impact of media On developing nations
(4) relationstilEof mediato economic and political structures of estab-

lished natidis ,

Competency 2

The mass communication specialist will develop competencies to act as a re-
'Source consuitanCon program development in the schools and community.bS..

a. applying knowledge of mass communication theory and research to
other aspects of curricula including: ,. -

,,(1) relationships among massmedia and socialization proqesses
(2) analyses of prosocial and antisocial messages in mediakontexts
(3) evaluations of brOadcasting and film as art forms
(4) specific 11i,VOries of -mass media effects emerging frog such diverse

ileitis as social psychology, anthropology, philosophy} rhetoric, art,t etc. - , P
-b critically analyzing specialized forms and uses of mass communication

including: 1
t

(1j the nature and content of mass news ',
(2) the distinction between news and commentary (e. , objectivity

and subjectivity) ,-, -
i ,,-.(3)a,the uses arid content of the mass media in the pojiticaliprocess

' (4)-the uses and &intent of the mass media in advertising ;

(5) the portrayal of racial, religious, and ethnic groups )ay the mass
' s s'' media-both, past and present'

i
. (6) the various 09s and techniques of film productio.n ; .

(7) cross;media Comparisons 1

c providing techniCal information in the use of specialized presentational
models to enhance Communication and artistic productiins in school
and comet,} nity settings, including: c* : .
(1) mechanics of' edia such as graphic display and photographic corn-

position, ju position and montage (both auditoryi and visual)
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Goal 2

137

camera movement and microphone placement, sound effects, color,
etc.
use Of commercial film, broadcast media, videotape' to facilitate
learning
use of student, media productions to facilitate learning
use of cable to e' to ,increase citizens' participation in commun-
ity decision-making.
transference of a work of art from One medium to another (e.g.,
filming a ballet, televising a play, etc.),

The mass communication specialist will demonstrate competencies necessary
to help students relate effectivelyto mass communication and media.

Competency 1 - .
The mass communication specialist will provide activities that help students
to more-effectively utilize broadcast media by: .

a. expanding students' knOwledge of the history and :development of
broadcasting

b. expanding students' knowledge of the influence of media on individuals'
perceptions of self and society ,..r, 'N.

c. expanding the information -pro essing.Cipabilities of students through
practice in the analysis and tntlesis of material from the broadcast

I ,..4
m messag,e preliaration andmessage deli-

television
latory purposes and policies of broid-

,

!,.

meilia,,,,,
d. expanding the skills ofstuden

very for media such as radio an
e, expanding understanding of re

cast media through such agenci
(I) the Federal CommOicatio

mission, and other fgclefal
media operation and medi

(2) prOcetses of self- regulati
. groups

f. increasing student's' _pi dies to
according to brickiiS appropriate

-
Colnpetcncy,,2a
The rnass yOmmunic, a flog specialist
to apprecitite 'film asran art form by;

a. expanding students' knowledge
b. expanding students' knOwledg

films

as:
Commisiion, the Federal Trade Com-

tate,,and iocal agencies with regard to
ontrol
f the media by industry and professional

evaluate radio and television:programs
to a specific program's genre .

ill provide activities that help students

f the histOry and development of film-
of the various methods of classifying

c, expanding students' knowles e of the charaCteristics of film which dis-
tinguish it, from other artfoims and:on-1s of mass communication

d expanding students' awareness of the techniques and mechanics,qsed to
create various effecti in film -

e. exp.a,t1cling stitdents' awareness of the processes used to create and sell
coMmerdially produced films

...----- . '
,=-- .
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f. increasing students' abilities to evaluate various types °lift
g. expanding students' understanding of regulatory policies related to film

Competency 3
The mass communication specialist will develop activities that permit students
and faculty to experiment with conimunicatjon through print and nonprint
-media by:

a. producing school newspapers, magazines, newsletters, etc.
.

b. producittg programs on broadcast and/or carrier current radio stations
c. utilizing closedcircuit and/or Videotape teleVision facilities

Utilizing local radio and television stations fOr presentations of student-
oriented programs -

e. utilizing local newspapers for presentations of studetit-oriented stories
-

.

Goal 3

The mass communication speciatistlivill develop competelicies for facilitating
'students' developthent of career-related attitudes and skillst

,Competency 1

4The teacher of mass communication- will assist tudents in the development of
media-oriented skills by:

a. introducing-students to broadcast, print! and film termitiologY and pro-
duction techniques

b. providing curricular and cocurricular activities that encourage the, stu-
dent to develop such skills as observing, interviewing, writing, and pre-
senting mediated messages

c. introducing students to mass media productions of the highest profes-
sional caliber

d. providing students with experiences to develop creativity. in working
with print and nonprint media

'Competency; 2

The teacher of 'mass communication will assist those students who wish to
consider a career in mass communication by:

a. providingranformption aboUt career opportunities in the mass media and
in related professions

b. apprising students of their potential for media-related employment
c. establishing liaison between students and media-professionals by:

(1) inviting representatives from the media and from professional asso-
ciations to speak at curricular and cbcurricular activities

(2) arranging for tours so that students may observe production and/or
';operation of the mass media -

,(3) providing opportunities to observe and discuss professional conduct
(4) .establishing summer and part-time internships with media-related

organizations for highly qualified students
d. providing information about academic programs related to mass media

4

0
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N. document number ED 128 812]; Judith Trojan, "Films on Film: A Check-
list," Take One, March 1977-, p. 30. t.)

The following provide examples of thematic treatments of single films or
groups of films: David Babcoac, "Understanding Prejudice," The Teachers
Guide to Media and Methods 3 (April 1967). 18-17 [ERIC document nurnbesj
ED 026 359]; Robert Geller, "Learning from Loneliness," The Teachers
Guide to Media and Methodst3 (March 19674; 10-13 [ERIC dqcument num-

-% ber ED 026 359], Frank McLaughlin, "The 400 Blows," The Teachers Ouide
to Media and Methods 4 (September 1967): 30-31 [ERIC document number
ED 022 743] ; Frank Manchel, "Film Study: 'Nothing but a Man, "' The
Teachers Guide to Media and Methods 4 (October 19Q7): 10-13 [ERIC edocu-;
ment number ED 022 744]; Loren Pipp, "Media Mix Recipe for 'Cry, the
*loved Country,'" The Teachers Guide to Media and Methods 3 (February
1967): 14-17 [ERIC document number ED d25 504]; Sylvia Spann and Mary
Beth Culp, eds., Thematic Units in ,Teaching English and the Humanities
(Urbana, Ill.: National Council of Teachers of English, 1975) [ERIC document
number ED 119'1811.

C11. Thomas W. Benson and Stephen Fleischer, "Teaching the Rhetoric
of Film: Access to Images," Today's Speech, Winter 1975, pp' 23, 27-37.,

12. Joseph Dispenza. Freeze Frame: A Sound Filmstrip History of the
America ilm (Dayton, Ohio. Pflaum /Standard, $60.00), Understanding the
Art of the ilm (Stanford, Conn.: Educational Dimensions Corporation,
$35.00); Re oir, Welles, Eisenstein, Godard, Fellini, and Bunuel (Paris:
L'Avant'§ce , six sets at $42.50 per set).
tv Sou ilm p, setsavailqkle from Educational Dimensions Corporation,
Stinford, Co : The Russia Film. "The Battleship Potemkin " and "Ivap
the Terrible' Two cassettes, 16 min. and 20 min., with two filmstrips, $50.00),
Cinema and Art. Expressionism and "The Cabinet of Doctor Caligari" (One
cassette with filmstrip, 14 min., $25.00); Cinema and Art. Surrealism and "Un
Chien AnctolOu" (One cassette with filmstrip, 14 min., $25.00), Understand-
ing the Art of the Film (Two cassettes with filmstrips, 16 min. each, $50.00),

-- Two Films by Ingmar Bergman, "The Virgin Spring" and "The Magician"
(Two cassettes with filmstrips, 20 min. each, $50.00).

Multimedia 'lockage available from Viewfinders, P.O. Box ston,
III. 60204: 'Potemkin": A Multi-Media Film Study, $58.50.

Regarding film extracts, see David Powell, "The Uses of Film Extracts,"
The Teachers Guide to Media and .Methods 4 (October 1967), pp. 8-20 [ERIC
document, number ED 021 834].

13. 111ore on the film Ben;Hur Kevin Brownlow, The Parade's Gone By
(New York:.Ballantine Books, 1969), chap. 36; Kenneth McGo an, Behind
the Screen (New York: Dell, 1965), pp. 253, 327.

14. A.C. Nielsen Company, Nielsen Newscast, No. 2,1975, la. 7.
.15. George Gerbner, "Toward a General, Model of Connnunic tion,"

udio-Visual Communication Review 4 (1956):171-179.
16, Gdorge Gerbner, Mass Communication and Popular Conceptions of

Education A Cross-Cultural Study (Urbana, Ill.. Institute of Communications
Research, University of Illinois, 1964).
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: Chapter Five

1. Roger G. Noll, Merton J. Peck, and John J. MeGowan, Economic
Aspects of Television Regulation (Washington, D.C.. Brookings Institution,
1973), p. 1.

2. The authoritative text on these matters is Sydney W. Head, Broad-
casting in America. A Survey of Television and Radio, 3rd ed. (Boston. Hough-

._ ton Mifflin, 1976).
3. See Daniel W. Tooth, Richard D. Marks, and Arnold P. Lutzker,

Legal Problems in Broadcasting Identification and Analysis of Selected Issues
(Lincoln, Neb.. Great Plains National Instructional Teleyision Library, 1974).

4. The codes, guidelines, and interpretations are available from the Code
Authority, National Association of Broadcasters, 1771 N Street, N.W., Wash-
ington, D.C. 20036. Code News is a monthly newsletter on selfregulation
published by the Code AuthoriV7sx..

5. The Radio-TelevisioeNews_Directors Association is located at 1735
De Sales Street, N.W., Washington, D.C20036. The association publication is
the kTNDA Communicator. Many other professional associations are listed in
the Communication Directory, edited by V.M. Root and published by the
Council of Communication Societies, P.O. Box 1974; Silver Spring, Md. 20910.

6: .Among the better known of tliese are Action for Children's Tele-
vision, 33 Hancock Avenue, Newton Center, Mass. 02159; Communication
Coinmission, National Council of Churches, Room 860, 475 Riverside Drive,
New York,N.Y.,19927;. National Association for Better Broadcasting, P.O.,
Box 43460, Los Angeles, Calif. 90643; National Black Media Coalition, 244
Plymouth Avenue, Rochester, N.Y. 14608; Citi ens Cominunieation Center,
1914 Sunderland Place, N.W., Washington, D.C. 036; Office of Communi-
cation, :United Church of Chris,t, 289 Park Ave e. South, New York, N.Y.
10010.

7. Despite the relatively large number of basic textbooks in film, none
describes the film industry- with the same concipfon as Sydney Head's Broad-
casting in America. The following, however, may be helpful: Thomas W. Bohn
awl Richard L, Stromgren, Light and Shadows A History of Motion Pictures
(Port Washington, N.Y.: Alfred Publishing, 1975) and Kenneth MacGowan,
Behind the creen e History and Techniques of the Motion Picture (New
York: Dell, 965).

8. See, for exa le, Donald M.- Gillmor and Jerome A. Barron .Mass
Communication Law. Cases and Comment (St. Paul, Minn,: Wesj Publishing,
1969), chap. 3; and- Hyoid L. Nelson and Dwight L. Teeter, Jr., 1,11W of Mass
Communication Fieedbm and Control of Print and Broadcast Media, 5tked.
(Mineola, N.l.: Foundation Press,1969), sec. 73. -

9 For additiiinal information, consult Theodore Ps,* n, agazines in
, the T entieth Century, 2nd ed. (Urbana: University of Illinois ess, 1964),

the Seven-
ties

C. Hynds, American NeWspapers iPress, 1969); mast
nd E. Wolseley,Thrstending Magaiine4, 2nd ed. (Ames.., SjnteSte

University P
ties (New York: Hastings House, 197,5); William H. Jones and Laird Anderson,
The Newspaper Business (Washington, D.C.: Washington Post, 1977),

10. Some relevant films include "Community Television?: (16mm sound,
Color, 11 min., 1968), distributed by AIMS; "Communications ansi Media -'

.r
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Newspaper" (16mm sours, color, 21 min., n.d.), distributed by Films Incor-
porated, "CommunicationsThe Printed Word" (16mm sound, cold, 18min.,
1973), distributed by INMARI; "Careerscammunication" (16mm sound,
color, 12 min., 1970), distributed by Doubleday Multi Media; "Career Aware-
nessMass Media" (16mm sound, color, 11 mii1973), distributed by AIMS,
"Federal Government: The F.C.C." (16mm sound, black and white, 15 min.,
n.d.), distribUted by P.H. Glatfelter, Spring Grove, Pa. 17362. Consult also
197.5 Recorded Visual Instruction (Lincohi, Neb.. Great Plains National In-
structional Television Library, 1975) [ERIC document number ED 100 323].

11. Consult Charles klarpole, "ERIC Report: Gaming and Simulation in
Speech ComnitnircMn Education," Speech Teacher 24 (January 1975). 59-

_64, Brent L. Ruben and Richard W. Budd, Human CoMmunication Handbook
(Rochelle Park, %N.J.; Hayden, 1975); Michael L. Turney, "Mass Communica-
tion Games. Simulation Games for Teaching/ Learning about Journalism; Mass
Communication" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Iowa, 1973).

1127See Head, Broadcasting in America, pp. 215-218.

Chapter Six

1. Letter from J. Paul Salois, "Prefers High School Grads," Feedback
18 (February 1977): 14-16./

2. "Edwin Einery, Phillip H. Ault, and Warren K. Agee, Introduction to
Mass Communications, 3rd ed. (New York: Dodd _Mead and Co., 1970),

,) pp. 176.177.
3. The kind of press in this low-cost package would have to be a small

sheet-fed pressone which feeds one sheet of paper at a time to the offset
cylinder. Newspapers and other publications with large circulation are usually
produced on a web-f perfecting press in which the paper is fed;to the press
from a continuous roll of paper. The press cuts the sheets after they are printed
and folds them so that finished publications are produced at the delivery end
of the press. Webfed ,pressel are, of course., much more complex than sheet-
fed press s and consequently are beyond the resources of most. high schools.

4. Broadcasting; March 28, 1977, p. 106.
5. FCd reg4t ions for broadcasting are provided to the public at a

,modest cost. The vol me to-be ordered is Federal Communications Commis-
sion, Rules and ulations, vol. .3, pts. 73, 74, 76, 78 (Was *ngton, D.C.:
U.S. Covernmenl Printing Office).

-
6. See Michael Doyle, "Teaching Radio and Televisfon*,"S ch Teacher

17 (1968): 175.
7. `See FCC Rules and Regulations, paragraph 73, 202. do not

recommend the establishment of.low-powered (ten watt) noncommercial FM
stations. Stich stations prevent the development of the FM channel into a
community wide service (which would require more power). In addition, the
carrier current statioh meets the voctional training need as well with less cost
to the school and to the "public interest, convenience and necessity:"

8. For teacher preparation in-these areas, the most popular textbooks
are Herbert Zettl, Television Production Handbook, 3rd ed. (Belmont, calif.:

_Wadworth, 1976); and Gerald Millerson, The Technique of Television Produc-
tion (New Yorlw,Hastings House, 1972). The most, populai high school text-
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book is Wanda Mitchell, Televising Your Me3,sdge An Introductiob to Tele-
vision as Communication (Skokie, Ill.: *tonal Textbook C.o., 191.4).

. Books on studio design include,Oliyer_Berliner,Colo AV Studio Desyn and
Operation. For CATV, School, and Industry (Blue Ridge Summit, Pi.. TAW
Books, 1976), and Kenneth B. Knecht, Designing and Maintaining the CATV
and Small TV Studio, 2nd ed. (Blue Ridge Summit, Pa.: TAB Books;1976).

9. FCC Rules and Regulations, paragraph 76, 201,requires that cable
systems of otter 3,500 subscribers shall provide a channel for locally originated
programs. 'In practicio however, systems of 3,500 to 10,00Q subscribers area
commonly exempted from this requrcetne,n_t_

10. For those desiring detailed informat' .wn setting up a photography
curriculum,. see Ken Kokrda and Mark JvobWurriculum Guide for photo-
graphy (Skokie, Ill.: National Textbook Co., 1975).

11. See Oregon State Department of E cation, CareeAin Communica-
tion Media (W,ishington, D.C.. U.S. Govemmen rinting_Office, 197.5) [ERIC
document number ED 117 437].

. ,
12. For examples, see Ezra'Adams, beth Lawson, and John Randall

Tabor, Journalism Resource Chide with Emphasis on Career _Education, bul-
letin no. 1338 (Baton Rouge. Louisiana State Department of Education, June
1975) [ERIC document number ED 120 537 J , and Exp/oringCareers in Radio
and Television Production (Cincinnati, Ohio. Cincinnati Public Schools, 1972)
[ERIC document number ED 106 583].

13. Oregon State Department of Edilcatio Career?, p.

.

34A.

Chapter Eight'

1. Some studies on the subje are J.W. Click and John W. Windhauser,
"Stiggesied High School Joumaliai Courses and Teujor Certification Re-
quirements" (Paper presented at meeting of the Associations ir Education
in Journalism, Columbia, South Carolina, August 18741, Bill Dean, "Educite
High School J Teachers to Write, Edit, Gather News," Joiunglism Educator,
27 (1973): 1.0-11; Michael C. Flanigan, "The Place of Non-Print Media in
English Education," English Education 6 (19:74): 31,33; Sam L. Grogg,Jr., "In
Scant Supply," American Film 2 (October 1976): 5; 'John W. Windhauser and
J.W. Click,-:Fourteen Stags Permit High.Schoql JTeachers to Skip Journal-
ism Copses in College," Jarnalism Educator 21(1972). 42-43, Preparation
of Elerfientary and Secondary Teachers in Speech Communication and Thea-
tre Competency Models Recommended by the Speech Communication Asso-
ciation and the American Theatre Association (Falls Church, Va.. Speech
Communication Association, 1978).

J2. Preparation of Elepwritary and Secondary Teacherepp...31-35.
3. For klist of accrediting standards and accredited programs, write

Milton GrossSecretary Treaseer, ACEJ, Scholz! *Journalism, University of
Missouri, Columbia, Mo. 65201. (°'
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os`sary

Actualities News reported from the scene, particularly radio and television.
. Antenna gain. In FM and television antennae, a number indexing the magni.

r fication of signal which the antenna design makes possible. ,
Availability Unsold commercial time in radio and television.
Camera lucida An op101 device which projects a sceneb4ore the c era

onto a translucent screen.
Carrier curreent radio station A station which transmits a signal along and near

the electric lines of buildings. .
_Clio Airards Annual awards for creative achievement in advertising:
"Cold" type Copy, for reproduction by photo-offset lithography. "Cold" type

copy is deal-, dark type on white liepaper which is then pasted together to l
. photographed by the graphietkainera.

C mparative advertising Advertising which compares one product with an-
other and identifies products by brand name.

Composibet Any device which "sets" or arranges type for printing...
,

Corrective advertising Advertising which attempts to correct an impression,
made upon an audience by, earlier advertising from the same advertiser.

Halftones Photographs and other graphic material, which, when printed,
'require-reproduction in shades of grayras well as black and white.

la-school broadcasts A closed-circuit broadcast of audio or television mater.
ials initiated in the school and distributed by wire, cable, or some other
means to receivers within the school.

Institutional advertising Advertising which endeavors only 41 create a good
impression, not to increase sales.

Itein,Price advertising Advertising which lists specific items for sale with their
prices.. , . ,

Logo Any identifying visual mark which may appear on product'packaging
.. 'r and in advertising. ; .

Mass communication The processes by which messages reach very large groups
of peoply very quickly and at very low cost per delivery. ,

Mass media The 'businesses and technologies that prepare and deliver mass
communication messages. ' . ,

Mass society A modern society which is bound together largely by mass com-
munication and derives a mass or collective identity from the content qf.,
the mass media. .

Montage A film term referring to the way individual ,shots are assembled, to-
gether into a finished film. 1-
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airte-iThpression advertising Advertising which primarily attempts ,tecause
thesaudience to remember the name of a product or service..-.

Ne tu ork An interconnected series of broadcast stations which simultaneously
broadcast programs.

Offset or photo offset lithography A method of printing in which a litho-
graphic plate prints onto a rubber cyli ffset with the rubber cylinder
making the actual transfer of ink per.

One-shot, films Zarly motion pictures WRtch"depicted events that"could be
recorded in a single shot, or\iun, of the camera.

Open circuit transmission Transmissions from a broadcast transmitter over an
antenna and through the atmosphere to receivers. .

Phase elective English program A high school English or language art curnculum
.which at each year level permits the student several choices of class sub,
jects. ,

Photo cropping The selection of the portion of a photograph that will appear
in a print publication.

Photojournalism Using photographs to report news and featurd stories in a .

,print publication.
Pihhole camera A photographic camera, which has no lens, using instead a

sheet of Intl foil into which a tiny hole has been punched.
Platemaker TIWdevice in which the photo-offset printing plate is exposed

through the negative by a mercury vapor lamp. '
A

Playlist In radio broadcasting, the list of music from which a disc jockey may
select music Co play on the air.

Pop culture The aggregate of cultural materials made current and popular
largely by the mass media and particularly for commercial gain.

Production credit A title at the beginning or end, of a film or television pro-
- gram that lists by name those who contributed to the finished program.
Program syndication A method of supplying programs in which a suppliercan

sell programs separately VI stations in many markets.. 1

Rating The percent of homes using televislon Or radio that are tuned to a
particular television or radio station.

Station rep or representative .A firm which sells commercial time on local
broadcast stations to national and regional sponsors.

7 Story board A Method for Organizing and planning a film or television message.
Each shot is represented by a separate card with a sketch and accompany-
ing text; then the cards are arranged in the desired order on a board.

Stringer A reporter who works for a news medium bn a story -by -story basis. .
Stripping table In photo-offset lithography, aback- lighted table on which the

negatives are assembled before being used to expcle the printing plate.
Telecine .-, television film chain where film materials are translated into tele-

visionitnals. .

Traffic In radio and TV stations, the tkinction which assembles the daily pro-
,

gram log and keeps track of the various materials required in Ideal produc-
tion. .

1 5
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Glossary 151

Video The pic-ture portion of a television signal.
deO cable A coaxial cable which cafes television synals from a headend or

, origination point of a cable television system to receivers.
Vi eotape A method of recording television signals on magnetic tape.
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